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Judicial Review before Ma rbury:
William Michael Treanor1
Abstract
Wh ile scholars have long probed the original understanding of judicial review and the early judicial review
case law, this Article presents a study of the judicial review case law in the United States before Marbury v.
Madison that is dramatically more complete than prior work and that challenges previous scholarship on the
original understanding of judicial review on the two most critical dimensions: how well judicial review was
established at the time of the Founding and when it was exercised. Where prior work argues that judicial
review was rarely exercised before Marbury (or that it was created in Marbury ), this Article shows that it was
for m ore common than prev iously reco gnized: th ere a re more than five tim es as m any cases from the E arly
Repub lic as the leading historical account found. The A rticle further shows that all of the cases in which
statutes were invalidated fell into three categories: courts invalidated statutes that affected the powers of
courts or juries, and they did so even when the legislation could plausibly be squa red w ith constitutional text
and prior practice; state courts invalidated state statutes for inconsistency with the federal constitution;
federal courts invalidated state statutes, and, again, they did so even when the statutes could plausibly be
defended as constitutional. Scholars have missed this structural pattern, and the dominant view has been that
only clearly unconstitutional statutes were invalidated. The Article shows, instead, that the early case law
reflects a structural approach to judicial review in which the level of scrutiny was closely linked to the nature
of the challenged statute and that courts aggressively protected their power, the power of juries, and the
pow er of the national gov ernment.
Introduction
One o f the most significant questions for originalists - perhaps the most significant question - is: What was
the original und erstand ing of judicial review? Scho lars and jurists have sharp ly disagre ed on what the answer to this
question is. Opinions range from the claim that judicial review was not part of the original understanding at all 2 to
the contention that the original co ncep tion of judicial review was so expansive that courts had the pow er to invalidate
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Dean, Fo rdham Law Sch ool. B .A., J.D ., Yale University. A.M ., Harvard University.

Earlier versions of this Article were presented over a period of more than a decade at workshops at the law
schools of Fordham, Geo rgetown, H ofstra, N orthwestern, N .Y.U ., the University of Virginia, and W illiam and Mary,
at conferences spo nsore d by the American Society of Legal History and the Law and Society Asso ciation, and at a
meeting of the W ashington, D .C. area legal historians. I thank all those who participa ted in these events for their
extremely helpful comments. I am especially grateful to Martin Flaherty, Morton Horwitz, Vicki Jackson, Bob
Kaczoro wski, Kitty Preyer, Bill Nelson, John Reid, and M ark Tushnet. I would particularly like to thank Maeva
Marcus and B ob Frankel for their insightful comments, which have drawn on their wonderful work on the
Docum entary H istory of the Suprem e Cou rt. I would also like to express my gratitude for the very thoughtful
com ments of Larry Kra mer. W hile he and I d isagree about many questions co ncerning early judicial review, this
Article has be en greatly sharp ened by my d iscussions with him . Finally, Fo rdham Law Sch ool p rovid ed invaluab le
financial assistance and an extra ordinarily supportive and vibran t academic enviro nment.
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See Alexander M . Bickel, The Least D angerous Branch: The S upreme Court at the Bar of P olitics 1

(1962).
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statutes on expansive natural law ground s.3 The Sup reme Court has claimed originalist sanction for the view that it
is “the ultimate expositor o f the con stitutional tex t,” 4 and in the past decade it has struck down a string of
congressional statutes on originalist grounds. 5 The dom inant scholarly view - presented most comp ellingly by Larry
Kra mer in his Ha rvard Fore word “W e the C ourt” 6 and in his recent book The People Themselves 7- is dramatically at
odd s with this ap proach and ho lds that, wh ile judicial review was part of the original understanding, it was rarely
exercised, and only clearly unconstitutional statutes were struck down.
This Article presents the most complete historical account of the richest source of evidence on the original
understanding - the case law before Marbury. 8 It specifically focuses on the cases in which at least one judge found
a statute unconstitutional.9 In looking at these case s, this Article departs from previous wo rk by carefully
scrutinizing the actual practice of judicial review. Far more than any previous work, this Article, rather than
accepting at face value judicial assertions that only clearly unconstitutional statutes or statutes violative of natural
law were being invalidated , carefully p robes judicial reasoning and its application to statutory and co nstitutional text.
This historical analysis leads to a view of judicial review in the founding era that is sharply different than all the
varying schools of thought both with respect to the frequency of judicial review and with respect to when it was
exercised, and thus the Article supports a reconceptualization of the original understanding.
The Article shows, first, that judicial review was dramatically better established in the years before
Ma rbury than previously recognized. While there has been a range of opinion about early judicial review, none of
the modern commentators has grasped how common it was for courts to invalidate statutes. The most influential
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A subsequent article will examine in more detail the pre-Ma rbury cases in which constitutional challenges

failed.
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modern account asserts that there were five such decisions in state and federal courts in the critical period between
the Constitution and Marbury. 10 In contrast, this Article discusses 29 cases in which a statute was invalidated and
six more in which, although the statute was upheld, one judge concluded the statute was unconstitutional. The sheer
number of these decisions not only belies the notion that the institution of judicial review was created by Chief
Justice Marshall in Ma rbury, it reflects widespread acceptance and application of the doctrine. Moreover, this sheer
number undercuts the notion that courts were as reluctant as Dean Kramer co ntends to invalidate statutes. At one
level, then, this study provides some support for the modern Court’s expansive view of its powers pursuant to the
origina l understanding, a view that the C ourt ha s claime d but that no p revious historical study had su ppo rted.
Second, as it focuses on the statutes challenged in these cases and the constitutional texts at stake, the
Article contends that the early practice reflects a structural and process-based approach to judicial review. With the
exception of two instances in which a state court found a state statute unconstitutional because it violated the federal
contract clau se, exercises of judicial review were o f two types. First, when legislation affected coordinate
constitutional departments that were not part of the political process that had produced the legislation - either juries
or courts - courts repeatedly invalidated that legislation, even when there was no obvious inconsistency between the
legislation and constitutional text. O f the nineteen cases in this category in which statutes we re invalidated , in
seventeen there were colo rable argum ents favo ring the statutes. Sec ond, federa l courts c losely scrutinized state
legislation for its constitutionality; in most cases in which a statute was struck down, the statute either ran afoul of
the federal co nstitution o r implicated a sphere of fed eral power (such as the ab ility to confer citizensh ip, to regulate
foreign commerce, or to resolve boundary disputes between states). In seven of the eight cases in which a federal
court invalida ted a state statute, there were plausible gro unds supp orting the rejected statute’s constitutionality.
In contrast, I have found no case o utside o f these categories in which the statute was invalidated. There is
little evidence that anyone thought that judicial review was only appropriate in the categories of cases I have
outlined. Rather, the d ifference is that the standard of review was different outside of these ca tegories.
Thus, analysis of the early case law indicates that both K ramer’s app roach and the Co urt’s approach miss
the original understanding in ways of profound importance for a modern originalist jurisprudence. Where Kramer
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describes a consistent pattern of deference, this Article shows that the standard of review varied with subject matter,
and that in the two categories of cases described above, courts were not deferential and could apply an expansive
conception of judicial review. Indeed, in twenty-four of the twenty-seven cases in these two categories, there were
plausible grounds in support of the invalidated statute. When the category of state court invalidation of state statutes
on federal constitutional grounds is added in so that all cases are represented, one finds that in twenty-four of the
twenty-nine cases in which statutes were invalid ated there we re plausible arguments in favo r of the statute. In sho rt,
the case law is dramatically at odds with the view that only clearly unconstitutional statutes were invalidated.
In contrast, the S upreme C ourt’s expansive view of its power to invalida te legislation at od ds with its
conception of the original understanding misses the fact that early courts were - except in the limited categories of
cases described above - strikingly deferential and overturned no statutes outside of these limited categories. In
addition, the early case law is almost a mirror image of modern case law. In the leading modern cases, the Supreme
Court has acted expansively in striking down congressional legislation on federalism grounds. Early practice was the
opposite.

While these early federal court cases have been largely overlooked, they show that, in the period covered

here, exercise s of judicial review serve d to ke ep state legislatures, rather than Congress, in che ck.
Section one of this Article establishes the background for the presentation of the early case law. It discusses
the competing views on the original understanding of judicial review. It also discusses the two sources of evidence
on the original understanding other than the post-1776 case law: judicial precedent before the American Revolution
and the (remarkably few) early statements about judicial review that occurred outside of the context of litigation
(such as Alexander Hamilton’s Federalist 78 11). The section explains why the post-1776 case law provides the
critical evidence on original understanding.
Section two looks at the revolutionary era case law. It examines the seven cases from this period that can
arguably be considered jud icial review case s. The next three sections analyze the case law from the early repub lic.
Section three brings together the state cases in which courts invalidated statutes. Section four looks at the lower
federal court cases. Section five studies the relevant Supreme Court case law before Ma rbury.
Section six then draws on the previous analysis in two ways. First, it argues that the pre-Marbury case law
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The Fed eralist No. 78 (A lexander Hamilton).
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powe rfully illuminates Ma rbury. The prevalence of pre-Ma rbury exercises of judicial review helps explain why the
assertion of judicial review in Ma rbury provoked little controversy, a fact that previous scholars have often found
surprising. It also makes Chief Justice Marshall’s often-criticized reasoning in the case understandable: what
app ears to be a p uzzling, unconvincing, and uniquely aggressive exercise of judicial review was fully consistent with
prior judicial decisions in which co urts had invalida ted statutes that trenched on jud icial autho rity and autono my.
Second, the section seeks to articulate the approach to judicial review underlying the case law. There is a dearth of
writings from this era on when judicial review should be exercised, and there was certainly some support for the
view that judicial review should only be exercised in cases of clear unconstitutionality. Nonetheless, the case law
discussed in this Article principally reflects an approach to judicial review that, rather than being limited to cases of
clear unconstitutionality, embodies a sensitivity to concerns of process and structure. The early decisions reflect the
view that courts should look closely at legislation when it implicated the powers of governmental entities that had not
participated in its enactment: courts thus looked closely at legislation, adopted by the political branches, that
arguably trenched on the powers of juries and judges, and federal courts looked closely at state legislation that
implicated the powers of Congress or the decisions made by “W e the People” in adopting the federal constitution.
Judicial review thus reflected the conception that courts had to protect the preconditions for, to use Hamilton’s term,
“a limited constitution” by protecting the autonomy and power of governmental entities not involved in the adoption
of the statute under review.12
The Article does not argue for the application of this approach in modern case law. Indeed, the Article does
not assume that modern jurisprudence should be originalist. The purpo se of the Article is to uncover what the
original understanding was, as revealed in the richest source, the early case law. It leaves to further discussion the
question of what consequences should follow from recognition of the original understanding.
I. Background
The Constitution does not explicitly give federal courts the power of judicial review 13. In the late nineteenth
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The Fed eralist No. 78, at 394 (G arry Wills ed., 1982).

13

At the same time, there is a strong textualist argument that judicial review is implicit in the Constitution.
See Saikrishna B. Prakash & John C. Yoo, The Origins of Judicial Review, 70 U. Ch. L. Rev. 887, 894-913 (2003)
(presenting the textualist argument).
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century, in the context of a heated political debate about whether courts were exercising the power of judicial review
too aggressively, scholars began to debate when the power to review statutes had first emerged and, to the extent that
that power had been part of the original conception of the Constitution, its scope. 14 That deb ate continues to this
day. This section examines the dominant scholarly positions, the different types of evidence bearing on the original
understanding, and how probative those types of evidence are.
Perhaps the best known position is that judicial review of congressional legislation was not part of the
origina l understanding and that Marbury represented a sharp break with the framers’ vision. This view is associated
most prom inently with P rofesso r Alexander Bickel. In his classic work, The Most Dangerous Branch, Bickel
declared, “[I]f any legal doctrine can be said to have been created in a moment, judicial review is that doctrine and
Ma rbury is the mo ment.” 15
The dominant scholarly view differs from Bickel’s in that it acknowledges the existence of judicial review
before Marbury, but sees it as limited in scope and a rarity. Professor Sylvia Snowiss, whose 1990 book Judicial
Review and the Law of the Constitution 16 is the leading historical study of early judicial review, found only five cases
in the period between the start of the federal constitutional convention and Marbury in which courts refused to apply
statutes because they were unconstitutional. 17 “The absence of active judicial review [during this period],” she
conclude s, “reflected the understanding that this p ower was limited to the con cededly unconstitutional act.” 18 Gordon
W ood, the leading historian of the framing, has substantially embraced Snowiss’s approach, and he has argued that

14

Davison D ouglas, The Rhetorical Uses of Marbury v. Madison: The Emergence of a Great Case, 38 W ake
Forest L. Rev. 37 5, 38 6-40 7 (2003 ).
15

Bickel, supra note 2, at 1.

16

Snowiss, supra note10.

17

See id. at 37 , nn. 57, 58; 59-60 . Acco rding to Sno wiss, the five judicial review cases in this perio d were:
Hayburn’s Case, 2 U.S. (2 D all.) 409 (1792 ); Bo wman v. M iddleton, 1 S .C.L. (1 Bay) 252 (1792 ); VanHorne’s
Lessee v. Dorrance, 2 U.S. (2 D all.) 304 (1792 ); Kampe r v. Ha wkins, 1 Va. Cases 20 (179 3); Stid ger v. R ogers, 2
Ky. Decisions 52 (1801 ). She discusses a sixth in which an equally divided court upheld a statute: Lindsay v.
Comm’rs, 2 S.C .L. (2 B ay) 38 (1796).
18

Snowiss, supra note 9, at 60.
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judicial review was first seen as “qua si-revolutionary process” 19 and that, even as it won acceptanc e in the 1790 s, its
cham pions recognized that it “was no t to be exercise d in do ubtful cases of unconstitutionality” 20 and was to be
“invoked only on the rare occasio ns of flagrant and unequivocal violatio ns of the Constitution.” 21 Other studies
echo this view. W illiam Casto, in his study of the early Suprem e Co urt, conclude s that the Justices b elieved that a
statute co uld be invalid ated o nly if it were “unconstitutional b eyond disp ute.” 22 In his work on the first hundred years
of the Supreme Court, David Currie declares that “[a] lasting principle of construction was established before 1801:
dou btful cases were to be reso lved in favor o f constitutio nality.” 23 Christo pher W olfe 24 and Robert Clinton25 have
offered similar views of the early case law.
As Sno wiss recognizes, 26 her conclusion echoes that reached by James Bradley Thayer in his 1893 article,
“The Origin and Scope of American C onstitutional Law,” 27 a classic work that provided critical historical
justification for the limited conception of judicial review championed by Justices Holmes, Brandeis, and Cardozo, as

19

Gordon Wood, The Origins of Judicial Review Revisited, or How the Marshall Court Made More out of
Less, 56 W ash & Lee L. Rev. 787 , 809 n.41 (199 9).
20

Id. at 799.

21

Id. at 798-99.

22

W illiam Casto, The Supreme Court in the Early Republic: The Chief Justiceships of John Jay and Oliver
Ellsworth 222 (1995).
23

David Currie, T he Constitution in the Supreme C ourt: T he First Hundred Years, 17 89-1 888 at 56 (1985).

24

See Christopher Wolfe, The Rise of Modern Judicial Review: From Constitutional Interpretation to JudgeMade Law 1 04 (198 6) (“Judicial review was no t to be exercise d in a ‘doubtful case.’”).
25

See Robert Lowry C linton, Marbury v. Madison and J udicial Review 72 (1989) (emb racing Currie’s
conclusion that federal court case law reflects the view that “‘doubtful cases were to be construed in favor of
constitutionality’”) (quoting Currie, supra note 23, at 56). Clinton argues that some Anti-Federalists and Republican
politicians had a more expansive conception of judicial review and argued that courts should strike down
congressio nal legislation that exceeded national power or implicated state power. Se e id. at 73. Clinto n does not,
however, argue tha t this approach was re flected in the case law.
26

See Snowiss, supra note 9, at 6, n.7.

27

James Bradley Thayer, The Origin and Scope of the American Doctrine of Constitutional Law, 7 Harv. L.
Rev. 129 (18 93).
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well as Judge Hand.28 Thayer a rgued that the early view wa s that a court “can only disregard the Ac t when those
who have the right to make laws have not merely made a mistake, but have m ade a very clear one, - so clear that it is
not open to rational question.” 29
In marked contrast, Professor Suzanna Sherry argues that there was an expansive conception of judicial
review at the time of the founding. She contends that the original understanding was that statutes would be judged
for their consistency with fundamental principles of natural law, as well as for their consistency with the written
constitution.30 A substantial body of scholars has reached the same conclusion.31
Recent Supreme Court opinions also reflect an expansive conception of the original understanding of
judicial review, although not a natural law conception of judicial review. Appealing to original understanding, the
Court has inva lidated a string of congressional statutes on federalism grounds. 32 Implicit in these opinions is the idea
that fealty to originalism entails, not only a particular vision of federalism, but commitment to an active conception
of judicial review. In other words, when the Court overturns a congressional statute and asserts that it is carrying out
the founders’ understanding of the Constitution, its opinion reflect both a particular view on how the founders
understood the substance of the Constitution and the view that the founders intended that the Court should not defer
to congressional constitutional jud gments abo ut the sub stance of the C onstitution.

This view receives particularly

28

For discussion of the article’s influence on Justices Holmes, Brandeis, and Frankfurter, see Wallace
Mendelson, The Influence of James B. Thayer upon the Work of Holmes, Brandeis, and Frankfurter, 31 Vand. L.
Rev. 71 (1 978 ). Frank furter no tably described T hayer’s article as the most impo rtant article ever written in
American constitutional law. See H arlan B. P hillips, Felix Frankfurter Reminisces 299-3 01 (1960). See also
Gerald Gunther, Learned Hand: The Man and the Judge 118-19 (1994) (influence of Thayer on Hand). But see
Mark T ushnet, Tha yer’s Target: Judicial Review or D emo cracy, 8 8 N w. U.L. Rev. 9, 9 (199 3) (no ting that T hayer’s
conception of constrained judicial review did not apply to review of state statutes for consistency with federal
constitution).
29

Thayer, supra note 27, at 144.

30

See Suzanna Sherry, The Founde rs’ Unwritten Constitution, 54 U. Chi. L. Rev. 1127 (1 987).

31
See, e.g, Randy Barnett, Reconceiving the Ninth Amendment, 74 Cornell L. Rev. 1 (1988); Helen K.
Michael, The R ole of Natural Law in Early American Constitutionalism, 69 N.C. L. Rev. 421 (1 991); Arthur
W ilmarth, Jr., Elusive Foundation: John Marshall, James Wilson, and the Problem of Reconciling Popular
Sovereignty and Natural Law Jurisprudence in the New Fed eral Republic, 72 Geo. W ash. L.Rev. 113 (2003).
32

See, e.g., United States v. Morrison, 529 U.S. 598 (2001); Bd. of Trs. of University of Ala. v. Garrett, 531
U.S. 356 (20 01); Kimel v. Fla. Bd. of Regents, 528 U.S. 68 (200 0); Printz v. United States 521 U.S. 898 (1997);
City of Boerne v. Flores, 521 U.S. 507 (199 7); United States v. Lopez, 514 U.S. 549 (19 95).
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clear expression in City of Boerne, where Justice Kennedy stated:
W hen the Court has interpreted the Constitution, it has acted within the province of the Judicial Branch,
which emb races the duty to say what the law is. Ma rbury v. Madiso n, 1 Cranch. at 177 . When the political
branches of the Government act against the background of a judicial interpretation of the Constitution
alread y issued, it must be understood that in later case s and contro versies the Co urt will treat its preced ents
with the respect due them und er settled principles, including stare d ecisis, and contrary exp ectations must
be disapp ointed . 33

“[T]he duty to say what the law is” is thus traced to Ma rbury and means that, when the Court announces its view,
that view trumps any inconsistent legislative reading of the Constitution advanced in its wake.
Morrison offers an even m ore expansive view of jud icial role:
As we have rep eatedly noted , the Frame rs crafted the fede ral syste m o f governm ent so that the peo ple's
rights would be secured by the division of power. Departing from their parliamentary past, the Framers
ad op ted a written Con stitutio n that further divided authority at the fed eral level so that the C onstitutio n's
provisions would not be defined solely by the political branches nor the scope of legislative power limited
only by public opinion and the legislature's self-restraint. See, e.g., Marbury v. Madison, 1 Cranch 137, 176
(1803) (Marshall, C.J.) ("The powers of the legislature are defined and limited; and that those limits may
not be mistaken or forgotten, the constitution is written"). It is thus a "permanent and indispensable feature
of our constitutional system" that "the federal judiciary is supreme in the exposition of the law of the
Constitution."
No doubt the political branches have a role in interpreting and applying the Constitution, but ever since
Marbury this Court has remained the ultimate expositor of the constitutional text ... . "In the performance of
assigned constitutional duties each branch of the Government must initially interpret the Constitution, and
the interp retation of its powers b y any branch is due great respect from the others ... . Many dec isions of this
Court, however, have unequivocally reaffirmed the holding of Marb ury. . . that "it is emphatically the
prov ince and d uty of the jud icial dep artment to say what the law is.'" 34

Judicial suprema cy in constitutional interpre tation is here po rtrayed as a central part of the original understanding.
The Fram ers established a system of separation of powers, and it is a "’permanent and indispensable feature of our
constitutional system'" that "’the federal judiciary is supreme in the exposition of the law of the Constitution.'" "’[I]t
is emphatically the province and duty of the judicial department to say what the law is.'" Marbury is quoted in ways
that make the opinion stand for - not simply the proposition that courts must “say what the law is” in order to decide
a particular case - but that the judicial reading of the Constitution is the correct reading and that the other branches

33

Boerne, 521 U.S. at 536 .

34

Morrison, 529 U.S. at 616, n.7.
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cannot legitimately hold compe ting constructio ns. “[T]he jud icial departm ent . . . say[s] wh at the law is” and there is
no ro om fo r deb ate by the other branches o r by the p eop le.
In his Harvard Sup reme C ourt Foreword, P rofessor K ramer offers a powerful critique of the originalist
underpinnings of the Court’s originalism. Quoting the paragraphs I have just quoted from Morrison and offering
them as the crystallization o f the Co urt’s recent jurisprudence, K rame r writes:
Virtually every stateme nt here is wrong. Or, not so much wrong as made without context and grossly
oversimplified. This is constitutional history in a funhouse mirror, a warped picture whose features are
distorted at precisely tho se po ints where it matters most. The Fo unding generation did not solve the
problem of constitutional interpretation and enforcement by delegating it to judges. Their thinking was more
complex and, frankly, more imaginative than that. They were too steeped in republicanism to think that the
solution to the problem of republican politics was to chop it off at the knees. . . . And no matter how often
the Court repeats that it has been the ultimate expositor of the Constitution since Marbury, it still will not
have been so. . . .
I said at the outse t that I would no t make an originalist claim , and I d o not mean to do so now. The po int is
not that the Rehnquist Court's vision of the Constitution is wrong beca use the F ound ing generation wou ld
have rejected it or because popular constitutionalism has been a vital part of our practice all along, though
both things are true. I am not interested (here) in getting into a complex debate abo ut how much normative
weight history should carry in law. My present objective is more modest: to denaturalize a set of
assumptions that are taken as natural by many, including especially the conservative majority on the
Rehnquist Court and its supporters off the Court. Insofar as the Justices have chosen their path in the belief
that, in doing so, they are vindicating the Constitution, either as it was originally understood or as it was
viewed until recently, they are mistaken. It does not automatically follow that they are wrong to enlarge the
scop e of their authority. But it does follow that they need an explanation and a justification they have yet to
provide. Certainly more needs to be done than quoting Ma rbury out of context or offering really bad
renditions of the Founding. 35

Building on previous historical work - and in particular that of Snowiss - Kramer offers a conception of the original
scope of judicial review that is very different than that reflected in Rehnquist Court decisions. Kramer argues that
the original understanding was that judicial power was “a power to be employed cautiously, only where the
unco nstitutionality of a law was clear beyo nd doubt.” 36

35

Kra mer, supra note 6, at 161 -62.

36
Id. at 79. At the same time, K rame r’s vision o f early judicial review is less co nstrained than Snowiss’.
Thus, he recognizes that in determining what was unconstitutional beyond a reasonable doubt judges “were not
strictly confined to the text but could dra w on w ell-established p rinciples of the cu stoma ry constitution as well.” Id.
Although his overall conclusions are substantially different than mine, in making this argument, Kramer relied in part
on an earlier draft of this article. See id. at 40. For discussion of the differences between my views and Dean
Kramer’s, see infra note 39. For Kramer’s most detailed discussion of Snowiss’ work, see Kramer, supra note 6, at
33, n.114.
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In his important new book The People Themselves, Dean Kramer develops his argument about the original
unde rstanding with sub tlety and sophistication. K rame r argue s “[t]hat the Founders expected constitutional limits to
be en forced through politics and by the p eop le rather than in the courts.” 37 In the debate about the constitution, the
topic of judicial review received little attention. In e arly practice, it was extrem ely limited in scop e: “It was . . . a
pow er to be employed cau tiously, only where the unconstitutionality of a statute was c lear beyond do ubt.” 38
Breaking with other scholars such as Snowiss who stress the constrained quality of early judicial review, Kramer,
while see ing early judicial review as sharp ly constra ined, re cognizes that “judges did not co nfine them selves strictly
to text.” 39 Judges also “drew on we ll-establishe d principles of the cu stoma ry constitution.” 40 Nonetheless, because
the only statutes held unconstitutional were either at odds with clear text or clearly established principles, exercises
of judicial review were limited to statutes that were “blatantly unconstitutional.” 41
Thus, the issue is squarely joine d: W hat was the original und erstand ing of judicial review? As K rame r’s
work indicates, the answer to this question has profound consequences for modern jurisprudence.
As an evidentiary matter, there are three categories of materials potentially bearing on this question:
practice prior to the Revolution; contemporaneous statements about judicial review that occurred outside the context
of litigation (such as at the constitutional convention in Philadelphia); and case law in the period after the start of the
Revolution.

37

Kramer, supra note 7, at 91.

38

Id. at 99. See also id. at 92 (“clear beyond dispute”); id. at 102 (“clearly unconstitutional”).

39

Id. at 99.

40

Id.

41

Id. at 103. Kramer’s book cites previous drafts of this Article, see id. at ix, 41, 69, 279, 291, 29 2, and
thus, unlike scholars such as Snowiss, at one level he recognizes the comparative frequency of early exercises of
judicial review. At the same time, that recognition is only a brief acknowledgment, rather than a significant aspect of
the bo ok - D ean K rame r only discusses a hand ful of the ca ses from the early Rep ublic - and it is at od ds with his
basic thesis that “constitutional limits [were] to be enforced through politics and by the people rather in the courts.”
Id. at 99. Moreover, Dean Kramer reads the cases differently than I do. Where he argues that the statutes
invalidated were at odds with constitutional text or clearly established principles, I argue that the scope of review
turned on the category of cases and that in certain types of cases courts repeatedly acted aggressively, without the
supp ort of clear text or well-establishe d principles.
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Practice before the Revolution, however, ultimately offers limited illumination because the doctrine of
judicial review marked a d eparture from preced ent. Arguably, in a hand ful of case s in the seventeenth and early
eighteenth centuries, B ritish courts took the po sition that they could pronounce vo id statutes inconsistent with
principles of fundamental law.42 The most prom inent of these decisions is Lord Co ke’s opinion in Bon ham ’s Case,
where he observed:
It appears in our books, that in many cases, the common law will controul Acts of Parliament, and
sometimes adjudge them to be utterly void; for when an Act of Parliament is against common right and
reason, or repugnant, or impossible to be performed, the common law will controul it, and adjudge such Act
to be void.43

Historians and legal scholars have debated whether Bonham ’s Case should be read as a declaration of the power of
judicial review or simply as embodying a principle of statutory construction.44

There is agreem ent, however, that,

by the time of the American Revolution, the principle of judicial review had decisively been rejected in Great
Britain.45 Asserting the doctrine of parliamentary sup rema cy, Blacksto ne stated : “If the parliament will positively

42

In addition to the case law, one additional body of material should be noted as bearing on the acceptance
of judicial review. Private parties in the colonies could appeal cases to the Privy Council and challenge colonial
statutes as inconsistent with the laws of England. This practice arguably preconditioned Americans to accept judicial
review because colonial legislation was subject to review for its consistency with a higher authority. At the same
time, this was not judicial review, since the question was not on e of constitutionality but consistency with English
law. See Mary Sarah Bilder, The T ransatlantic Constitution: Colonial Legal Culture and the Empire 73-90 (20 04);
Joseph Henry Sm ith, Appeals to the Privy Council from the American Plantations (1950).
43

Bonham’s Case, 8 Co. Rep. 113b, 1181, 77 Eng. Rep. 646, 652 (1610). Coke’s statement was
subsequently cited with approval in Day v. Savage, Hobart’s R epo rt 85, 8 7, 80 Eng. Rep . 235 , 237 (1614), and in
City of London v. Wood, 12 M ode rn 66 9, 68 7, 88 Eng. Rep . 159 2, 16 02 (170 1).
44

Comp are, e.g., Bernard B ailyn, The Ideological Origins of the American Revolution 177 (1967) (statutory
construction); Samuel E. Tho rne, Dr. Bonham’s Case, 54 L. Q. Re view 543 (same) with Charles Grove Haines, The
American Do ctrine of Judicial Supremacy 35 (193 2) (“According to Coke’s theory the common law courts were
superior in au thority to the king and to Parliament.”); W olfe, sup ra note 22, at 90 (“In the early seventeenth century,
during the resistance to the Stuart kings, Sir Edward Coke had attempted to establish the principle o f judicially
enforced constitutional limits on go vernm ent.”).
45

For example, Charles Haines, who sees Bonham ’s Case as embodying the principle of judicial review,
writes: “Whatever effects Coke’s attempt to set up a superior and fundmental law may have had, the Revolution of
1688 marked the abandonment of his doctrine as a practical principle of English politics.” Haines, supra note 44, at
35. Wolfe’s analysis is to the same effect. See Wolfe, supra note 24, at 91 (“Coke’s dictum, however, was not
ultimately to win out in English constitutional history.”).
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enact a thing to b e done which is unre asonable, I know of no p ower that can contro l it . . .”46

While there was

certainly awareness am ong A merican po litical and legal leaders at the time o f the Am erican Revolution of Co ke’s
dicta, those leaders also recognized that, under mid-eighteenth century British law, Parliament was supreme and no
court could overturn its enactments. 47 Thus, for a series of rea sons - because it is deb atable whethe r British courts
had ever asserted the power to overturn statutes, because the relevant cases involve dicta, and because, whatever the
legal rule was in the seventeenth century, the reigning orthodoxy at the time of the American Revolution was
parliamentary supremacy - pre-revolutionary precedents are of little help in understanding the contours of judicial
review as it developed in this country after the start of the Revolutionary War.
The various statements about judicial review that were made in this country after 1776 are more helpful, but
still of limited evidentiary value. To begin with, they are strikingly few in number. There was no focused
discussion at the Philadelphia convention of judicial review. It was discussed, but in the context of debate about
related issues, principally whether there should be a C ounc il of Revision, a jo int executive-jud icial bo dy that would
have had the power of vetoing legislation. The re were som e statem ents exp ressing o ppo sition to ju dicial review.
John Dickinson “thought no such po wer ought to exist” 48 and John Mercer “disapproved of the Doctrine that Judges
as exp ositors of the C onstitution shou ld have the power to declare a law void.” 49 But there were mo re statem ents in

46

1 William Blackstone, Commentaries on the Laws of England 91 (1765-1769). See also id. at 156
(Parliament is “the place where that absolute despotic power, which must in all governments resid e som ewhere, is
intrusted by the constitution of these kingd oms.”).
47

See Kram er, supra note 7, at 20-23. There ap pear to be only two cases in this country before the
Revolution in which Bon ham ’s Case was arguably relied on by a lawyer seeking to invoke the doctrine of judicial
review. It has been co ntended that Jame s Otis, in the W rits of Assistance case, in 1 761 urged the M assachusetts
Superior Court to invalidate a statute on Cokean grounds. See, e.g., Raoul Berger, Congress vs. The Suprem e Court
23-28, 349-68 (1969); Haines, supra note 44, at 51-53. Closely reading the evidence, Kramer convincingly argues
that Otis was simply arguing that the statute should be read narrowly. See Kramer, supra note 7, at 21-22. A better
case can be made that George M ason relied on Bon ham ’s Case as support for exercise of judicial review in a 1772
case involving a statute allowing enslavement of Native American women. See Robin v. Hardaway, 1 Jeff. 109, 11314 (Va. 1772) (“All human constitutions which contradict his laws, we are in conscience bound to disobey. Such
have been the adjudications of our courts of justice. And cited 8 Co. 118 a. Bonham’s case.”). The court, however,
decided the case on other grounds, ruling that the challenged statute had been repealed. See id. at 123.
48

2 The R ecords of the Constitutional Convention 299 (M ax Farrand, ed., 1966) [hereinafter Records].

49

Id. at 298.
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favor of the power.50
The brevity of the statements in favor of judicial review and their abstract quality pro vide little detail
concerning what the scope of the power was understood to be. There are a couple of statements indicating that
courts would be able to exercise judicial review to protect their independence. Elbridge Gerry observed that judges
“would have a sufficient check against encroachments on their own department by their exposition of the laws, which
involved a p ower of deciding on their constitutionality.” 51 W ilson similarly stated that “judges, as expositors of the
Laws would have an oppo rtunity of defending their constitutional rights.” 52 There are also statements indicating that
judicial review did not empower judges to strike down laws with which they disagreed. Wilson opined that “Laws
may b e unjust, may be unwise, may b e dan gerous, may be destructive; and yet not be so un constitutional as to justify
the Jud ges in refusing to give them effect” 53 and Mason asserted that “[judges] could declare an unconstitutional law
void. But with regard to every law howe ver unjust, op pressive or p ernicio us, which did no t come under this
description, they would be under the ne cessity as Judge s to give it a free co urse.” 54 Yet the re is not enough data to
assess how broadly representative such statements were or to flesh out the speakers’ views as to what grounds were
a proper basis for the exercise of the power of judicial review.
There are also a small numbe r of discussions of judicial review that occurred outside o f the Philadelp hia
convention that are much fuller discussions than anything said in the convention. The most notable defenses55 were

50

See, e.g., 1 id. at 73 (Wilson); id. at 78 (Mason); id. at 97 (Gerry); 2 id. at 76 (Martin); 2 id. at 294

(M orris).
51

1 id. at 97.

52

2 id. at 73.

53

1 id. at 7 3.

54

Id. at 78.

55
The most thoughtful critique of judicial review was found in the Letters of Brutus. See Brutus XI in 15
Do cumentary H istory of the Ratification of the Constitution o f the United S tates 51 2-17 (John P. K aminski &
Gaspare J. Saladino, eds. 1984) [hereinafter DHRC]; Brutus XII in 16 id. at 72-75, 120-22; Brutus XV in id. at 43135. The extent to which Brutus’s arguments were disseminated is disputed. Compare Kramer, supra note 7, at 283
(limited reprinting of Brutus essays suggests “contemporary pertinence and importance” were limited) with Editorial
Note in 13 DHRC, supra, at 411 (limited reprinting of Brutus “does not adequately illustrate the extent of
circulation” since these essays were d iscussed by new spap er essays in places where reprinting had not occurred).
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those of Alexander Hamilton (in Federalist 78 and 81), future Supreme Court Justice James Iredell (in his 1786 letter
“To the Public” 56 and his letter to Richard Spaight the following year57) and James W ilson (in a speech at the
Pennsylvania ratifying convention 58 and the Lectures on the Law he delivered in 1790-1791). 59
W ilson’s speeches focu sed o n mak ing the case for judicial review , not on articulating a theory of whe n it
should be exercised an d are thus not of muc h value in determining the early scope of jud icial review.
Iredell, in contrast, set forth a view o n which judicial review should be exercised . He wrote Spaight: “In all
dou btful cases . . . the Act ought to be su ppo rted. . . . [I]t sho uld be unco nstitutional beyond dispute b efore it is
pronoun ced such.” 60 Iredell’s formulation - combined with the use of similar formulations in a numb er of ea rly
judicial decisions - has profoundly shaped the theories of Kramer61 and Sno wiss,62 both of whom see Iredell as

The pseudonymous Brutus may been Melancton Smith, see id. Smith was a New York politician who had earlier
attacked the co urt’s decision in Rutgers v. W addington, see infra TA N 13 7, which was arguably one o f the first
judicial review cases.
56

An Elector, To the Pub lic, in 2 Griffith J. McRe e, Life and Correspondence of James Iredell 145 (185 7).

57

Letter from James Iredell to Richard Spaight (Aug. 26, 1787) [hereinafter Iredell Letter] in 2 id. at 172.

58

Speech of James Wilson at the Pennsylvania Ratifying Convention, in 2 DHRC, supra note 55, at 450-51.

59

1 James Wilson, The Works of James W ilson 329-31 (Robert Green McCloskey, ed., 1967); see also id. at
309 (comparing English and American Constititions). One other early discussion of judicial review should be noted:
the future Chancellor James Kent’s lecture on the subject. See James Kent, An Introductory Lecture to a Court of
Law Lectures, in 2 American Political Writing during the Founding Era 937 (Charles S. Hyneman & Donald S.
Lutz, eds. 19 83). Kent articulates a strikingly expansive co ncep tion of judicial review, highlighting the need to
check “the passions of a fierce and vindictive majority” and to preserve “the equal rights of a minor faction.” Id. at
941. Kent delivered these lectures at the start of his legal career and they had little influence. Few attended the
lectures and the published version found few purchasers. See John H. Langbein, Chancellor Kent and the History of
Legal Literature, 93 Columbia L. Rev. 547 , 559 n. 58 (1993 ) (“The pamphlets reprinting the lectures bombed on the
marketplace as throughly as the original lectures.”). I find no reflection of Kent’s broad conception of judicial
review in the early case law.

60

Iredell Letter, supra note 57, at 17 2, 17 5.

61

See Kramer, supra note 7, at 65 (Iredell approach “became an article of faith among the supporters of
judicial review”); id. at 98 (“What achieved acceptance in the 1790s was the theory of review formulated by men
like Iredell in the 1780s”).
62

See Snowiss, supra note 10, at 34 (“[T]he judicial power contemplated by both sides was confined to the
concededly unconstitutional act. . . . This point was most clearly expressed by James Iredell . . .”).
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reflecting the consensus view that judicial review was limited to the conc ededly unconstitutional case. But Iredell’s
out of court writings do not make clear what “unco nstitutional beyond dispute” would mean in practice. Sim ilarly,
the mere fact that others employed similar phrasing does not mean that they actually employed a constrained
approach to judicial review. Finally, the fact that Iredell-type language was employed in a number of decisions does
not mean that it was representative of a general consensus that review should be highly constrained.
The final ma jor writing on judicial review s are H amilton’s Fed eralist 78 and 8 1. Federalist 78, in
particular, provides the richest source of evidence on what one major thinker thought the scope of judicial review
should be. Nonetheless, its text can be parsed in radically different ways. Snowiss, for example, argues that
Hamilton in Federalist 78 was em bracing the position that judges co uld inva lidate o nly “a conced edly
unco nstitutional act.” 63 Others, however, have seen Federalist 78 as embodying a broad conception of judicial
review. In his classic The Growth of American Constitutional Law, for example, Benjamin W right, quoting freely
from Federalist 78, describes its “doctrine” as follows:
The cou rts under this do ctrine do not simply declare void instances of “direct violatio n” of the Constitution.
They become the guardians of the “manifest tenor of the Constitution,” the spokesmen for “the intentions of
the people,” while the President and Congress are reduced to the position of always being potential enemies
of the Constitution and of the reserved rights of the people, and even the p eople are to be pro tected against
themselves by the jud ges. 64

The critical p oint here is not to argue for a p articular reading of Federalist 78, but to argue tha t it can plausibly
suppo rt a range of read ings.
In sum, the body of statements about judicial review o ccurring outside of the context of litigation - because
they are relatively few in number, because of their focus, and because they are not concerned with concrete problems
of constitutional construction - is of limited value in assessing the original understanding of judicial review. By far
the riche st source of evidenc e is to be found , instead, in the case law an d in rea ctions to that case law.
Overwhelmingly, this is where discussion of judicial review is to be found. Equally important, the case law involves
concrete applications of the doctrine. Whereas statements of general principle can be interpreted differently - as the

63

Id. at 80.

64

Benjamin F. W right, The G rowth of American Constitutional Law 25 (194 2).
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exam ple of Federalist 78 illustrates - the cases involve sp ecific instances of construction. T he rest o f this Article
examines that case law, focusing on cases where statutes were invalidated, and it shows both that the body of that
case law is dramatically bigger than previously recognized and that the dominant conception of the scope of judicial
review is one that previous scholars have missed.
II. Revolutionary Era Case Law
Since the 1870's, scholars have probed the limited record of revolutionary era case law to unearth instances
in which courts invalida ted statutes. M ore tha n a cen tury of research has produced seven cases in which there is
plausible evidenc e that a p arty sought invalidation of a statute. Given the state of the evidenc e, it is not certain in
how of many of these cases a statute was actually invalidated. The scholarly conclusions on this score have been
dramatically different. It has been argued that all of these cases are true judicial review cases, and it has also been
argued that none of them were.65
In this section, I examine these cases. I conclude that at least four of them involved the invalidation of
statutes on constitutional grounds. M y focus, however, is not princip ally on whether judicial review was ultimately
exercised, but with interpretive approach. This shift in focus is linked to the evidence discussed in this Article of the
use of judicial review in the early republic. If judicial review was, as Snowiss has argued, “unused” 66 in the 1790 s,
then the revolutionary era cases are of central importance in determining the original understanding of judicial
review. Given the lack of discussion of judicial review in the constitutional convention and the failure of the
constitutional text to provide explicitly for the power of judicial review, the early cases have been treated as having
great weight because they establish the background norms against which the founders acted. In other words, they
have been seen as the key to the question whether, by 1787, judicial review was so well-established that it can be
fairly read into the C onstitution.
W hen it is seen, however, that judicial review was frequently exercised in the years immediately after the
Constitution was drafted, the earlier cases are not qu ite as critical. This p ractice in the early repub lic indicates that,

65

See Currie, supra note 23, at 54 (summarizing conclusions of leading commentators).

66

Snowiss, supra note 10, at 63.
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as people applied the Constitution and its state analogues, they repeatedly embraced judicial review. The fact that
the po wer of judicial review was co ntroversial when first asserted in so me states befo re the C onstitution (as ind eed it
was) and the fact that there were only a limited number of exercises of the power in the revolutionary era become
less salient. Origina l understanding is better evidenced by p ractice immediately after the Constitution was written
rather than by practice before the Constitution, when the doctrine of judicial review was initially emerging and
peop le were grappling with its implications.
Thus, my principal concern here is with interpretive approach. With one exception, all of the cases
involved challenges to statutes that regulated judicial matters - either the extent of the right to trial by jury or the
admissibility of certain evidence. In considering these challenges, courts repeatedly employed a broad conception of
judicial review - one no t limited to the invalidation of clearly unco nstitutional statutes. In co ntrast, in the o ne case in
which the challenged statute did not involve judicial matters, the statute was upheld because most memb ers of the
court adopted a strained (or at least highly legalistic) reading of the state constitution. Thus, these early cases reveal
two different approaches. As will be shown in later sections, this interpretive pattern - a broad approach to judicial
review when statutes invo lved judicial matters a nd a constrained conception of jud icial review when they did not became even more evident after the Constitution was drafted.
a. Jury Trial Cases: Holmes v. Watson (1780), the first judicial review case, and the Ten P ound Act C ases (1786-87)
both involved constitutional challenges to statutes limiting jury trials. In Holmes, the New Jersey Supreme Court
invalidated a state statute that authorized the seizure of loyalist property and provided that the trial to determine
whether seize d prope rty were in fact loyalist prop erty “should be by a jury a six m en.” 67 Pursuant to that statute,
Elisha Watson, a major in the patriot militia, seized several hundred yards of silk and other goods from John Holmes
and Solo mon Ketcham ere. T he jury in the subsequent trial found in W atson’s favor.

Before the state supreme

court, the defendants’ attorney argued “that the jury who tried the said plaint before the said justice consisted of six
men only co ntrary to the constitution o f New Jersey.” 68 The relevant section of the state constitution did not,

67

State v. Parkhurst 9 N.J.L. 427, 442 (1802) (quoting statute).

68

Austin Scott, Holmes v. W alton: The New Jersey Precedent, 4 Am. H ist. Rev. 456, 458 (1899) (quoting
argument).
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however, sp ecify a req uisite num ber o f jurors. It simply stated: “[T ]hat the inestimable right of trial by jury shall
rema in confirmed as a pa rt of the law of this colony, witho ut repe al forever.” 69 Nonetheless, the appellate court ruled
in favor of W atson and K etchamere , concluding that “this was not a constitutional jury.” 70
There is no surviving copy of the opinion - it appears the decisio n was d elivered orally 71 - and the principal
record of the holding is a brief summary of it in an 1802 New Jersey Supreme Court decision.72 No netheless, in
construing the constitution’s protection of trial by jury and in invalidating the statute, the court necessarily went
beyond the text of the constitution. The requirement that a jury consist of twelve persons was presumably derived
from En glish common law or colonial era do cuments. 73 In particular, foundational documents for the two parts of
New Jersey - the W est Jersey Concessions and Agreem ents of 167 6 and the E ast Jersey Ho use of Rep resentatives’
1699 D eclaration of Rights and Privileges - respectively provided that trials shall be by “twelve honest men of the
neighborhood” and “by the verdict of twelve men.” The New Jersey Supreme Court thus apparently construed
constitutional text in light of background principles, even though the relevant constitutional provision did not
reference those principles and even though the Constitution elsewhere explicitly provided that the state legislature
could modify or overturn prior common law or statutory law.74 Significantly, the court was not constitutionalizing
prior prac tice: a colonial statute in plac e for thirty years at the time of Watson provided that in small causes the jury
could co nsist of six individuals.75 It was, instead, constitutionalizing a particular conception of a jury trial. Thus, the

69

N.J. Const. § XX II (1776).

70

Parkhurst, 9 N.J.L. at 444.

71

See Scott, supra note 68, at 459.

72

State v. Parkhurst, 9 N.J.L. 427, 444 (18 02).

73

See id. at 45 9.

74
The relevant part of the state constitution pertaining to the common law and previous statutory law
provided that they could be altered by new statutory enactments. See N.J. Const.§ XXI (1776) (“That all the laws of
this Province. . . shall be and remain in full force, until altered by the Legislature of this Colony . . .”); id. at XXII
(“That the comm on law of England, as well as so much of the statute law, as have b een he retofore pra ctised in this
Colony, shall still remain in force, until they shall be altered by a future law of the Legislature.”).
75

Julius Goebel, History of the Supreme Court - Volume I: Antecedents and Beginnings to 1801 at 124

(1971).
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very first judicial review case involved invalidation of a statute when that result was neither clearly mandated by
constitutional tex t nor by established practice.
In contrast, New Hampshire’s Ten-Pound Act cases involved a relatively straight-forward application of
constitutional text, although even here the meaning of the text was not derived simply from the four corners of the
document. The New Hampshire Bill of Rights, adopted in 1783, provided:
In all controversies concerning property, an d in all suits b etween two o r more persons, excep t in cases in
which it has been heretofore othe rwise use d and practiced, the parties have a right to trial b y jury; and this
metho d of p rocedure shall be held sacred, unless in causes a rising on the high se as, and such as relate to
mariners wages, the legislature shall think it necessary hereafter to alter it. 76

The prior practice in New Hampshire had been to require juries in cases in which more than forty shillings [two
pou nds] was sought. 77 In 1785, however, the state legislature passed the “Ten-Pound Act,” providing that actions for
deb t and actions fo r trespa ss not involving title to land would be tried before a justice of the peac e, without a jury, if
the damages sought were less than ten pounds. While there are no surviving court records, contemporaneous
newspaper accounts indicate that at least two lower courts in the state held the statute unconstitutional. The
Independent Gaz eteer, for exam ple, rep orted : “The gene ral court [i.e., the N ew H amp shire legislature], d uring their
last session, repealed the ten pound act, and thereby justified the conduct of the justices of the inferior court, who
have uniform ly apposed [sic] it as unconstitutional and unjust.” 78 Here, unlike in Holmes, the constitutional
provision at issue explicitly referred to background practices - “except in cases in which it has been heretofore
otherwise used and practiced.” Given the background practices, the courts could mechanically apply the constitution
to overturn the statute: The statute was unconstitutional because ten po unds was greater than two po unds.
The Rhode Island case o f Trevett v. Weeden also involved a challenge to a statute as at odds with the right

76

N.H. B ill of Rts. art. XX (17 83).

77
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to a jury trial, but differs markedly from the previous three cases because Rhode Island did not have a written
constitution and so there was no text to construe. In 1786, the state legislature had passed statutes imposing a
penalty on those who did not accept the state’s paper money as equivalent to gold or silver and providing that actions
to recover the penalty should be tried without jury. When John Weeden “refus[ed] to receive the paper bills of
[Rhode Island], in payment for meat sold in market,” John Trevett brought suit to collect the penalty. James
Varnum, W eeden’s attorney, advanced several claims, reflecting different approaches to judicial review, although the
different strands of argument and the line of analysis are at points confused. Drawing on Bac on, Coke and
Blackstone, he made a traditional argument that the statute should be interpreted in a way “consistent with common
right or reason.” 79 More important, he appealed to both natural law and to the “constitution” as the basis for
invalidating the statute:
“But the Jud ges, and all others, are bound b y the laws of nature in preference to any huma n laws, because
they were ordained by God himself anterior to any civil or political institutions. They are bound, in like
manner, b y the principles of the constitution in preference to any acts of the G eneral Assem bly, because
they were ord ained by the p eop le anterior to and created the po wers o f the Genera l Assem bly.” 80

Varnum dismissed the argument that the state did not have a constitution - “Constitution! We have none: Who d ares
to say that? None but a B ritish emissary, or a traitor to his country.” 81 - and equated the constitution with the historic
rights of the English people. Thus, he noted that, after receiving the colonial charter, the General Assembly in 1663
enacted a statute pro viding that “‘no freeman shall be taken or imp risoned, or b e dep rived of his freehold or liberty,
or free customs, or be outlawed, or exiled or otherwise destroyed, nor shall be passed upon, judged or condemned,
but by the lawful judgment of his peers, or by the laws of this Colony” and continued “[t]his act . . . was not creative
of a new law, but declaratory of the rights of all the people, as derived from the Charter from their progenitors, time
out of mind. It exhibited the mo st valuab le part of their political co nstitution, and formed a sacre d stipulation that it
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should never be violated .” 82 Most critically, he argued: “The Judiciary have the sole power of judging of those laws
[passed by the legislature], and are bound to execute them; but cannot admit any act of the Legislature as law, which
is against the constitution.” 83
Varnu m’s argument was published in pamphlet form and, as a result, may well have been the most
prominent discussion of judicial review at the time of the P hiladelphia constitutional convention. It is striking fo r its
non-textualism. That non-textualism is in part present in appeals to natural law (although these are not at the heart of
the argument). More basically, Varnum was making an argument about “constitution[al]” interpretation without
having a written constitution to appeal to. To the extent that his argument was based on a written document, it was
the 1663 Rho de Island statute discussed above - and that statute did not specifically guarantee a jury trial. It
provided that a freemen could suffer legal harms only “by the lawful judgm ent of his p eers, or by the law s of this
Colony,” and thus could be read as pro viding that a duly-enacted statute could dispense with the individual’s right to
a jury trial. V arnum claimed: “T he trial by jury, as hath been fully shewn, is a fundamental, a co nstitutional law.” 84 In
fact, he did not make such a showing - he simply asserted the fundamentality of the right. Yet even as his argument
is open-ended an d non-textual, it is also limited in focus. Varnum’s argument could, in theory, have be en fram ed in
terms of interference with property rights or contractual rights. For example, he asks: “Is it consistent with common
right or reason, that any man shall be compelled to receive paper, when he hath contracted to receive silver? That
for bread he shall receive a stone, or for fish a serpent?” 85 Yet like all but one of the revolutionary era cases, his
argument was cast in terms of process (i.e., the right to a jury trial), rather than substance.
Varnum prevailed, but the grounds of decision were at first unstated. The judges simply announced “that
the information was not cognizab le befo re them .” 86 A Providence newspap er reported that, the day after announcing
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their decision, the judges convened to explain the result. The account is brief, indicating that two of the judges
stated that the act was “unconstitutional” without explanation, that one explained it was unc onstitutional because
penalties were to be assessed “[w ]ithout trial by jury,” that one explained he had “voted against taking co gnizan ce,”
and that one had not explained his vote.87 Thus, the actual decision offers little insight about revolutionary era
conceptions of judicial review beyond that reflected in Varnum’s brief.
The afterm ath of the case ind icates that, at least in Rhode Island in 178 6, jud icial review was still
controversial.

After the decision was announced, an angry state legislature summoned the judges and demanded

that they explain their actions. The judges’ comments are unilluminating - the most detailed statement coming from
Judge H owell, who declared that the judges had simply held the matter not cognizab le and who refused to exp lain
the judges’ rationale. The legislature thereafter replaced four of the five judges - retaining only the one who, on the
day the decision had been explained, offered no basis for his vote. 88
The final revolutionary era case in which a statute was challenged on jury trial grounds was Bayard v.
Singleton,89 a No rth Carolina S upreme C ourt ca se decided shortly before the constitutional convention bega n its
work. The state statute at issue effectively barred loyalists (and those who had purchased or inherited property from
them) from legally challenging the state’s seizure of their pro perty. It required state courts to dismiss any suit in
which the ownership of pro perty was at stake if the defendant subm itted an a ffidavit that he held the pro perty
pursuant to a p urchase from the state’s commissioner o f forfeited estates.90 Bayard was an action for ejectment in
which the defendant filed such a mo tion. T he plaintiffs, whose claim traced back to a B ritish loyalist whose p roperty
had been seized by the state, responded by challenging the constitutionality of the statute. T he state court clearly
sought to avo id confronting the q uestion whether it had the p ower to invalida te statutes: it initially adjourn ed the case
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to the following term and then, upon reconvening, urged the parties to settle.91 W hen this effort failed, however, the
court observed that “notwithstand ing the great reluctance they might feel against invo lving them selves in a dispute
with the Legislature of the State, yet no object of concern or disrespect would come in competition or authorize them
to dispense with the duty they owed the public, in consequence of the trust they were invested with under the
solem nity of their o aths.” 92
The relevant constitutional provision stated: “That in all controversies at law, respecting property, the
ancient mode of trial, by jury, is one of the best securities of the rights of the people, and ought to remain sacred and
inviolab le.” 93 Implicitly referring to this provision, the court stated: “That by the constitution every citizen had
undo ubted ly a right to a decisio n of his property by a trial by jury.” 94 The court then observed that the legislature,
being created by the Constitution, could not alter its terms: “[I]t was clear, that no act they [the legislature] co uld
pass, could by any means repeal or alter the constitution, because if they could do this, they would at the same instant
of time, destroy their own existence as a legislature, and dissolve the government thereby established.” It concluded
that the statute at issue was a nullity because the court’s duty was to follow the law, and the fundamental law of the
Constitution was superior to a statutory enactment: “[T]he constitution (which the judicial power was bound to take
notice of as much as of any other law whatever,) standing in full force as the fundamental law of the land,
notwithstanding the act on which the present motion was grounded, the same act must of course, in that instance,
stand as abrogated and witho ut any effect.” 95
The case then proceeded to trial. At the end of the trial, the justices of the court instructed the jury that
“[t]he law of England, which we have adopted, allows [aliens] to purchase [land], but subjects them to forfeiture
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imme diately” 96 and that the loya lists from whom the plaintiffs traced their claim had no right to the pro perty in
question.97 Thus instructed, the jury found for the de fendant. 98
Like the New Hamp shire cases, Bayard involved a straightforward application of constitutional text. The
constitution guaranteed a jury trial in suits involving property. The statute denied any trial in a certain category of
property cases. T herefo re, the statute was unconstitutional. In other word s, the case is one inv olving a “clearly
unconstitutional” statute. At the same time, the court does not suggest that only statutes in that category can be
properly found unconstitutional. Moreover, the interpretive strategy it outlines - under which the constitution is law
which the court “was bound to take notice of as much as of any other law whatever”99 - by equating constitutional
construction with statutory construction seems to suggest that the range of interpretive strategies available to a court
in interpreting a statute would also be available to it in interpreting a constitution. In other words, the possibility that
a con stitution co uld be interpreted to regulate situations not clearly falling within its text is left open.
b. Rutgers v. Waddington: Rutgers v. Waddington, a 1784 case in the Mayor’s Court of New Y ork, involved the
Trespass Act, a statute that contro lled both permissible pleading and adm issibility of evid ence. Rutgers, the plaintiff,
was the patriot owner of pro perty in N ew Y ork C ity, and she brought a trespass action against W add ington.
W addington was a British merchant who had occupied her property from 1778 to 17 83, the period in which the
British army controlled the city. He had done so during the period from 1778 to 1780 pursuant to authorization from
the British Com missary General, a civilian employee of the British Tre asury, and from 1780 to 17 83 und er license
from the British Comm ander-in-Chief, and he had paid rent to the British government during his occupancy. The
statute at issue had been p assed by the N ew Yo rk legislature in 1783 , and it gave patriots a trespa ss action against
those who had occupied their property New Yo rk when the property was subject to British control. Critically, the
statute provid ed that defendants could not plead in justification a military order p ermitting their use and they could
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not introduce such an order in evidence.
Alexander Hamilton, representing W add ington, advanced two co nstitutional challenges to the statute. First,
he contended that “our constitution [the New York constitution] adopts the common law of which the law of nations
is a part” 100 and that the law of nations vested in the conqueror the right to use prope rty unde r his control. 101 The
relevant constitutional provision, article XXXV of the state constitution, provided “that such parts of the common
law of England, and of the statute law of England and Great Britain, and of acts of the legislature of the colony of
New Y ork . . . shall be and continue the law of this State, subject to such alterations and provisions as the legislature
of this State shall, from time to tim e, mak e con cerning the sam e.” 102 Ham ilton’s interpretation reflected the prem ise
that the phrase “com mon law” was to be read broadly enough to incorporate the law of na tions. In d evelo ping this
point in his brief, H amilton cited English autho rities who had adop ted positions consistent with the law of na tions in
cases involving capture of property, and he then concluded that “the common law . . . adopts the law of nations.” 103
His interpretation reflects, as well, the prem ise that the T respa ss Act d id not fit within the category, recognized in
article XX XV , of the “alterations and provisions as the legislature of this State shall, from time to time, make
concerning the same [i.e., the common law].” This premise, it should be added, is a necessary assumption, but was
not made in Hamilton’s b rief.
Second , Ham ilton argued at greater length that application of the T respa ss Act to bar W add ington’s
assertion of the authorization he had received from British officials would be a “violation of the Treaty of peace,” the
Treaty of Paris that had concluded the Revo lutionary W ar.104 According to H amilton, “Our [N ew Yo rk’s]
sovereignty beg an by a FO ED ERA L AC T,” the D eclaration of Independ ence. T he Declaration was the fundamental
document and it reserved the treatymaking power to the United States as a whole: “By the Declaration of
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Independence which is the fundamental constitution of every state, the United States assert their power to levy war
conclude peac e and contract alliance s . . .” 105 The state government was called into being by the Declaration and that
gove rnment had endo rsed it: “[T he D eclaration] is acceded to by the N ew Y ork C onve ntion who do not pretend to
authen ticate the a ct, but only to give their approbation to it.” 106 The Articles of Confed eration abridged the Union’s
pow ers, but left it with “the full and exclusive powers o f War Peace & T reaty.” 107
Having develo ped the po int that the U nion p ossessed the treaty-making power, Hamilton a rgued that a
treaty was “a law p aram ount to that of any particular state.” 108 His position here rested on a syllogism:
Congress have the exclusive right of war and peace
Congress have made a treaty of peace pursuant to their power
A breach of the treaty is a violation of their constitution authority and a breach of the Confederation.109
He dismissed the counterargument that the New Yo rk legislature, having passed an act approving of the Declaration,
could pass another inco nsistent with it. “Foed eral authority” was the product of “the original compact.” 110 “It is
absurd to sa y, One of the parties to a contra ct may at pleasure alter it witho ut the co nsent of the others . . .” 111
In addition to developing the claim that the Treaty was superior to a state statute, Hamilton had two further
problems. The first was that the Treaty did not explicitly protect individuals such as W add ington; the relevant treaty
provision o nly explicitly granted a limited amne sty: “Those injuries only are forgiven which are do ne in relation to
the war.” 112 Hamilton contended, however, that the Treaty should be read to implicitly cover Wa ddington. “The
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relationship to the war consists in the cap ture of the City.” 113 Pursuant to that capture, the Commander in Chief had
rented Rutgers’ property to Waddington. Even though Waddington had not committed the act of war that had
harmed Rutgers, he held the property from the person who had, and thus the immunity of the Commander in Chief
had to be extended to him.114
The second concerned the law that the court was to apply. In other words, even if the Treaty were superior
law to the Trespass Act, were state court judges empowered to disregard the Trespass Act, the state statute?
Hamilton argued here that, because Congress’s judicial powers were limited to prize causes, state judges were of
necessity judges of the United States in other matters “[a]nd they must take notice of the law of Congress as a part of
the law o f the land.” Th e state legislature co uld no t enact contro lling law in areas which “the constitution” assigns to
the natio nal governm ent, such as the trea tment o f “foreigners.” 115 The tension between national and state legislation
had to be resolved by the court in favor of the nation: “‘When two laws clash that which relates to the most important
concerns ought to prevail.’” 116
Ob viously, H amilton’s reaso ning is in a b rief, rather than a judicial o pinion, and thus rep resents advo cacy,
rather than a personal (or official) statement of what the law is. Hamilton’s argument merits close analysis, however,
because it represents the most sustained analysis of judicial review in any revolutionary era court document and
because, as the author of Federalist 78, he played a critical role in articulating the conception and defense of judicial
review. Strikingly, H amilton’s contention a bout the scope of national powers is structural, rathe r than textual. W hile
he app eals to the Declaration as the “fundam ental constitution of every state,” it does not present itself as a
constitution. Moreover, the text of the Declaration does not assign the war-making or treaty-making power to the
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nation. It speaks in plural terms: “That these United Colonies are, and of right ought to be, free and independent
States . . . and that, as free and independent states, they have full power to levy war, conclude peace, contract
alliances, establish com merc e, and to do all other acts and things which independent states may of right do.” 117 The
text, then, suggests that ultimate responsibility for treaty-making rests with the states.
Hamilton’s arguments ab out the scop e of the union’s p ower and about its supremacy of the union are not,
however, text-based - he appeals to no specific provision of the document. Rather, they primarily reflect analysis of
the necessary incidents of nationhood. H e asserts: “Our external sovereignty is only known in the union. Foreign
nations only recognize it in the union.” 118 After observing that “the first act of our government adopts it [the
Declaration] as a fundamental law,” he concludes this line of analysis: “These reflections teach us to respect the
sovereignty of the Union and to consider its co nstitutional powers as no t contro llable b y any state.” 119 His reasoning,
thus, is based o n “reflections” about sovereignty.
His analysis of the specific conflict between the Treaty and the Trespass Act is similar to his reasoning
about the supremacy of natural law in that it relies on reasoning from general principles. There was no direct conflict
between the explicit terms of the statute and the treaty - the former governed private property disputes while the
latter barred liability for acts of war - and Hamilton acknowledges this when he notes that an “objection” to which
his argument must respond is that “[t]hose injuries only are forgiven which are do ne in relation to the W ar.” 120 He
argues, however, that the phrase “in relation to the War” should be read broadly. The injuries that Waddington
inflicted on Rutgers are “in relation to the war” because W addington was licensed to use Rutgers’s property by the
British authorities who had captured N ew Y ork C ity.121 W hen the rights of a foreign citizen are implicated, the
Treaty’s guarantees must be read generously: “Our external sovereignty existing in the Union the property of all the
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citizens in regard to foreign states belo ngs to the United States.” 122 Hamilton’s approach here sharply differs from
the “clea rly unco nstitutional” test; he urges that a statute is unc onstitutional even though, as his b rief makes clear, it
is consistent with the explicit terms of the treaty. 123
Chief Judge (and M ayor) Duane’s opinion for the Mayor’s Court was, like Varnum’s argument in Trevett,
contemporaneously published in pamphlet form, and thus was one of the most prominent revolutionary era
discussions of judicial review. The decision is a complicated one, as the court carefully avoided exercising the
pow er of judicial review, even as it largely followed H amilton’s reaso ning and, in large part, ruled in favor o f his
client.
In deciding the case, the Mayor’s Court reached a result based on the law of nations. Applying that law, the
court held that the British Commander-in-Chief had authority to rent properties under his control: the British “had a
right to raise con tribution s; they had a force to collect them , which could not be resisted.” 124 Thus, the defendant,
Hamilton’s client, did not owe rent to the plaintiff for 1780 to 1783, the period during which his lease had been
app roved by the Commander-in-Chief; this license bore “a relation to the war.” 125 But the license from the
Commissary-Genera l was a “nullity.” 126 According to the pleadings, the Commissary-General held “‘the said brewhouse and malt-house . . . for use of the said [i.e., the British] army.’” 127 Thus, under the law of nations, Waddington
owed rent for the earlier period.
The result under the law of nations having been established, the critical question became whether the law of
nations should control. Duane here explicitly follows Hamilton’s argument. He invokes the state constitution: “By
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our excellent constitution, the common law is declared to be part of the law of the land; and the jus gentium is a
branch of the com mon law. In rep ublica m axim e con serva ndi su t jura b elli, is an ancient adage. The authorities
cited o n this po int for the D efendant are full and conclusive.” 128 Thus, contrary to plaintiff’s claim, N ew Y ork state
is “bound by the customary and voluntary law of nations.” 129 Like H amilton, Duane b olsters this conclusion b y, in
addition, casting the state in a subordinate role in the federal union. The court observes that “[a]s a nation they [the
states] must be governed by one com mon law of na tions; for o n any other principles how can they act with regard to
foreign powers; and how shall foreign powers act towards them?”130 It concludes: “[T]o abro gate or alter any one
of the known laws or usages of nations, by the authority of a single state, must be contrary to the very nature of the
confederacy, and the evident intention of the articles, by which it is established, as well as dangerous to the union
itself.” 131 Here, then, the court is applying the law of nations to the state for structural reasons, rather than
construing a particular constitutional text: that a state cannot depart from the law of nations is in the “nature” of the
union itself and the “evident intention” of the articles of confederation.
The court then advances a related argument that is grounded in the state constitution and the Declaration of
Independenc e, but that understand s these documents capaciously. “Our union,” the court states,
as has been properly observed , is known and lega lized in our [state] constitution; and adopted as a
fundamental law in the first act of our legislature. The federal compact hath vested Congress with full and
exclusive po wers to make peac e and war. T his treaty they have m ade and ratified, and rendered its
obligation perpetual. And we are clearly of opinion, that no state in this union can alter or abridge, in a
single point, the fed eral articles or the treaty . . . 132

The treaty, this argument suggests, is superior to a state statute - no state “can alter or abridge” the treaty. W hile the
treaty did not explicitly absolve private actors such as W add ington from liability, the court again follows Hamilton in
finding such a bar on liability as implicit in the treaty. Relying on civil law scholars, the court concludes that the law
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of nations dictates “that every treaty o f peace implies an am nesty and oblivio n of da mages and injuries in the war.” 133
That the amnesty is merely implicit is thus acknowledged.
The summ ary thus far represents the bulk of Chief Judge Duane’s opinion. This part of the opinion in a
fairly explicit way ad vances the argume nt that state statutes must yield to the law of na tions. M oreo ver, rep eated ly,
the court ado pts exp ansive understandings of the limits on state legislative authority. It construes the state
constitution’s provision adopting the common law as making the commo n law superior to statutory law, when the
statute could have been construed as providing that common law would govern until altered by statute. It argues on
structura l grounds that the law of na tions binds the state. It dec ides that the Treaty of Paris b ars liability of private
actors, even though there was no provision in the treaty that established such a bar. Thus, the bulk of the opinion
reflects the view that fundam ental law is superior to statutory law, and fundam ental law is to be b road ly understood.
At the very end of the opinion, the court turned to the question of judicial review. Chief Judge Duane
observed, “[T]he uncontroulable power of the legislature, and the sanctity of its laws have been earnestly pressed by
counsel for the Plaintiff,” 134 and then stated:
The suprema cy of the L egislature need not be called into question; if they think fit positively to enact a law,
there is no power which can controul them. W hen the main object of such a law is clearly expressed, and
the intentio n man ifest, the Jud ges are not at libe rty, altho’ it appears to them to be unreasonable, to reject it:
for this were to set the judicial above the legislative, which wo uld be subversive of all governm ent. 135

This is the critical part of the opinion with respect to whether a court can invalidate a statute; Duane does not
elsewhere justify or clarify the principle enunciated in the first sentence. While this paragraph seems to be a
straightforward reco gnition of legislative supremacy - “no power can controul them [the legislature]” - on close
reading its actual import is less clear. Having just noted plaintiff’s argument concerning “the uncontroulable power
of the legislature an d the sanctity of its laws,” Dua ne only embraces the first part of that po sition. T his arguably
implies rejection of the notion that statutes are sacred - a rejection in line with the earlier statements in the opinion
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that the legislature is bound by the law of nations. In this light, the statement “there is no power which can controul
them” becomes not a statement of legislative supremacy, but a statement of political reality. The following sentence
in the paragrap h, then, can be read, not as a rejection of judicial review per se, but a rejection o f it in a limited class
of cases: judges cannot “reject” a clearly-expressed statute simply because it is “unreasonable.” The question
whether it can b e rejected o n other grounds is no t addressed .
In the rem aining p ages o f the opinion, D uane concludes that the T respa ss Act should not be read to
produce a result at odds with the law of nations. He quickly advances a series of canons of statutory construction as
supp ort for the con clusion that “[t]he repeal of the law of nations, or any interference with it, could not have be en in
contemplation, in our opinion, when the Legislature passed this statute; and we think ourselves bound to exempt that
law from its operations.” 136 Thus, in accordance with the law of nations, Rutgers secured damages for the years 1777
to 1780 (when W addington’s license was from the Commissary General), while W addington escaped liability for the
years 1780 to 1783 (the years when his license was held from the Commande r-in-Chief).
Critics of the opinion asserted that “the Mayor’s court have assumed and exercised a power to set aside an
act of the state.” 137 Similarly, the New York A ssemb ly passed a resolution attacking the decision and stating, “[I]f a
Court instituted for the b enefit and governm ent of a c orporatio n may take upon them to d ispense with, an act in
direct violation of a plain and know n law of the state, all other Courts either sup erior o r inferior may do the like.” 138
Nonetheless, it is clear from the way in which Duane framed his opinion that he did not explicitly exercise that
power. The opinion does reflect, however, both an expansive and structural approach to the interpretation of
fundamental law and the view that statutes are subo rdinate to that law, even when that law is thus broad ly
interpreted. M oreo ver, even if it did not candidly embrace the pow er of judicial review, the court “had in effect held
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nugatory” the statute,139 and it had done so because of the expansive reading that it had given the fundamental law.
c. Sym sbury C ase: In the Sym sbury C ase, 140 the Litchfield County Superior Court in Connecticut refused to give
effect to an act of the state assembly that purported to resolve a land dispute.
In 1670, the Governo r of Connecticut granted to certain individuals what became the town of Symsbury. In
1686, the Connecticut general assembly granted to the proprietors of the towns of Hartford and Windsor the lands
immediately to the west of Symsbury. In 1727, the proprietors of Hartford and Windsor petitioned the General
Assembly for a survey of the boundaries of Symsbury. The General Assembly granted the petition, authorized a
survey, and then legislatively adopted the surveyors’ report, which was favorable to the Hartford and Windsor
prop rietors. 141
In the Sym sbury C ase, proprietors o f the Township of Symsb ury brought an action of disseisin against
Thom as Bidwell, a person whose property claims traced back to the grant to the proprietors of Hartford and
Windsor. The central question in the case was whether the legislative act affirming the Hartford/Windsor position
was binding.
Examining the original Sym sbury grant, the court determined that it enco mpa ssed the land the plaintiffs
claimed. Having made this determination, the court observed: “The title is, therefore, in the plaintiffs, if they have
not been d ivested by som e act sub sequent to the original grant.” 142 If the act of the assembly ado pting the surveyors’
report were valid, the property would be the defendant’s, but the court concluded that the act was legally without
consequence. “The act of the general assembly . . . operated to restrict and limit the western extent of the
jurisdiction of the town of Symsbury, but could not legally operate to curtail the land before granted to the
proprietors of the town of Symsbury, without their consent; and the grant to Symsbury being prior to the grant made
to the towns of Hartford and Windsor, under which the defendant claims, we are of opinion the title of the lands
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dem anded is in the plaintiffs.” 143
The court did not amplify its reasoning beyond this simple statement. Thus, the Sym sbury C ase does not
offer an elabo rate theoretical basis fo r why the court decid ed to exercise the power of jud icial review nor does it
provide a defense of judicial review itself. At the same time, the import of the decision is clear: the holding meant
that the legislature co uld no t resolve a bounda ry dispute between rival claim ants, as the legislature had so ught to d o.
In other words, although the legislature had concluded that the lands at issue in the case were not within the original
Symsbury grant, the court reached a different result and determined that the legislative determination was without
legal co nsequence. Th us, the case imp licitly reflects the view that d ispute re solution concerning com peting claims to
property was a matter for the courts, not the legislature.
The opinion concludes: “The same point was determined by this court the same way the last year, and on
writ of error to the Supreme Court of Errors, the judgment was affirmed;
which w e con ceive hath settled the law in this case.” 144 Thus, the decision suggests that there was another early
judicial review case, in addition to the Symsbury case, in which a statute was held without legal consequence
(presumably the same statute as was at issue in Sym sbury.) The reporter then reproduces the dissent of Judge
Huntington in that earlier case. Significantly, even H untington wou ld not have given the assembly the power to
resolve pro perty disputes be tween rival claimants.
I think it ought to be admitted in the case before us, that the proprietors
be of Symsbury could not have their grant taken from them, or curtailed, even by
the general assembly, without their consent; and when the survey was made by
Kimberly, etc. and approved by the assembly, the proprietors had their election,
either to rely upon the construction of the words of the patent for their title,
or to accept of the location, and thereby reduce it to a legal and practical
certainty; they wisely chose the latter, it being material in their favo r. 145
For Judg e Huntington, the critica l factor was that the parties had accep ted the survey approved by the assembly.
Gra nted land co uld no t be taken away “even by the general assem bly.”
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The Sym sbury C ase (as well as the unnamed decision mentioned there) reflect a broad conception of
judicial review. The colonial assembly had been engaged in resolution of individual claims - determining boundary
lines in a ca se of co nflict. W hile und er mo dern separation o f powers do ctrine such a legislative act would be clearly
unconstitutional, it was standard practice in the colonial era. Legislatures repeatedly engaged in precisely this form
of disp ute reso lution.
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Reflecting emerging notions of separation of powers, the court in the Sym sbury C ase was

applying a new doctrine as it denied the assembly this traditional function. Equally significant, the court did not
invoke a co nstitutional provision to justify its result.
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The decision is thus one in which the court is employing an

expansive approach to judicial review in order to protect a conception of the judicial role that broke from prior
practice.
d. Case o f the Prisone rs: Only one revolutionary era case involved a challenge to a statute that did no t purport to
regulate matters within the province of the judiciary (such as the right to a jury trial or what arguments could be
heard in co urt), Virginia’s Case of the Priso ners. That case reveals a range of approaches to constitutional
interpretation.148
The petitioners were three loyalists convicted of treason. The House of Delegates had voted to pardon
them; the Senate had refused its concurrence. T he question p resented wa s whether the H ouse’s pard on wa s effective.
The state’s Treason Act provided:
[T]he governor . . . shall in no wise have or exercise a right of granting pardon to any person or persons
convicted in a manner aforesaid [including tho se convicted of treaso n], but m ay suspend the execution until
the meeting of the gene ral assembly, who sha ll determ ine whe ther such person o r persons are pro per o bjec ts
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of mercy or not, and decid e accordingly. 149

Thus, the statute provided that pardons needed the assent of the general assembly - both the House of Delegates and
the Senate. The relevant clause in the state constitution stated:
[The governor] shall, with the advice of the Council of State, have the power to granting pardons or
reprieves, except where the prosecution shall have been carried on by the House of delegates, or the law
shall otherwise particularly direct; in which case, no reprieve or pardon shall be granted, but by resolve of
the House of De legates. 150

Andrew Ronald, the attorney for the prisoners, argued that this clause meant that if the House sought to pardon, then
that pardon was effective. As a result, the Treason Ac t “was contrary to the plain declaration of the constitution; and
therefo re void.” 151 He stressed that text, rather than original intent, should be the basis of constitutional
interpretation: “[T]he words of the constitution, and not conjectures drawn from the supposed meanings of the
framers of it, should give the rule.” 152 At the same time, he proposed a rule of interpretation if the court should find
the statute amb iguous: “the constructio n ought, in favour of life, to inc line to the side of mercy.” 153
Edmund Randolph, the state attorney general, argued that the pardon was insufficient. He accepted the
legitimacy of judicial review - a striking concession given the novelty of the practice and the fact that he was
defending the statute. He declared that a constitution is a “touchstone” that allows the determination of “how far the
peo ple, the fountain of po wer, have cho sen to d epo sit it in their legislative servants.” 154 At the same time, he made
clear that only where there was irreconcilable conflict between a statute and the constitution should a statute be
found unconstitutional: “For if [the constitution’s] spirit opposes the exclusion of the Senate, its words must be free
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from amb iguity and decid ed, or cannot have the sup rema cy.” 155 He then advanced savings constructions of the
constitution. First, he suggested that the clause co uld be read as if the phrase “o r the law sh all otherwise particularly
direct” were put in a “p arenthesis.” T hus, the H ouse of Delegates alone had the po wer to pard on in cases wh ich it
had prosecuted. In all other instances, the legislature as a whole could determine where to place the pardoning
power. Alternately, the clause could be read to provide that the House of Delegates had to approve of a legislative
pardon for it to be effective, but that concurrence by the Senate could be statutorily mandated. In a subsequent letter
to Madison, Randolph highlighted how far his argument had departed from the plain language of the constitutional
text: “I doubt not that to any but lawyers the construction, by which the two [statute and co nstitutional provisions]
were reconcile[d ,] would appear unintelligib le.” 156
Ronald and Randolph were not the only attorneys to argue the case. The presiding judge on the Court of
Appeals, Chancellor Edmund Pendleton, “expressed a Wish that the Gentlemen of the Bar, tho’ not engaged as
Counsel, wo uld generally deliver their Sentim ents upon the Que stions [b efore the court].” 157 Three lawyers
answe red the invitation. While there is no surv iving record of what two said , there is a re cord for the third , St.
Geo rge Tu cker. Tucker’s argume nt is particularly worthy of scrutiny because o f his subsequent em inence as a
leading legal thinker. In addition to serving as a law professor at William and Mary and a federal judge, Tucker
became the author of a version of Blackstone’s Commentaries that, in its appendices, extensively analyzed United
States constitutional law; because of that treatise he was “arguably the most important legal scholar of the first half of
the nineteenth century.” 158
Tucker’s initial formulation of the legitimacy of judicial review and its appropriate scope app ears to echo
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Randolph’s: “[The constitution] is the touchstone by which every Act of the legislature is to be tried. If any Act
thereof shall be found absolutely and irreconciliab ly contradictory to the Constitution, it cannot admit of a Doubt
that such act is absolutely null and void.” 159 He continued, however:
I [am not] co mpe tent to decide so nice a point as that which this Q uestion [of the statute’s constitutionality]
includes. Yet the reasons offered, as I am informed, by an honorourable member of the G.C. [the General
Convention] that it was the Intention o f the Co nstitution to have a s few O bstacles as possible in the wa y to
mercy - and some other parts of the constitution by which it appears that particular exclusive privileges have
been reserved to the honour of the house of Delegates - have induced me to incline to the Opinion that the
spirit of our Constitution declares that the power of pardoning in all cases where it is not given to the
Executive is vested in the House of Delegates alone.160

This passage reveals that T ucker’s app roach to jud icial review in fact significantly differed from Randolp h’s desp ite
the similarity in formulation: in holding the statute unconstitutional, Tucker looked beyond the text of the
constitution to its “spirit.” The statute is unconstitutional, in other words, because it is inconsistent with the spirit of
the constitution, no t because it is at od ds with its text. It is also worth noting that T ucker relies on frame rs’ intent in
a very literal way: he discusses with a framer what he intended. This is not a Scaliaesque reliance on common usage
of terms to determine what the constitution m eant; it is reliance on subjective and not generally availab le
unde rstandings.
Tucker then elaborated on why the statute was unconstitutional: “[The statute] not only gives powers where
the Constitution had tacitly denied them, but rend ers that [the pardo ning power of the Ho use of De legates]
incom pleat and inadeq uate wh ich the C onstitution had declared fully sufficient.” 161 As before, it is not an express
inconsistency between the statute and the Constitution that makes the former unconstitutional. Rather, it is the fact
that the C onstitution “tacitly” denied the pardoning power to the S enate.
Tucker’s conclusion particularly merits highlighting. “Here then I apprehend,” Tucker asserted, “ we may
trace an absolute Contradiction - For the Law declared that to be insufficient which the Constitution had before
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declared to be fully sufficient, compe tent and com pleat.” 162 This clarifies Tucker’s earlier assertion that “[i]f any Act
thereof shall be found absolutely and irreconciliab ly contradictory to the Constitution, it cannot admit of a Doubt
that such act is absolutely null and void.” 163 An “abso lute contradiction” is present even whe n there is no express
conflict between statute and constitution. The reason why this merits highlighting is that the central evidence that
Thayer advances for his thesis is the repeated statement by courts that statutes should be struck only when they are
irreconciliably in conflict with the constitution. But for Tucker, at least, irreconcilable opposition did not mean what
Thayer takes it to mean: for Tucker (although not for Randolph) a statute could be unconstitutional because it was at
odds with the spirit of the Constitution.
Mo st of the judges’ opinions (to the extent that they have been preserved) are unilluminating on the
question of ho w courts are to interp ret constitutions. 164 Two judges - James Mercer and Bartholomew Dandridge ruled in favor of the prisoners. Mercer found the statute unconstitutional (although no surviving record indicates his
reasoning). Dandridge did not address the issue of judicial review, finding (in accordance with an argument
advanced by Ro nald) that the constitution and the Treason Act set up alternate available mechanisms for pardoning,
and that the House of Delegate’s action was effective because it was consistent with the pardoning procedure
established by the constitution. Of the six judges who ruled against the prisoner, two - Judge Cary and Chief Justice
Carrington - upheld the validity of the Treason Act and did not discuss the question of judicial review at all, while a
third - Chancellor Blair reserved the question whether judicial review was legitimate without indicating how he
would resolve it. Justice Lyons, in contrast, declared that he was “[a]gainst the Power of the Court to declare an Act
of the Legislature void .” 165
The reco rds of the opinions noted above are slight, essentially limited to stating the re sult. The only
opinions that are all at helpful on the question of constitutional interpretation are those of the two leaders of the
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bench - Chancellor George W ythe and Chancellor Edmund Pendleton - both of who m ruled aga inst the prisoners.
W ythe announced his unequivocal support for judicial review, stating that an “Anti-constitutional Act of the
Legislature wo uld be void ; and if so, that this Co urt must in Judg ment declare it so.” 166 Because Case of the
Prisone rs is the one revolutionary era judicial review case not involving a statute that affected the province of the
judiciary, Wythe’s opinion is particularly significant because it indicates that the courts can review statutes for
separation of powers violations more generally. Thus, having observed the importance of “the departments [being]
kept within their o wn spheres,” 167 he celebrated the role of the judiciary in achieving that end: “[W]hen those, who
hold the purse and the sword, differing as to the powers which each may exercise, the tribunals, who hold neither, are
called upon to declare the law impartially between them. For thus the pretensions of each party are fairly examined,
their resp ective p owers ascertained , and the boundaries of authority peaceably established .” 168 Judicial review
insured that the legislature did no t exceed its constitutionally assigned powers:
I have heard of an english chancellor who said, and it was nobly said, that it was his duty to protect the
rights of the subject, against the encroachments of the crown; and tha t he would do it at every hazard. B ut if
it was his duty to protect a solitary individual against the rapacity of the sovereign, surely, it is equally mine,
to protect one branch of the legislature, and consequently the whole community, against the usurpations of
the other: and whenever the pro per o ccasio n occ urs, I shall fee l the duty and fearlessly, perform it.169

Having made clear that judicial review could properly operate in this context, Wythe then rapidly concluded by
embraced the alternative readings of the constitution advanced by Randolph. “This mode of considering the subject
obviates the objection made by the prisoners’ counsel relative to the constitutionality of the law concerning treason
for, acc ording to the interpretation just discussed, there is no thing unc onstitutional in it.” 170
Chancellor Pendleton reserved the issue of whether a court could exercise judicial review. He observed that
the British practice was unclear and noted that Coke had m ade statements at different times “asserting the
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omn ipotence o f Parliament” and “giving C ourts p ower of declaring Acts o f Parliament void.” 171 He adde d, however,
that Virginia’s situation differed from any European precedent because of the presence of a written constitution:
W e . . . Have happily in our hands the certain record of our Constitution containing the Original Social
Comp act, wherein the people have mad e their Government to consist of three great branches, the
Legislative, Executive, and Judiciary, allotting to each, its proper powers, and declaring that they shall be
kept separate and distinct, neither exercising those which belong to another. Like all other declared Powers
each has its limits, the Legislative as well as the others, which if they Pass, it would seem their act would be
void, as well as that of an A ttorney w ould be, which was not W arranted by his app ointment. 172

According to Pendleton, then, it appeared that the constitution fixed limits on the legislature’s actions - if the
legislature transgressed its limits, “it would seem their act would be void.” At the same time, Pendleton refrained
from stating de finitively that the legislature operated subject to limits. T he critica l word is “seem.”
Having suggested that the legislature operated subject to limits, Pendleton stated that he would not resolve
in this case whether a court could enforce those limits through the exercise of judicial review:
But how far this Court in which it has been properly said the Judiciary Powers of the State are concentrated,
can go in declaring an Act of the Legislature void, because it is repugnant to the Constitution, without
exercising the power of Legislation, from which they are restrained by the same Constitution? Is a deep
important, and, I will add, an awful question; from which, however, I will not shrink, if ever it shall become
my duty to dec ide it: at present I am hap py in having no occa sion to make the decision. . . . 173

Thayer highlights this passage as “foreshadow[ing] the rule that only clearly unconstitutional statutes should be
invalidated.174 It is, however, not a statement of how courts should interpret the constitution. Pendleton notes that
the question o f the legitima cy of jud icial review is an “awful question” and that it may be that jud icial review is
illegitimate because it would involve judicial legislation. Pendleton admittedly avoids answering the question, but
the passage does not resolve what interpretive strategy a court should employ if in fact the exercise of judicial review
is appropriate.
In analyzing the constitutionality of the statute, Pendleton observed that it had been enacted while he was
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Spe aker o f the House. While its constitutionality wa s at that time “warm ly” deb ated, he had believed it
constitutional and “I have found no reason to alter [that o pinion].” 175 The question of constitutionality, he said,
“should be decid ed ac cord ing to the spirit, and not by the words of the con stitution.” 176 For this reason, the
Chancellor rejected one of the readings proffered by Randolph - that the constitution could be read to give the
legislature the power to assign to the Senate alone the pardoning power in all cases which did not involve
impeachments. Because it would sharply diminish the House’s role in pardoning, this reading “does not reach my
Idea of the Spirit of the constitution.” 177 But Pendleton embraced the other reading advanced by Randolph. The
language in the constitution that non-gubernatorial pardons could not be issued “but by resolve of the House of
Delega tes” 178 meant that these pard ons could not be granted “‘witho ut the Consent,’ of the H ouse of Delegates.” 179
The T reason Act was thus constitutional because it made approval by the House of Delegates a necessary (although
not sufficient) condition for a pardon. Randolph’s second reading was thus “congenial to the spirit, and not
inconsistent with the letter, of the constitution.” 180
Thayer’s reading of the P endleton o pinion was b ased on a version of the opinion pub lished almost half a
century after the Case o f the Prisone rs and that versio n does not reflect much of what was in Pendleto n’s
unpublished notes of his opinion. When the opinion is seen in full, it becomes clear that Pendleton was not adopting
the position that courts should defer to plausible legislative judgments concerning constitutionality. Pendleton as
judge is reaching precisely the same conclusion that he d id as Speaker: the statute is constitutional. Also
significantly, his analysis of what is co nstitutional is not based sim ply on text - the co nstitutionality of the statute
“should be decided according to the spirit, and not by the words of the constitution.” One of Rando lph’s readings
failed, no t because it could no t be squared with the text, but because it was at od ds with the Constitution’s sp irit.
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The other app roach was adop ted because it acco rded with the co nstitution’s sp irit. Pend leton’s formulation here is
worth noting - the reading is “congenial to the spirit, and not inconsistent with the letter, of the constitution.” The
use of the phrase “not inconsistent,” as opposed to the word “consistent,” suggests that Pendleton did not see this as
the best reading of the constitution from a purely textualist persp ective. B ut the co nstitution is to be understo od in
light of its spirit, and the spirit is a structural concern - the House is not to be cut out of the exercise of the pardoning
power.
e. Conclusion: While revolutionary era judicial review caselaw is limited, a survey of that caselaw reveals a range of
interpretive approaches. Significantly, a number of these cases reflect a broad conception of judicial review when
the challenged statutes affected the jury trial right or judicial matters, whereas the one challenged statute that did not
fall into this categories was upheld, despite a strong tension between the statute and the relevant constitutional
provisions.
Som e challenged statutes we re struck down be cause they were at od ds in a stra ightforward way with
constitutional text - New H ampshire’s Ten Pound Act Cases and North C arolina’s Bayard v. Singleton fall into this
category. Andrew Ronald, the attorney for the prisoners, made such an argument in the Case o f the Prisone rs.
In other cases attorneys and judges employed mod es of constitutional analysis that went beyond text and
typically drew on structural concerns. The court in Holmes appears to have done this, although the opinion has not
survived. Alexander Hamilton made structural arguments with great sophistication in Rutgers; Chief Judge Duane
followed those arguments, although he did not actually hold the statute unconstitutional. In the Case of the
Prisone rs, St. George Tucker, Edm und Rando lph, and Chancellor Pendleton all took the position that the
constitution sho uld be interpreted in acco rdance with its “sp irit.” (It should be added that, in determ ining the sp irit,
Tucker lo oked to the subjective understanding of a fram er as an interpretive guide.) T his led the m, however, to
reach different results. To preserve the statute, Randolph advanced what he, at least privately, appears to have
viewed as a saving construction of the constitution. Tucker found the statute unconstitutional. Pendleton found one
reading advanced by Randolp h at od ds with the constitution’s spirit and rejected it, but found ano ther co ngenial with
that spirit, and embraced it. In Symsbury (and the unnamed case that the court there cited ) Connecticut statutes in
which the colonial legislature had resolved private disputes were invalidated, apparently because the court deemed
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this a judicial function.
Finally, in Trevett, attorney James Varnum (and apparently the court) evaluated a statute for its consistency
with traditionally protected rights. At the same time, however, this was not a case involving constitutional
interpretation, since Rhode Island did not have a constitution.
W ith the exception of the Case o f the Prisone rs, all of these cases involved statutes that affected judicial
matters (such a s matters of pleading or evidenc e) or the right to a jury trial. It sho uld be add ed that none of the co urts
or advocates discussed above stated that the power of judicial review was limited to these areas, and, in Case of the
Prisone rs, both Tucker and Judge M ercer both thought the Treason Act unconstitutional. At the same time, while the
body of evidence is limited, it suggests the presence of different interpretive approaches depending on the type of
statute at stake.
In this section, I conclude that in seven cases - the two New Hampshire Ten Pound Ca ses, Bayard, Holmes,
Trevett, Symsbury and the unnamed case it cites - judicial review was exercise d to p revent application o f the statute.
Of these seven, in three - Bayard and the two New Hamp shire cases - the statute and constitutional text were clearly
at odds, but in the other four, they were not. Thus, in four of the seven cases, the conception of judicial review was
apparently an expansive one, given the result. In contrast, in the Case o f the Prisone rs, a problematic statute that did
not invo lve the p rovince of the judiciary - it involved the p ardo n power - was uphe ld.
It should be added that a number o f these cases invo lved issues of gre at political sensitivity. Trevett
involved legislation that benefitted debtors at the expense of creditors. Rutgers, Bayard, and Holmes all involved
anti-loyalist legislation. The Case o f the Prisone rs involved an attempt to pardon loyalists. One might argue that
judicial review thus emerges, in part, to protect group disadvantaged in the political process - the loyalists and
creditors. At the same time, such a concern is not apparent on the face of the opinions, and in two of the five cases
the statute was not overturned. The more salient point is one also evidenced in the case law discussed in the next
section: courts exercised judicial review when legislation affected matters falling within the province of the judiciary
- affecting either courts or juries - and did so even in cases w here the legislation was not clearly unco nstitutional.
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III. State Cour ts in the Early R epublic
This section focuses on the twenty-one cases decided in the years between the convening of the federal
constitutional convention in 1787 and the issuance of the decision in Ma rbury in which at least one judge
pronounced a statute unconstitutional. In seventeen of these cases, the statute was found invalid. The section
separates the caselaw into three categories.
In the first part, it looks at cases involving claims that did not implicate the province of the judiciary, such
as challenges on contract clause grounds or on the grounds that a statute improperly delegated authority. Two
involved challenges brought under the federal constitution. In these cases, a state court struck down a state statute on
contract clau se grounds; although the evidenc e is limited, it appears that the challenged statutes we re clearly
unconstitutional. In a third case, while the statute was upheld, one judge in dissent would have invalidated it as
violative of the state constitution’s law of the land clause, despite the fact that, as the majority holding indicates,
there were strong arguments supp orting the statute. T he other cases analyzed in this part are discussed to illustrate
the interp retive stan ces ad opted by the courts; these invo lve unsuccessful challenges to statutes and they reflect a
stance of judicial deference.
The next part looks at five cases involving claims that a statute denied the right to a jury trial. There are
three cases in which the courts held the statute unconstitutional. In one o f these three, there was a colorable claim in
support of the statute. In two other cases, the statute was upheld, but one judge concluded that it was
unconstitutional even though there was a colorable argument in support of the statute.
Finally, the section conc ludes by loo king at cases in which co urts examined statutes that affected courts
directly, such as b y altering the ir jurisdiction or ousting court officers, or indirectly, by reso lving specific disputes.
In twelve instances, a statute was found unconstitutional. (One of these instances involved an advisory opinion,
rather than a litigated case.) In two others, while the statute was p rono unced valid , one ju dge believed it
unco nstitutional. I argue that none of these statutes w as clearly unco nstitutional.
a. Challenges not implicating judicial powers or the right to a jury trial: This p art begins by lo oking at four cases in
which a challenged statute was uphe ld. (In one, there was a d issent indicating that the statute was unconstitutional).
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While this Article is principally concerned with cases in which statutes were invalidated, these cases merit mention
because they indicate judicial reluctance to overturn statutes on state constitutional grounds when the statutes did not
implicate jud icial po wers o r the right to a jury trial.
Of these four cases, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court’s decision in Respublica v. Duquet,181 is the only one
to discuss the standard to be applied in reviewing a statute’s constitutionality. A Philadelphia municipal ordinance
made it a criminal offense to build a wooden house in a certain part of the city. After the ordinance’s passage,
Duquet “did m ake, build and erect a certain woode n man sion ho use” and wa s indicted in municipal court. 182 After
the case was removed to the Pennsylvania Supreme Court, Duquet defended himself against the charge by arguing
that the state statute that authorized the municipal ordinance was unconstitutional. The statute in question had
delegated to Philadelphia the power to pass ordinances “as they [the municipal government] may judge proper”
barring the construction of wooden houses near the Delaware River. 183 Duquet contended that the delegation to a
municipality of the power to enact a criminal ordinance and to prosecute alleged wrong-doers in municipal court
violated the constitutional provision authorizing indictments for acts “against the peace and dignity of the
com mon wealth.” 184 “All public prosecutions must emanate from the sovereign people,” he argued. “[T]he attorney
general acts as a great state officer against general pub lic offend ers.” 185
The attorney gene ral resp onded that the defendant had to bear a high burd en in order to challenge a statute
successfully, and that he ha d failed to meet it:
From whence is it to be inferred, that this law is unconstitutional? Whence arrive the doubts, that the
legislature have exceeded their authority? The defendant in order to succeed must make out a clear case; on
him lies the onus probandi; every legal presumption is in favor of the constitutionality of the acts of the
legislature.186
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The ben ch interrupted the argu ment to indicate its full agreement with this co ntention . The repo rt observes: “Per
cur. The law clearly is so; we must be satisfied beyond doubt, before we can de clare a law void.” 187
In its opinion, the Court disposed of the argume nt that the statute was unconstitutional without analysis; it
simply asserted that unconstitutionality “must be evident” before a statute can be pronounced invalid:
As to the constitutionality of these laws, a breach of the constitution by the legislature, and the clashing of
the law with the constitution must be evident indeed, before we should think ourselves at liberty to declare a
law void and a nullity on that account; yet if a violation of the constitution should in any case be made by an
act of the legislature, and tha t violation shou ld unequivo cally appear to us, we shall think it our duty not to
shrink from the task of saying such a law is void. We howe ver see no such violation in the present case and
give judgment for the commonwealth.188

W ith respect to the obligation of contracts, the 1801 K entucky decision Stidger v. R ogers,189 appears to
reflect a similar reluctance to find a statute unconstitutional. As will be discussed below, the court there found
unconstitutional a state statute that violated the right to a jury trial. After discussing the jury trial right, the court
add ed: “It may not b e amiss also to mentio n that this act seems to be unconstitutional; because, by giving fifteen per
cent. damages it imp aired the contract, expressed or implied, which was entered into by S tidger and M orton.” 190
Even though the act, then, created a damage remedy beyond that established by the contract, the court does not find
it an unconstitutional interference with the obligation of contract. Ha ving invalidated the statute on o ther ground s,
the court simply notes an additional potential constitutional problem.
Ham v. M’Claws suggests a different - and more strongly countermajoritarian - conception of the judicial
role, although the court there did not hold the statute at issue unconstitutional. The M’Claws were slave owners who
had lived in the Honduras. Before moving to South Carolina, they inquired about the state’s laws and learned that no
law ba rred them fro m bringing slaves into the state. W hile they were ab oard ship travelling from the Honduras to
South Carolina, the legislature enacted a new statute barring non-United States citizens from bringing slaves into
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South Carolina and providing that any slaves brought into the state in violation of the statute would become the
property of the individual who informed on the slave-owner. Ham, a revenue officer, sued under the statute. The
M’Claws argued that the statute should not be given effect because “statutes made against common right and reason
are void. 8 Rep. 118.191” They argued, in the alternative, that the statute sho uld be given an “eq uitable . . .
construction.” 192
The court observed:
It is clear, that statutes passed against the plain and obvious principles of common right and common
reason, are absolutely null and void, as far as they are calculated to operate against those principles. In the
present instance, we have an act before us, which, were the strict letter of it applied to the present claimants,
would be evidently against commo n reason. 193

Then, however, rather than holding the statute unconstitutional “as applied to the present claimants,” the court
construed the statute so as not to cove r the M ’Claws:
[W ]e would no t do the legislature who p assed this act so much injustice, as to sit here and sa y it was their
intention to make a forfeiture of property brought in here as this was. We are, therefore, . . . bound to give
such a construction to this [act] . . . as will be consistent with justice, and the dictates of natural reason,
though contrary to the strict letter of the law.194

At one level, Ham is notable for the court’s invocation of natural law (a natural law concerned with the
property rights of the slaveowner, not the liberty interest of the person held in bondage) . Varnum in Trevett had also
appealed to natural law, but that was in a situation in which there was no state constitution to appeal to and the jury
trial right affected by the statute was a right that had a traditional grounding. Here, in contrast, even with a
constitution in place, the court is suggesting that there can be judicial review of statutes based simply on the equities
of the situation (as seen b y the court). M oreo ver, it is suggesting that a generally constitutional statute can be invalid
in a particular application. A t the same time, ho wever, the appeal to com mon right and reason is dicta. The court’s
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holding is based on its construction of the legislative intent, and its treatment of legislative intent is traditional: there
was substantial precedent for construing a statute so as not to cover an unusual fact pattern when the court believed
that application wo uld prod uce inequitable results.195
Judge Waties, one of the three judges who decided Ham, again used natural law as a basis for judicial
review in the 1796 case Lindsa y v. Com missione rs, 196 although in that case natural law concerns informed the
interpretation of constitutional text, rather than serving as an independent constraint on legislation, and no other
judge signed on to his opinion. At issue in Lindsay was a South Carolina statute that had empowered comm issioners
to lay out a road in Charlestown and determine comp ensatio n. W hen the com mission ers in accord ance with
traditional practice awarded no compensation for unimproved lands taken for the road, property owners challenged
the authorizing statute on the gro unds that it violated the jury trial and the “law o f the land” pro visions o f the state
constitution.197 The next section will discuss the jury trial claim. W aties was the only judge to find the law of the
land claim meritorio us. His analysis loo ked, not simp ly to the wo rds of the clause, but to the clause’s purpose:
If the lex terrae meant any law which the legislature might pass, then the legislature would be authorized by
the constitution, to destroy the right, which the constitution had expressly declared should for ever be
inviolably preserved. This is too absurd a construction to be the true one.198

He therefore determined that “law of the land” meant “ancient com mon law of the land.” 199 Com pensation was, in
turn, part of the ancient commo n law of the land because B lackstone had recognized the compensation requirement
and beca use “the princip le of indemnification is d eeply founded in natural justice.” 200 Justices Grimke and Bay, who
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found the state’s arguments compelling, contended that the “law of the land” clause was “not declaratory of any new
law, but confirmed all the ancient rights and privileges, which had been in use in the state, with the additional
security, that no bills of attainder, nor ex post facto laws, or laws impairing the obligation of contracts should ever be
passe d in the state.” 201 W hile this interp retation seemed to mirror W atie’s, in fact it differed sharply fro m his.
Rather than simply protecting individual rights, for Grimke and Bay, the clause also recognized the state’s rights and
privileges. They observed: “[T]he authority of the state, as laid down by eminent civilians and jurists , to apportion
a portion of the soil of every co untry for p ublic ro ads and highways, was one of the o riginal rights of sovereignty . . .
[and] all private rights we re held and enjoyed sub ject to this cond ition.” 202 Thus, the law of the land provision
protected the state’s righ t to seize private property without co mpe nsation, not the ind ividual’s right to obtain
compensation. 203
The only state court cases in the early republic which I have found where a statute was denied effect even
though it did not involve a jury trial right or a judicial matter are two cases - neither officially reported - in which
Rhode Island courts found a state statute favoring debtors violated the federal constitution’s contract clause. In 1791,
the Providence Gazette reported: “An action at a special Court having been commenced in the County of Bristol
against the Sheriff of the County of Providence for having received the paper money of this State at the rate of fifteen
for one, agreeably to the Act passed before the adoptio n of the N ational Constitution called the S ubstitute A ct,
wherein judgment was given by the unanimous opinion of the Court against the Sheriff on the principle that by the
ado ption of the C onstitution that Act was virtually repealed . . . .”204 In the sam e year, the Court of Comm on P leas in
W ashington County also held a state statute unco nstitutional on the grounds that the terms o f debt repayment could
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The fourth justice Burke held that the statute violated the right to a jury trial, and did not reach the “law
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not be altered by statute.205 Althou gh the evidentiary reco rd is thin, it ap pears that the d ecision s were consistent with
the concededly unconstitutional rule. In marked contrast to its actions after Trevett, the state legislature took no
action in response to the Bristol decision. The H ouse refused to receive a petition calling on it to challenge the
court’s action. The G azette reported: “[I]t must be inferred as the sense of the Legislature that the Act before
mentioned was sup ersed ed, by the adoptio n of the C onstitution and that it has thereby b ecome nu ll and vo id. . . .” 206

The lack o f legislative action is significant. W here the dec ision in the revolutionary era case of Trevett
produced a sharp outcry, these two state cases from the Early Republic did not, suggesting that judicial review had
become accepted in the state where it had been mo st contro versial. 207 These two Rhod e Island state cases are the
only state cases from the early republic in which a statute that did not involve a matter in the province of the
judiciary was struck down. As noted, the statutes we re struck down on federal constitutional grounds.
b. Right to a Jury Trial: The re were five cases from this perio d in which at least one judge found that a statute
violated the right to a jury trial, and in three o f these cases the court ruled the statute unconstitutional.
The Kentucky Supreme Court twice struck down statutes, and in each instance its decision can be seen as an
application of the concededly unconstitutional rule. The state’s 1799 constitution provided: “That trial by jury
should be as heretofore, and the right thereof rem ain inviolate; and that all laws contrary to that co nstitution should
be vo id.” 208 In Stidger v. R ogers, the court in 1801 found “evidently unconstitutional” a statute enacted shortly after
the adoption of the constitution. The court observed: “[T]he act in question was a violation of this clause of the
constitution [the jury trial clau se], by empo wering a court to asce rtain the value of prop erty, in a case which, prior to
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the form ation o f that constitution, co uld, in a court of law, only have b een ascertained by a jury.” 209 In Enderman v.
Ashby,210 another 1801 case, the court faced a challenge to a statute that barred slaves from engaging in financial
transac tions “without the consent of their owners.” 211

The act provided that the owners could recover from the

individuals who entered into the transactions with the slaves “four times the value of any commodity thus transferred,
by the judgm ent of a justice of the pea ce, if the sum should be under five pounds.” The cou rt conc luded that this
provision “does deprive the party of the trial by jury in a case which before that time he was entitled to by law; and
consequently, that this clause of the act, is contrary to the constitution which was then, and is now, in force.212
In contrast, the third case in which a statute was pronounced unconstitutional did not involve a clear
application of constitutional text. The 1792 South Carolina Supreme Court case Bowman v. Middleton213 involved a
contested title to land. Bowman and his fellow plaintiffs relied in part on a colonial statute from 1712 that had
sought to resolve a then-existing controversy about the land’s ownership by confirming title in one of the three
groups that claimed it at that time. Middleton countered that “no title could be transferred by this act. That it was
against common right and reaso n as well as against magn a carta; therefore, ipso facto, vo id.” 214 His precise grounds
for objection are not clear. He stated that the act “wrought a two-fold injury, by depriving [the other claimants at the
time of the act] of their freeholds, without a trial by jury. . . . In no case could the legislature of the country interfere
with private property, by taking it from one man and giving it to another, to the prejudice of either party, or that of
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of the statute in question, and that that clause was constitutional. See id.
In the years before Ma rbury, the Kentucky Supreme Court confronted one other challenge based on an
asserted violation of the right to a jury trial. In Caldwell v. Comm onwealth, 2 Ky. (Myers) 129 (1802 ), the court
rejected a claim that the right to a jury trial had been violated, and its approach was identical to that in Enderman
and Stidger. The act authorized the state attorney gene ral “to obtain judgm ents, by way of motion, against all public
debtors and officers of every denomination indebted to the public.” Id. at 130. The court rejected this challenge
because the judgment mechanism at issue had been “in force when the constitution was framed.” Id. at 129. As
discussed infra, the statute was found unconstitutional on other grounds.
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third person s, who might be interested in the event.” 215 Middleton appears to be asserting that the statute violated
the right to a jury trial. He appears to be asserting also that the statute violated broader principles that were not
explicitly made part of the constitutional text: the statute is “against common right and reason as we ll as against
magna carta; therefore, ipso facto , void.” 216
The court’s decision was brief. Justices Grimke and Bay, the only members of the court participating in the
case, held that “the plaintiffs could claim no title under the act in question as it was against common right, as well as
against magna charta, to take away the freehold of one man and vest it in another, and that, too, to the prejudice of
third person s, without any compe nsation, or eve n a trial by the jury of the cou ntry, to de termine the right in question.
That the act was therefore ipso facto vo id.” 217 The invocation of magna carta and commo n right resembles the
interpretation of the law of the land provision that Justice W aties was to make in Lindsay, but the Bowman court did
not see k to gro und this eleme nt of its hold ing in a co nstitutional text. This part of the hold ing that the statute is
unco nstitutional, then, is not based on co nstitutional text. More concretely, the court seems to be relying on the state
constitution’s jury trial clause. There was, however, a complication here, although it is not noted by the court. The
relevant provision of the South Carolina constitution - “the trial by jury shall be for ever inviolably preserved” resembles the provision of the Kentucky constitution discussed above, and, like it, is at least arguably backward
looking. Thus, the Kentucky Supreme Court, in applying its clause, looked to practices prior to adoption of the
constitution. If a statute was consistent with the pre-constitutional practice it was upheld; if it was not, it was
invalidated. A similar approach here should have caused the statute to be upheld - rather than departing from the
background p ractice, the statute was evid ence of the background practice. Indeed, legislative reso lution of private
disputes was common during the colonial era,218 and the practice did not stop with independence: a number of the
statutes discussed in the next section were p ost-inde pendence statutes that sought to resolve disputes betw een p rivate
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parties. In this context, the right to a jury trial could be understood as a check on the judiciary, rather than as a check
on the legislature. At the ve ry least, then, the South Ca rolina S upreme C ourt was not following the co nced edly
unconstitutional approach in Bowman, since the statute was certainly defensible. To the extent that the court was
interpreting the jury trial provision, it was giving it a substantive d efinition o f greater breadth than the text itself
necessarily mandated.
The facts of Lindsa y v. Com missione rs, 219 one o f the two cases in which one jud ge, but not a majority,
found a violation of the right to a jury trial, have already been discussed. A South Carolina statute empowered road
com mission ers to lay o ut a roa d in Charlesto n and to award such com pensation as they deemed appropriate.
Property owners whose unimproved land had been taken without compensation challenged the statute as violative of
the law of the land and jury trial provisions of the state constitution. The Attorney General responded to the jury
trial claim by asserting that the state had a sovereign power to seize property for roads and determine without a jury
trial whether compensation was due and by arguing that jury trials would create unacceptable administrative
inconvenience: “[E]ither the state must possess this high power and authority, as one of the essential prerogatives of
sovereignty, or every inconsiderable freeholder in the country could, when interest or caprice urged him to it, thwart
and counteract the public in the exercise o f this all-impo rtant authority for the interest of the com munity.” 220 He
app ealed , in add ition, to background practice, arguing that none of the S outh C arolina ’s road statutes, dating back to
1686, had p rovided a jury trial for property owners whose land had been taken.221 The two justices who ruled in
favor of the state - Grimke and Bay - did not even note the jury trial claim. The same is true of Justice Waties, one
of the two justices to favor the p roperty owners. But Justice B urke, the other justice to favor the property owners,
appears to have seen a violation of the right to a jury trial. He stated that he “was of opinion that there should be a
fair compensation made to the private individual, for the loss he might sustain by it [road-building], to be ascertained
by a jury of the country.” 222 Burke provided no basis for this conclusion, but he w as not applying the co nced edly
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unconstitutional rule. As observed, the South Carolina constitution’s jury trial right could plausibly be read to ensure
only that jury trials would be available in situations in which they had been available prior to the constitution. Burke
was reading the clause mo re bro adly than this, finding in it some substantive meaning not ba sed o n practice.
Finally, State v. _____, a 1794 North Carolina Superior Court case, concerned a state statute that authorized
the entry of default judgments against receivers of public money on the motion of the state attorney general. Judge
W illiams prono unced the statute unconstitutional as vio lating the law of the land and jury trial pro visions o f the state
constitution.223 On rehearing, two judges of the court reversed the decision, without explanation. 224 Judge W illiams’
opinion reveals that he had a sub stantive concep tion of the jury trial right that was not simply determined by past
practice and that was not satisfied by the formal involvement of the jury in decisionmaking. The Attorney General
offered examples of state statutes that permitted entry of a judgment “though [the defendant] has no actual notice of
[the] proceeding, and o f course no o ppo rtunity to plead in his defense a m atter to b e submitted to a jury.” 225
W illiams, however, found the statute inconsistent with the jury trial provision of the state constitution because the
jury’s role under the statute was purely a nominal one:
[T]hough a jury may be sworn, what it will be upon? It will be upon a default taken against the party who
does not appear and plead, because he has no knowledge that any proceedings are intended to be had
against him; and so in truth is not trial by jury according to the ancient mode. . . . [I]n reality the jury have
nothing to determ ine on - it is a mere form for the sake of which they are to be impaneled . Such a trial is a
mere farce.226

c. Statu tes affecting courts: This p art looks at fourteen cases in which at lea st one judge found unconstitutional a
statute that implicated judicial m atters; in twelve of these the statute was in fact found invalid. T here w ere plausible
argumen ts on behalf of all these statutes.
As in the Sym sbury C ase, discussed in the previous section, most of the cases in this category involved
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statutes that were, in effect, judicial decisions. In nine cases, the statute overturned had attempted to resolve a
dispute in favor of one of the p arties or directed a new trial. O ne of the se case s - the South Ca rolina d ecision in
Bowman v. Middleton - has already been discussed. The court there found unconstitutional a 1712 statute declaring
that a particular individual owned contested property, observing that “the plaintiffs could claim no title under the act
in question as it was against common right, as well as against magna charta, to take away the freehold of one man
and vest it in another, and that, too, to the prejudice of third persons, without any compensation, or even a trial by the
jury of the country, to determine the right in question. T hat the act was the refore ipso facto vo id.” 227
In Taylor v. Reading, the New Jersey Supreme Court reviewed a statute as it “passed . . . upon the petition
of the defendants, declaring that in certain cases payments made in continental money should be credited as
specie.” 228 The court held the statute “to be an ex po st facto law, and as such unconstitutional, and in that case
inoperative.” 229 The New Jersey constitution did not have an ex post facto clause, which suggests that the Court was
relying on the federal constitution’s clause. The rejected statute was not clearly unconstitutional: In Calder v.
Bull, 230 the Sup reme Court was to hold unanim ously that the ex post facto clause did no t apply to civil statutes.
In Austin v. Trustees of the Un iversity of Pen nsylvania ,231 the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania was presented
with a suit involving title to land, each p arty claiming to have acquired the p roperty from the state. In 1 784 , the state
legislature had attempted to resolve the controversy by vesting title in Austin; the following year, the legislature
pronounced its prior action unconstitutional and repealed the statute.232 When the court considered the case in 1793,
it ruled in favor of the university, noting (without specifying the grounds) that the 1784 statute was
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“unco nstitutional.” 233
In Gilma n v. McClary, 234 the New Ham pshire legislature had sought to overturn a trial court decision. In a
suit for money, the New H amp shire Court for Rockingham C ounty ruled in favor of plaintiff Nathaniel Gilman.
Elizabeth McClary then appealed to the legislature, which enacted a statute “to restore Elizabeth McClary to her
law.” 235 McClary returned to court to effect the statute. The court ruled:
[I]f the act virtually or really reverses the judgment of this Court it is repugnant to the bill of rights and
constitution of this State and if the Act does not reverse the said judgment of the Court cannot render
another judgment in the same case upon appeal while the first judgment remains in full force. It is therefore
considered by the Court that the sa id Act is ineffectual and ina dmissible and that the said ac tion is
dismissed.236

Similarly, in five other unpublished cases from the 1790's, New Hampshire courts declared void state statutes
ordering ne w trials.237
Like the Sym sbury C ase, these decisions reflect an evolving notion of separation of powers under which
resolution of controversies between particular parties was a matter for the judiciary alone. At the same time, the four
state constitutions involved in these cases did not pro vide a clear tex tual basis for assigning such dec isionmaking to
the jud iciary alone. Nonetheless, in each case the statute was pronounced unconstitutional.
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and jud icial documents, along with an explanatory note. W alter Dod d, Gilman v. McClary: a New Ham pshire Case
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Three of these opinions - Chicke ring v. Clark (1797), Butterfield v. Morgan (1797), and Jenness v.
Seavey (1799) - have not been preserved, but are briefly referred to in Merrill v. Sherburne, 1 N.H. 199, 216-17
(1818). In a study of separation of powers in early New Hampshire, Timothy A. Lawrie discusses two additional
cases other than those cited in Merrill. One is Jenness v. Seavey, a 1792 case in which the Rockingham Superior
Court held unconstitutional a statute ordering a new trial after the initial set of jud icial pro ceed ings had conc luded in
Seavey’s favor. (The 1797 case Jenness v. Seavey, mention in Me rrill, involved a second statute ordering a new trial
and a second decision holding the statute unconstitutional.) The second is a case in which the Court of Common
Pleas refused to enforce a statute granting a convicted pig thief a new trial. See Lawrie, supra note 146, at 323-25.
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In a brief, cryptic opinion, the Kentucky Supreme Court in Caldwe ll v. Comm onw ealth 238 held that that part
of a state statute that subjected court clerks who were delinquent in the payment to the state of money that they had
received “to such fines, pena lties, interest, and damages as are imposed by law o n delinquent sheriffs, is
unco nstitutional.” 239 The statute was unconstitutional because the statute imposing the payment obligations on clerks
had not imposed such sanctions for non-performance.240 The court did not cite any constitutional provision as the
basis for its holding, which indicates that this is another decision in which a court, in a case involving what could be
considered the p rovince of the judiciary, invalid ated a statute witho ut relying o n constitutional tex t.
Two other cases involved removal of officers. In both instances, the members of the court disagreed (or at
least appear to have disag reed) abo ut the co nstitutionality of the statute. The New Jersey case of State v.
Parkhurst 241 was a contest between two men who claimed the position of court clerk. Aaron Ogden had held the
position initially, receiving his commission in 1800. He had then been elected to the United States Senate, without
resigning his position as clerk. In 1801, the legislature passed a statute that provided that, when an individual
holding a state office took a se at in the U nited S tates Senate or Ho use of Representatives, he would be deemed to
have vacated his state office, and Parkhurst was appointed to succeed Ogd en. 242 Ogd en asse rted that the 1801 statute
was an ex post facto law.243 In the state supreme court, Justice K irkpatrick asserted that the court had the po wer to
review the constitutionality of statutes,244 but that there was no need to resolve whether the 1801 statute was
unconstitutional. He held that “[c]ertain offices are in their very nature incompatible and inconsistent, and cannot be
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exerc ised by the sam e person at the same time.” 245 Thus, Ogden’s acceptance of his position in the Senate had
automatically effected his resignation from his clerkship, and there was no need to consider the constitutionality of
the statute, since it had no effec t.246
Kirkpatrick’s two fellow Supreme Court Justices disagreed with him and ruled in Ogden’s favor.247 Since
only K irkpatrick’s op inion ha s survived, it is impo ssible to say with certainty what grounds the Justices relied on in
ruling for Ogden. It would appear, however, that they could only have ruled in favor of the Senator if they had found
the statute of 1801 unconstitutional. Moreover, since the grounds on which the statute was asserted to be
unconstitutional was that it was an ex post facto law, they presumably invalidated it on that ground. If this is the
case, the state supreme court would have, as it had earlier in Taylor, invalidated a statute on ex p ost facto ground s,
presumably in reliance on the federal constitution. Here, however, the ruling of unconstitutionality (assuming there
was such a ruling) did not stand, since the Court of Errors reversed the state supreme court, although once again the
opinion has not been preserved.248 Nonetheless, the case provides some additional evidence of judges (i.e., the
majo rity of the state supreme court) holding a statute unconstitutional that, Calde r suggests, could plausibly have
been upheld.
The facts of the North Carolina case State v. ____ 249 have already been noted. Judge W illiams would have
invalidated as violative of the law of the land provision of the state constitution (as well as the jury trial provision) a
statute that permitted the Attorney General to secure default judgments against receivers of public money, even if the
receivers had not received notice of the suit against them. Williams read the phrase “law of the land” expansively, as
meaning “according to the course of the common law, which always required the party to be cited, and to have a day
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in court upon which he might app ear and defend himself.” 250 In other words, the common law established the law of
the land , and the legislature could not ov erturn it. 251 The state attorney general countered that “law of the land”
meant “the whole body of law, composed partly of the commo n law, partly of customs, partly of the acts of the
British Parliament received and enforced here, and partly of the acts passed by our Legislature”252 and that the
legislature had the power to displace any of the other sources of autho rity.253 Althou gh they d id not explain their
reasoning, Judges Ashe and Macay presumably accepted the attorney general’s argument, since they voted in favor
of the state.254
The final op inions in this catego ry are from V irginia, Cases of the Jud ges o f the Court of Ap pea ls 255 and
Kam per v. Hawkins. 256 As historian Charles Grove Haines has observed, “None of the early [judicial review] cases
caused m ore commen t or was more widely known” than these decisions, 257 and the opinions in Kamper appeared in
book form the year after the case was decided.258
The Cases of the Judges were not actual cases. Rathe r, they were a series of jud icial resp onses to state
statutes affecting their offices. The first statute was a 1788 statute that had assigned to Court of Appeals judges the
additional obligation to sit on newly-established district courts. The state constitutional clause implicated by the
statute provided that judges on specifically identified courts should “continue in office during good behavior” and
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that they should have “fixed an d adequate salaries.” 259
The report of the case notes that, at the time o f its passage, the statute had o ccasio ned significant p ublic
debate. Referring to the “good behavior” clause of the constitution, proponents of the statute made the textual
argum ent that the state constitution p rotected only tenure of office. T hey also adva nced an originalist argument.
They pointed out that the 1779 statute creating the court of appeals had assigned to that court judges of other, already
existing courts, without relieving these judges of their original duties. The judges’ “acquiescence [in accepting
additional responsibilities] might be considered as a cotemporaneous exposition of the constitution, which formed a
precedent not to be resisted.” 260 Critics of the act “contended, that it was contrary to the constitution to impose new
duties . . . [and] clearly so, if no additional co mpe nsation was made them fo r it.” 261
W hen they next convened, the Court of Appeals sent the legislature a letter entitled, “The respectful
remo nstrance of the c ourt of appeals.” 262 The court in that letter “declare[d], that the constitution and the act are in
opp osition and canno t exist together; and that the former m ust control the o peration of the latter.” 263 The argument
that the co urt adv anced was essentially structural, although it drew on co nstitutional text. The judges observ ed:
“The propriety and necessity of the independence of the judges is evident in reason and the nature of their office;
since they are to d ecide betwe en governm ent and the people, as well as b etween contending citizens. . . .” 264 The
constitution rec ognized this ind ependence, they continued, in two wa ys. First, “[it] declared that judges sho uld ho ld
their offices during goo d behavior.” 265 Second, “the constitution gives a principle, not to be departed from, declaring
that the salaries shall be adequate and fixed, leaving it to the legislature to decide what would be adequate when they
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app oint the d uties.” 266 The new statute, by sharply increasing judicial duties without increasing judicial
compensation, “appeared so evident an attack upon the independency of the judges, that they thought it inconsistent
with a co nscientious discharge of their duty to p ass it over.” 267 The act, the judges asserted, was “contrary to the
spirit of the constitution.” 268 Thus, the court took the position that St. George T ucker had taken in Case of the
Prisone rs: the statute is un constitutional b ecause it is at odds with the constitution’s “spirit.”
The legislature responded by enacting a statute ousting the judges from the court of appeals (although
allowing them to retain their lower court responsibilities). The court of appeals judges signed an order that they
“could not be constitutionally deprived” of their responsibilities and resigned, carefully observing that the statute had
not stripped them o f their duties and that they left the benc h of “their mere free will.” 269
The next controversy arose when the legislature passed a statute assigning General Court judges
responsibility to also sit as district court judges and giving district courts the power, previously assigned only to the
Chancery Court, to issue injunctions. 270 The relevant constitutional provision stated: “[T ]he two house s of assembly
shall, by joint ballot, appoint judges of the supreme court of appeals, and general court, judges in chancery, [and]
judges of ad miralty.” 271 The con stitutionality of the statute was presented in the case of Kamp er v. H awkins.
Kamper instituted proceedings in district court and sought an injunction to stay proceedings on a judgment obtained
the pre vious term. T he district court “adjourned [the question] to the G enera l Court for novelty and difficulty as to
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The judges ap pointed in their stead in 179 2 confronted a statute that, in co nsolidating the V irginia
judicial system, arguably re-constituted the Court of Appeals, although no new appo intments were made. The sitting
judges then informed the bar that “as they held their offices under the constitution the new law could not have taken
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the constitutionality of said law .” 272 None of the five judges on the general court suggested that the
unco nstitutionality of the statute was rea dily apparent, and they disagreed about how to analyze the q uestion.
No netheless, all five foun d the statute unconstitutional.
Judge R oane started his opinion by no ting that his initial reaction had b een to uph old the statute since “I
doubted how far the judiciary were authorized to execute a law, on the ground of its being against the spirit of the
Constitution.” 273 He continued: “My opinion, on more mature consideration, is changed in this respect, and I now
think that the judiciary may and ought not only to refuse to execute a law expressly repugnant to the Constitution; but
also one which is, by a p lain and natural constru ction, in o ppo sition to the fundamental principles thereof.” 274 “By
fundamental principles,” he explained, “I understand those great principles growing out of the Constitution, by the
aid of which, in d ubious case s, the Co nstitution m ay be e xplained an d preserved inviolate; tho se land -marks, which it
may be necessary to resort to, on account of the impossibility to foresee or provide for cases within the spirit, but
without the letter of the Co nstitution.” 275 The “fund amental principles” 276 of the Constitution dictated that the statute
was unconstitutional because the statute allowed judges who did not hold office during good behavior (i.e., district
court judges other than those who also served on the general court) to exercise power previously limited to tenureprotected judges (i.e., chancery court judges): “[T]hese depend ent tribunals being the creature of the Legislature
itself will not dare to oppose an unconstitutional law, and the principles I set out upon, viz: that such laws should be
opposed would be a dead letter, or in other words, this would pave the way to an uncontrolled power in the
Legislature.” 277
Judge St. G eorge Tucker similarly invoked the concept of spirit as an interpretive guide. H e beg an: “I shall
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first state my o wn imp ression s, arising from the text of the constitution, and the spirit of our go vernm ent. . . .” 278 He
classified the district court as a “legislative court,” since it was not mandated by the Constitution and since the
legislature could therefore abolish the court, as well as create it. Invoking the legislature’s earlier actions to oust the
members of the Court of Appeals, he declared, “[T]he judiciary can never be independent, so long as the existence of
the office depends upo n the will of the ord inary Legislature, and not upon a constitutional foun dation.” 279 The fact
that the Constitution provided for the creation of certain courts, whose judges would serve during good behavior,
meant that the legislature could not create other courts whose judges did not enjoy such tenure: “[S]uch an
arrangement must even render the judiciary the mere creature of the legislative department, which both the
constitution and the b ill of rights mo st pointedly ap pear to have guarded against.” 280
Judge Nelson emp loyed both textual and structural arguments. The fact that the constitution spoke
separately of general court judges and chancery judges “evinced an intention that the judges of the General Court and
those in chancery sho uld be distinct perso ns.” 281 He noted that the constitution required that General Court judges
who were impeached should b e tried in the Court of Appeals, while judges of the chancery court who were
impeached were to be tried in the General Court. “My inference,” he concluded, “ is that a judge in chancery and a
judge of the G enera l Court were intended under the Constitution to be distinct individuals.” 282
Judge Tyler found the impeachment argument elegant, but unconvincing. “This is too nice a deduction, and
is a better argum ent in favo r of an amendme nt to the constitution, than o f the que stion under consideration. W e
cannot supply defects, nor can we reco ncile ab surdities.” 283 For Tyler the statute was unconstitutional because the
constitution set up only one m echanism for creating chancery judge s - a mechanism that gave the judges their
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comm ission during goo d beha vior; the statute, in contrast, gave equity pow ers to those from whom they could also
be removed by legislative act. Tyler declared that judges given power without adequate protection would lack
independence, and, like Judge Tucker, he invoked the history of the Court of Appeals as exemplifying the
legislature’s willingness to undermine judicial decisionmaking:
For how would the rights of individuals stand when brought in contest with the public, or even an influential
chara cter, if the judges may b e removed from office by the sam e power who ap pointed them, to wit: by a
statute appointment, as in this case, and by a statute disappointment, as was the case in the Court of
App eals. 284

Finally, Judge Henry declared the statute unconstitutional because the constitution established only one
entity with the power to issue injunctions, the court of chancery. “To exercise this duty [the power to issue
injunctions] without the appointment and com mission prescribed by the constitution, would be an exe rcise of a
powe r accord ing to the will of the legislature, who are servants of the pe ople, not only without, but expressly against
the will of the people.” 285 He, then, invoked the example of the Court of Appeals as exemplifying the danger of
relying on the legislature: “If the legislature were authorized to take this step at that time, it surely furnishe s all
succeeding judges, as they value their reputation and independence, to see that their appointment be regular, before
entering upo n the duties of their office, in future.” 286
The five op inions in the case, then, disp lay a range of analytic ap proaches, but each reflec ts an approach to
judicial review that went well beyond literalism. Taken as a group, these op inions evidence structural analysis,
reliance on spirit, rather than text, and, with the repeated references to the legislature’s earlier retaliation against the
Court of Appeals, invocation of po licy concerns.
d. Sum mary: The state court cases from the early repub lic reflect sim ilar interpretive stan ce to the previously
discussed state court cases from the revolutionary era. The type of statute is of critical significance. The seventeen
cases in which statutes were invalidated fall into three categories. In two cases, state statutes were invalidated on
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federal contract clause ground s. In both, the statute appea rs to have been clearly unconstitutional. In three cases,
state statutes that affected the jury trial right were overturned; in one, there were plausible arguments on behalf of the
statute. In eleven cases and one advisory opinion, state statutes affecting judicial matters were overturned. I argue
that not of these statutes was clearly unconstitutional.
IV. C ircuit Co urt D ecisions
This part examines the Circuit Court decisions invalidating statutes in the years before Ma rbury, most of
which have been ignored in the modern judicial review literature. Almost all of the relevant decisions are decisions
involving state statutes: a total of seven state statutes were held invalid. In six of these seven c ases, there was at least
a colorable argument for the state statute. Thus, the early federal circuit case law reflects a notably close scrutiny of
state statutes, a scrutiny not recognized in the scholarly literature . Mo reover, these decisio ns taken together reflect not simply a close scrutiny of state statutes in general - but a strongly nationalist approach - again, something not
recognized previously.
The only case discussed here which co ncerned a federal statute is Hayburn ’s Case, 287 which involved a
congressional statute that assigned arguably non-judicial duties to federal judges. Although the case was rendered
moot before the Supreme Court decided it, the circuit court hearing the case concluded that the statute was
unconstitutional, and the other two circuit courts, in advisory opinions, had taken the position that the statute was
unconstitutional if literally applied. The statute was not, however, clearly unconstitutional, and these various
opinions evidence a broad conception of judicial review when a statute affected judicial role and judicial
autonomy. 288
a. Review of state sta tutes in Circu it Cou rts: With the exc eption of VanHo rne’s Lessee v. Dorrance, the seven
cases discussed here have largely not been discussed in the modern literature on the original understanding of
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judicial review.289 The number of these cases and the close level of scrutiny that they typically involve indicate that
early federal courts were rigorous in their approach to state statutes in a way that recent scholarship has wholly failed
to recognize.
The first cases in which a federal court invalidated a state statute occurred in 1792. One of the decisions
was handed do wn in a case in the Circuit Court for the D istrict of Rh ode Island decisio n, Champion & Dickason v
Casey. The statute at issue was private legislation obtained by defendant Silas Casey. Casey had petitioned the
Rhode Island legislature, asking that collection of the debts he owed be stayed for three years and “that in the
meantime he be e xempted from all arrests and attachments.” 290 In February 1791, the legislature responded by
enacting a resolution stating: “It is voted and resolved that the prayer of this petition be and the same is hereby
granted.” 291
British merchants Alexander Champion and Tho mas Dickason brought suit in federal court in 1792, seeking
to collect debts against Casey and two other Rhode Island merchants. In his plea in response, Casey asserted the
legislature’s resolution. Chief Justice Jay and District Court Henry Marchant, the presiding judges, ruled in favor of
the plaintiffs. The judgment of the court stated that they “were of the opinion after mature deliberation on the plea of
the Defendants that the plea o f the defendants was insufficient to abate the writ of the plaintiffs.” 292 Although the
written judgment did not elaborate on the court’s reasoning, contemporaneous newspaper accounts did, and they
made clear that the court had decided that the state statute was without legal effect because it was at odds with the
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contract clause of the federal constitution. 293
Strikingly, the opinion appears to have produced no critical response.294 Indee d, the state assem bly
resolved that “[i]n conformity to a decision of the Circuit Court, [it] would not grant to any individual an exemption
from arrests and attachments for his private debts, for any term of time.” 295 The afterm ath of Dickason, then, stood
in marked contrast to that in Trevett, where the Rhode Island legislature had ousted all but one of the members of the
Court. This difference - and the response to the previously noted Rhode Island state court decisions rejecting the
1789 legal tender law - suggests that by early in the 1790s even in Rhode Island the principle of judicial review had
won general acceptance.
Any analysis of the court’s reasoning necessarily rests on speculation, given the paucity of the record. It
appears, however, that the basis for the judgment was a straightforward application of the text of the United States
constitution’s co ntracts clause, an d thus this is a case in w hich an invalida ted statute was clearly unc onstitutional. 296

293

Thus, the Columbian Centinel reported, “The Court also determined that in the case of Champion and
Dickason against Silas Carey that the Legislature of a State having no right to make a law to exempt an individual
from arrests, and his estate from attachments, for his private debts, for any term of time, it being clearly a law
impairing the obligation of contracts, and therefore contrary to the Constitution of the United States.” [Boston]
Columbian Ce ntinel (June 20 , 179 2). T he story in the Provid ence Gazette wa s to the same effect. “The de fendant’s
counsel pleaded a resolution of the S tate in ba r of the action, by which he was allowed three years to p ay his debts
and during which he was to be free of arrest on that account,” the paper observed. It continued: “The Judges were
unanimously of opinion that, as by the Constitution of the United States, the individual States are prohibited from
making laws w hich sha ll impair the ob ligation o f contracts, and as the resolution in que stion, if op erative, would
impair the obligation of the contract in question, therefore it could not be admitted to bar the action.” Providence
Gazette & Country J. (June 16, 1792), quoted in Warren, supra note 205, at 27.
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The contract clause provides: “No state shall . . . pass any . . . Law impairing the Obligation of
Contracts.” It appears that the Circuit Court con clude d that C asey’s private legislation, by granting him a d elay in
paying debts that he was contractually obliged to pay, was, to quote the Columbia Centinel, “clearly a law impairing
the obligation of contracts.” Such a reading of the clause as prohibiting debtor stay laws was not only the natural
reading of the text, it was co nsistent with the original und erstand ing of the clause. At the sam e time, it is also notab le
that the newspaper accounts suggest that the Court relied on only one ground of decision. The court did not, for
example, conclude in the alternative that the state legislature, by enacting legislation effectively resolving disputes
involving an individual, violated some conception of separation of powers. Rather, the Court relied only on the clear
textual prohibition.
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In the same year, in Hamilton v. Eaton 297 the Circuit Court held invalid a revolutionary era North Carolina
statute that confiscated lo yalist contract claim s. Ham ilton, a loya list, claimed that Article IV of the T reaty of Paris
had invalidated the statute and revived his contract claim against Eaton. That Article provided: “It is agreed that
creditors on either side shall meet with no lawful impediment to the re covery of the full value in sterling mo ney of all
bona fide debts heretofore contracted."
Eato n responded that the Article was irre levant. T he state statute had required that he pay the amount o f his
debt into the state treasury. Eaton had done so and, as a result, Hamilton was not a creditor within the meaning of
the Treaty, since Eaton’s debt to him had been legally extinguished before the Treaty was ratified. The argument
was not frivolous: a very similar claim was raised in Wa re v. H ylton, which will be discussed in the section on
Supreme Court case law, and Justice Iredell accep ted it. 298 Nonetheless, Judge Sitgreaves ignored it, and Justice
Ellsworth dismissed the claim as inconsistent with the “design” of Article IV. 299 In other words, both rejected a
colorable argument that would have led them to uphold the statute. Both judges also found that the treaty, when
ratified, ha d invalidated the statute. A s justification for this co nclusion, Justice Ellswo rth analogized the re lationship
between the treaty and the statute to the relatio nship b etween two statutes enacted at different times. “[T ]he maxim
[is] . . . the latter ab rogates the former.” 300 Thus, the result in the case did not rest on the p rimacy of the C onstitution.
Nonetheless, both judges offered the supremacy clause as an alternate ground for establishing the superiority of the
treaty to the statute. Justice Ellsworth wrote:
And in 1789 was adopted here the present constitution of the United States, which declared that all treaties
made, or which should be made, under the authority of the United States, should be the supreme law of the
land, and that the judges in every state should be bound thereby; anything in the constitution or laws of any
state to the contrary notwithstanding. Surely, then, the treaty is now law in this state, and the confiscation
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act, so far as the treaty interferes with it, is annulled.301

To the extent that the very limited record provides illumination, in the third case in which a federal court
exercised the power of judicial review to invalidate a statute, the constitutional prohibition was not clear. In Skinner
v. May, an unre ported 1794 decisio n from the Circ uit Court for the Massachusetts D istrict, an informer sued to
recover a penalty provided for by the Massachusetts Act of 1788 to prevent the slave trade. That statute prohibited
Massachusetts residents and citizens from participating in Africa in the slave trade. 302 The plaintiff initially instituted
the case in state court. It was then removed to federal court, where the plaintiff prevailed in the district court. On
appeal before Justice Cushing and Judge Lowell, the defendants raised two substantive arguments. They contended
that the Act had been “repealed by the Constitution,” and specifically by Article I, section 8.303 Presumably, the
reference was to the foreign com merc e clause, which provides that “[t]he C ongress shall have p ower . . . to regulate
com merc e with foreign nations . . .” 304 Second, the defendants argued that Massachusetts did not have the right or
authority to make criminal laws that applied to acts of citizens and aliens abroad.305 The Co urt found for the
defendants. According to Professor Goebel, who examined the Circuit Court’s manuscript record book, “The form
of the judgm ent indicates that it was based upon the constitutional ground advanced.” 306 It thus appears that the
statute was invalidated on foreign com merce clause ground s.
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If this conclusion is correct, Skinner reflects an expansive reading of the foreign commerce clause. The
clause, by its literal term s, is only a grant to C ongress of a regulato ry power, no t a prohibition on state activity.
No netheless, the Circuit Co urt would ap pear to have read into that grant a broad preemptive effect. T he state
legislation was denied effect even though Congress had not affirmatively acted to bar states from enacting such
legislation. The judgment would appear to rest on the conclusion that the M assachusetts statute was invalid simply
because o f its effect on foreign comm erce. T his bro ad co ncep tion of the federal role is p articularly remarkable
because the state legislation was connected to an area in which states had authority under the Constitution. Before
passage of the Constitution, ten states (including Massachusetts) had banned the importation of slaves. During the
ratification debates, antislavery proponents of the Constitution, such as Tench Coxe, pressed the claim that the states
would retain this authority (even though Congress would not be able to end the slave trade until 1808).307 The
Massachusetts statute seemingly built on this established state power; it prohibited state residents and citizens from
engaging ab road in activity that they could not lawfully engage in in their home state, the importation of slaves.
Perhaps because the re was no published decision, Skinner appears to have attracted little notice. Indeed,
more than a quarter century thereafter, counsel for Ogden in Gibbons v. Ogden highlighted the M assachusetts statute
denied effect in Skinner as an example of a state’s pe rmissible exercise of its power over com merc e outsid e of its
bord ers. 308 Nonetheless, the case is significant because it appears to offer an early use of a structural approach in the
context of judicial review of state legislation. The only way to make sense of the result is to conclude that Cushing
and Lowell believed that, because the African slave trade was foreign commerce, a state could not pass legislation
barring its citizens and residents from participating in that trade, even though there was no express constitutional or
congressional prohibition barring such legislation.
Vanhorne’s Lessee v. Dorrance, 309 the next case in which a C ircuit Court struck do wn a state statute, also
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reflected an expansive conception of the scope of federal judicial review with respect to state statutes. Unlike the
two ea rlier Circ uit Court cases, Vanhorne’s Lessee appeared in a pub lished re porter; to be precise, Justice Paterson’s
jury charge appeared in a published reporter.310 Mo reover, Paterson’s discussion of judicial review was not only the
most extensive in any of the pre-Ma rbury federal judicial review cases, subsequent citation indicates that it was the
most influential of these opinions. 311
At issue in Vanhorne’s Lessee were competing Connecticut and Pennsylvania land titles to land that had, by
the time of the case, bee n determined to be in P ennsylvania pursua nt to an agreem ent between the two states. 312
Vanhorne’s title was traced back to the P enns; D orrance’s title wa s initially derived from Conne cticut. 313 Beca use
the land was in P ennsylvania, ho wever, the critical questio n was whether a 1787 P ennsylvania quiet title statute
designed to vest p roperty in Luzerne County, Pe nnsylvania in Conne cticut claim ants (rather than Pennsylvania
claimants) was constitutional under the Pennsylvania constitution. 314

The secondary constitutional question was

310
Dallas’s repo rt of the ca se appeared in 1 798 ; a pam phlet version had appe ared in 179 6. See Goeb el,
supra note 7 5, at 59 0 n. 177.
311

For example, when Justice Chase, who had initially reserved the question whether judicial review of
congressional legislation was legitimate, see Hylton v. United States, 3 U.S. (3 Dall.) 171, 175 (1796 ) (Chase, J.);
Calder v. Bull, 3 U.S. (3 Dall.) 387, 392 (1798 ) (Chase, J.); infra Part V, embraced judicial review in an 1800 grand
jury charge, he invoked Paterson’s opinion as justification. See Justice Samuel Chase, Charge to the Grand Jury of
the Circuit Court for the District of Pennsylvania (April 12, 1800) in 3 The Documentary History of the Supreme
Court of the United States 408, 412 (Ma eva Ma rcus ed., 1990) [hereinafter DH SC]; see also id. at n.5 (noting
citation in margin of relevant paragraph to Justice Paterson). In his opinion in Ma rbury, Chief Justice Marshall drew
on Paterson’s phrasing in Vanhorne’s Lessee, compare Ma rbury, 5 U.S. (5 Dall.) 137, 177 (1803) (Chief Justice
Marshall concludes that “an act of the legislature repugnant to the constitution is void”; that this is a “fundamental
principle” and that “[i]t is not therefore to be lost sight of in the further consideration of this subject.”) with
Vanhorne’s Lessee, 2 U.S. (2 Dall.) at 309 (“The constitution is the basis of legislative authority. . . . It is an
important principle, which in the discussion of questions of the present kind, ought never to be lost sight of, that the
judiciary in this country is not a subordinate, but co-ordinate branch of government.”); Snowiss, supra note 10 at 112
(the phrase “lost sight of” in Ma rbury was “taken directly” from Vanhorne’s Lessee, and the structure of Ma rbury with its use o f easy cases to illustrate the imp ortance of ju dicial review before overturning a statute no t facially
inconsistent with the constitution - echoes Vanhorne). W hen P ennsylvania C hief Justice Gibson wrote his classic
attack on judicial review - his dissent in Eakin v. Raub, 12 S erg. L.R . 330 , 343 (Gib son, J., d issenting) (Pa. 182 5). he highlighted two cases as the leading defenses of judicial review: Ma rbury and Vanhorne’s Lessee. Id. at 34 5.
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whether the subsequent suspending and repealing acts - statutes that overturned the 1787 statute - violated the federal
constitution.315 Justices Paterson and Peters participated in the case and, after a fifteen day trial, Justice Paterson
issued the jury charge. He instructed the jury that the 1787 statute was unconstitutional under the state constitution,
that the subseq uent statutes did not violate the fed eral co nstitution, and that the juro rs should find for plaintiff. 316
In developing the argument for judicial review, Paterson framed the appropriateness of judicial invalidation
by offering a series of easy cases, a technique M arshall was to employ in Ma rbury. Paterson contrasted law in the
United States and in England, observing that “every state in the Union has its constitution reduced to written
exactitude an d precision .” 317 He then quoted the clauses of the state bill of rights concerning religio us estab lishment,
freedom of religion, and election b y ballot, and then asked: “Could the legislature have annulled there articles,
respe cting religion, the rights of co nscience, and elections by ballot? Surely no.” 318
The question before him, however, was not easy. It was whether the legislature “had . . . authority to make
an act divesting one citizen of his freeho ld, and vesting it in another, without a just compe nsation.” 319 Unlike in the
hypo thetical ca ses raised by P aterson, the relevant state constitution did not clearly bar such legislative acts. W hile
Pennsylvania had a just compensation provision in its 1790 co nstitution, the challenged statute had been passed (and
repealed) when the 1776 constitution had been in effect, and that constitution had no such provision. Justice
Paterson’s charge does not ad dress the imp lication that the revision suggests that the re was no co nstitutional right to
compensation before the later constitution was adopted; indeed, the charge does not even acknowledge the
constitutional change with respect to compensation. The constitutional provisions on which he focused were the
guarantees o f an inherent and inalienable right to pro perty and, to a lesser extent, the jury trial right.
Justice Paterson reads the right to compe nsation into the constitutional guarantee “[t ]hat all men . . . have
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certain natural, inherent and ina lienable rights, am ongst which are . . . acquiring, possessing, and protecting p roperty.
. . .” 320 “The legislature,” he stated, “had no authority to make an act divesting one citizen of his freehold, and
vesting it in another, without a just compensation. It is inconsistent with the principles of reason, justice, and moral
rectitude; it is incompatible with the comfort, peace, and happiness of mankind; it is contrary to the principles of
social alliance, in every government; and lastly, it is contrary both to the letter and sp irit of the co nstitution. In short,
it is what eve ryone would think unreasonable and unjust in his own c ase.” 321 At one level, Paterson is appealing here
to the text of the constitution. He grounds his argument in a specific provision, and he claims that uncompensated
takings are “contrary . . . to the letter . . . of the constitution.” Ye t Paterson’s argum ent here is not prem ised on close
reading of the text. He does not, for example, probe the precise nature of the right in “protecting property” or
discuss how the challenged legislation violates that right. My point here is not that Justice Paterson could not have
made such an argument; it is that he did not. The focus of his methodological approach is different.

In the

discussion o f the right to c omp ensatio n, Paterson, having established that the fundamental right to property is
embo died in the constitution, is principally concerned with what the fundamental right is, rather than with its precise
embod iment in constitutional text. He app eals to “principles of reason, justice, and moral rectitude,” to “the comfort
peace, and happiness of mankind,” and “to the principles of social alliance.” Significantly, like Virginia’s judges, he
appeals to the constitutional “spirit,” as well as the text. Text is a critical factor - Paterson’s argument is premised on
the existence of text embodying the particular right - but text is not the focus of the interpretative approach.
Having established that property could be taken only with compensation, Justice Paterson turned to the
question whether the compensation provided under the act was adequate. The act provided that, if it caused
individuals to be divested of property rightfully theirs, a board of property would award them land of equivalent
value.322 Paterson’s analytic approach here was similar to the one he had adopted with respect to the fundamental
question whether the legislature could take without compensation. The relevant constitutional provision was the one
guaranteeing a jury trial right: “That in controversies respecting property, and in suits between man and man, the
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parties have a right to trial by jury, which ought to b e held sacred.” 323 Paterson did not analyze whether the
legislative action was a “controvers[y]” within the meaning of the constitution or whether there was a right to a jury
trial, even though the constitution used the word “ought,” rather than the inflexible “shall.” Instead, he again turned
to fundamental principles. “T he interp osition of a jury is,” he declared , “. . . a constitutional guard up on property,
and a necessary check to legislative authority. It is a barrier between the individual and the legislature, and ought
never to be removed; as long as it is preserved, the rights of private property will be in no danger of violation, except
in cases of absolute necessity, or great public utility.” 324 Similarly, invoking first principles, he found the act
unco nstitutional because it permitted com pensation in land. “N o just comp ensatio n can b e made, except in money.
Money is a com mon standa rd, by comp arison with which the value of an ything may be a scertained. . . . It is
obv ious, that if a jury pass upo n the sub ject, or value of pro perty, their verdict must b e in mo ney.” 325
Having shown the confirming act’s unconstitutionality, Justice Paterson informed the jury that “it is a dead
letter, and of no m ore virtue or avail, than if it had never been ma de.” 326 He therefore devoted little attention to the
argument that the suspending and repealing acts violated the federal constitution. 327
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W ith respect to the former act, he noted that it had been passed in 178 8. “This act was passed before the
adoption of the constitution of the United States, and therefore, is not affected by it.” Id. at 319. This part of the
charge is conclusory. Justice Paterson did not explain why the federal constitution did not operate retroactively on
this legislation, although the im plicatio n of his statement is that, as a general m atter, the constitution did not op erate
retroa ctively.
Because the repealing act had been passed in 1790, Justice Paterson treated it as governed by the federal
constitution, but he thought the constitutional challenge to this legislation insubstantial. It did not violate the ex po st
facto clause because the process of shifting title to the Connecticut settlers was incomplete when the suspending
legislation went into effect. “Other acts were necessary to be performed, but before the performance of them, the law
was suspended and then repealed.” Id. at 319-20. The contract clause claim failed because “if the confirming act be
a contract between the legislature of Pennsylvania and the Connecticut settlers, it must be regulated by the rules and
principles which pervade and govern all cases of co ntracts; an d if so, it is clearly void, beca use it tend s, in its
operation and consequences, to defraud the Pennsylvania claimants, who are third persons, of their just rights.” Id. at
320 .
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Paterson’s charge, as previously noted, is the most extensive federal court discussion of judicial review
before Marbury and merits close scrutiny for that reason. It is a case in which the reasoning is premised on the
existence of constitutional text - it is not a natural law decision, although it has been read in that fashion 328 - but the
constitutional text is understood in the light of first principles, and Justice Paterson’s focus is much more on the
principles than on the text. Finally, the charge reflects close federal court scrutiny of state statutes, although the
factual situation was complex. Paterson and Pe ters were invalidating a statute that had already been repealed; the
fact that the statute was no longer o n the books mitigated the challenge to state sovereignty posed by the d ecision .
Mo reover, the state statute pronounced unconstitutional was not one that had advanced parochial interests at the
expense of outsiders. Indeed, it accorded with a suggestion made by the commissioners of a federal court during the
Articles of Confederation era which had ruled that the land claimed by Connecticut and Pennsylvania had belonged
to Pennsylvania. (Their resolution of the dispute had been ineffective; the disagreement was subsequently resolved
by Connecticut and P ennsylvania themselves.329) The comm issioners had urged, however, that the claims of the
individual Connecticut settlers be recognized. 330 Thus, the Circ uit Court was holding unco nstitutional a
Pennsylvania statute that had the consequence of benefitting Connecticut settlers, while discriminating against the
state’s own settlers. As a result, the decisio n did not, as a factual m atter, und ercut a state’s exercise of its authority to
benefit state citizen s.
In his charge, Paterson stated that he hoped the case would be brought before the Supreme Court. “The
great points on which the cause turns, are of a legal nature; they are questions of law; and therefore for the sake of
the parties, as well as for my own sake, they ought to put in a train for ultimate ad judication b y the supreme court.” 331
It may be that Paterson envisioned Vanhorne as a perfect test case from a political vantage point for his philosophy
of judicial review: one in which the Supreme Co urt could exercise strong oversight over state legislation, but in a
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context in which the actual decision would not undercut state interests. While the case did not reach the court, the
opinion became pro minent, and is a leading example of the strong conception of judicial review of legislation (and
state legislation in particular).
Two years after Vanhorne’s Lessee, in Un ited States v. V ilato, 332 the Circuit Court again struck down a
Pennsylvania state statute. Vilato 333 had b een charged with treason against the United S tates because in 179 4, while
employed on a French privateer, he had participated in the capture of the John, a United States vessel. In his habeas
proceeding, he claimed he could not be prosecuted for treason because he was not a United States citizen.334 By
birth a Spanish citizen, Vilato had in 1793 taken an oath of citizenship pursuant to a Pennsylvania naturalization
statute, but he claimed that this statute was unconstitutional under the state’s 1790 constitution, and therefore he had
always remained a Spanish citizen.
The pub lished re port does not record the pro secutio n’s defense of the statute’s constitutionality in any d etail
- it simply notes that the Government responded to Vilato’s challenge with the claim that the 1789 statute “was not
affected by the establishment of the new State Constitution”335 - but the hu rdles tha t Vilato confro nted in making his
constitutional claim are clear from his attorneys’ arguments. The challenged statute had been enacted while the
Pennsylvania constitution of 1776 was in effect. That constitution had a provision regulating naturalization, and
Vilato did not claim that the 1789 statute was unconstitutional when enacted.336 While the 1790 constitution in effect
at the time of the ca se did not have a na turalizatio n pro vision, it provid ed that “all laws of this comm onwealth, in
force at the time of making [this constitution] . . . and not inconsistent therewith . . . shall continue as if [the
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constitution] ha d not been made.” 337 Moreo ver, the C ircuit Co urt had held two years earlier in Collett v. Collett 338 - a
case involving a challenge to the 1789 Pennsylvania statute as unconstitutional under the federal constitution - that
the Pennsylvania statute was constitutional because the state and federal government had concurrent naturalization
pow ers.
Against this bac kground, V ilato ma de the argum ent that, because the 1790 constitution was ado pted shortly
after Congress had passed a naturalization statute,“the State Convention . . . by omitting to prescribe any State mode
of naturalization [left] the subjec t, implicitly, to the rules which Co ngress had p reviously prescribed.” 339 The d efense
further argued that the savings provision of the 1790 constitution - which preserved laws “not inconsistent” with that
constitution - did not preserve the 1789 statute because the 1789 statute gave new citizens full rights after one year
whereas the 1790 state constitution established a two year residency requirement for the vote and a longer period for
those seeking elective office. 340
W hile colorable, Vilato’s arguments were at the same time far from compelling. The tension between
statute and state constitution was o nly - by his ow n reco gnition - “implicit” and the same statute had just been upheld
against a related federal constitutional challenge. Moreover, whereas he used the different residency requirements of
the state constitution and the statute to argue against the latter’s constitutionality, in practice the statute had been
given a narrowing construction in the wake of the constitution, so that the residency requirements under both were
the same and the tension resolved.341
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See id. (“If, then, the act of assembly is in force, an alien naturalized under it, having the rights of the
old, is in a situation preferable to a natural born citizen under the accumulative restraints of the new constitution. But
a contrary construction has been given whenever the point was directly presented for consideration (which was not
the case in Co llet v. Collet) by the legislature, by our courts, and b y the bar.”) The sentences from the defense
argument indicate that the statute had been given a narrowing “construction” under which foreign-born naturalized
citizens were treated the sam e as United States citizens who had becom e Pennsylvania residents.
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Nonetheless, Judge Peters and Justice Iredell, the two judges considering the case, both ruled in favor of the
defendant and treated the case as unp roblematic. Judg e Peters ob served, “T he act of assem bly is ob viously
inconsistent with the existing constitution of the state; and, therefore, cannot be saved by the general provision of the
schedule annexed to it. On that ground only my opinion is formed; but it is sufficient to authorize a declaration that
the [naturalization] proceeding before the Mayor was, ipso facto, void; that, the prisoner is not a citizen of the United
State; an d that, co nsequently, he must be released fro m the charge of High T reaso n.” 342 In a slightly lengthier
opinion, Justice Iredell first touched on the federal constitutional issue. He stated, “[I]f the question had not
previously occurred, I should be disposed to think, that the pow er of naturalizatio n operated exclusively, as soo n as it
was exercised by Congress. But the circumstances of the case now before the court, render it unnecessary to enquire
into the relative jurisdictions of the State and Federal governments.” 343 He thus reserves the federal constitutional
question, even as he indicates that, if the federal constitutional issue were one of first impression, he would have
reached a different result from that reached in Collett (though he did not mention the earlier case by name). He then
disposed of the state court claim in a sentence: “The only act of naturalization suggested, depends upon the
existence, or non-existence, of a law of Pennsylvania; and it is plain, that upon the abolition of the old constitution of
the state, the law became inconsistent with the pro visions o f the new constitution, and , of course, cea sed to exist,
long b efore the supposed ac t of natura lization w as performed.” 344
These opinions reflect a similar approach to the question of state constitutional law. They both find it clear
that the state statute and the state constitution are inconsistent. Pe ters finds the inconsistency “obvious[ ]”; Iredell
terms it “plain.” As indicated above, however, any inconsistency between the statute and the constitution is far from
apparent. The two opinions then suggest that a statute can be “plain[ly]” unconstitutional even if close legal
reaso ning is necessary to reveal the unconstitutionality. This point sho uld be highlighted. Contrary to K rame r’s
reading - in which “plain[ly]” is treated as synonym ous with “blatantly” 345 - Iredell’s usage - and Peters’ usage of
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“obvious[ ]” - was different. “[P]lain” and “obvious[ ]” connote the best reading of the constitution, rather than a
reading in which only a “blatantly” unconstitutional statute is void.
The opinions also reflec t an unwillingness to search for a way to preserve a statute (at least when the statute
preceded the adop tion of the current constitution). As noted, Pennsylvania practice had been to limit the statute in a
way that rendered it consistent with the state constitution. The Co urt in Vilato did no t pursue that ap proach.
Finally, Justice Ired ell’s dicta o n the fed eral co nstitutional questio n sugge sts a lack o f deference to state
statutes when those statutes implicate national concerns. The relevant constitutional clause simply provided: “The
Congress shall have power . . . [t]o establish an uniform rule of naturalization. . .” 346 The Co urt in Collet had offered
textual and structural reasons for not reading this as an exclusive power 347 Iredell, in contrast,was raising doubts
abo ut the Pennsylvania statute’s constitutionality under the federal constitution, even though the state statute could
be plausibly d efended (and wa s supp orted by governing precedent).
The next circuit court decision to invalidate a state statute came, like Vanhorne’s Lessee, from Justice
Paterson. Pettibone (ex dem the Sele ctmen of Ma nch ester) concerned a 1794 Vermont statute that had expropriated
lands previously given the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel and authorized town selectmen to take glebe
lands - earlier set aside fo r the sup port of the Church of England - and to lease them to p rovid e funds for teac hers.
Under the statute, Pettibon e had brought an ejectm ent actio n against a Reverend B arber. Although the record here is
very limited, a loc al pap er stated that Justice Paterson “adjud ged” the statute to be unconstitutional.348 The magazine
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“The objection founded on the word uniform, and the arguments ab. inconvenienti, have been carried too
far. It is, likewise, declared by the Constitution (art. 1. s. 8.) that all duties, imposts and excises shall be uniform
throughout the United States; and yet, if express words of exclusion had not been inserted, as in a subsequent part of
the same article (s. 10.) the individual States would still, undoubtedly, have been at liberty, without the consent of
Congress, to lay and collect duties and imposts. Again; -- when, it is said, that one State ought no t to be p rivileged to
admit obnoxious citizens, to the injury of another, it should be recollected, that the State which communicates the
infection, must herself be first infected; and in this, as in all other cases, we may be assured, that the principle of
self-preservation will inculcate every reasonable precaution.” 2 U.S. at 296.
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Farmer’s Museum, or Lay Preacher’s Gazette (W alpole, N.H.), April 29, 1799, quoted in Goeb el, supra
note75, at 592. The November 9, 1798 Philadelphia Aurora suggested that Paterson left the question of
constitutionality to the jury (and criticized him for not having done the same in the Lyons case). See 3 DHS C, supra
note 3 11, at 236 n.24. As Professo r Go ebel has po inted o ut, it seems unlikely that Justice P aterson wou ld have left
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the Church Review reported a little more than fifty years later that Paterson was reported as having said “that
legislature s are no t omnipotent. They cannot take this man’s pro perty way and give it to that man.” 349
Although the evidence is not complete enough to say with certainty, it appears - particularly in light of the
Church Review stateme nt - that Justice Paterson stru ck do wn the V ermo nt statute under the Vermont takings clause.
The Church R eview statement suggests that in Pettibone, as in Vanhorne’s Lessee, the critical issue in reviewing the
constitutionality of the statute was whether a state could constitutionally take prope rty from o ne pe rson and give it to
another. In Pettibone, there was a takings clause in the state constitution. Vermont’s takings clause provided that
“whenever any particular man’s property is taken for the use of the public, the owner ought to receive an equivalent
in money.” 350 Judicial invalidation in Pettibone would thus have a clear textual basis, in contrast to Vanhorne,
where the state constitution had no such clause.
The final pre-Ma rbury circuit court case in which a state statute was held void was the 1802 d ecision Ogden
v. Witherspoon.351 North Carolina had passed three acts governing the statute of limitations for filing contract claims
against estates. An act of 17 15 provided that claims would b e barred if not brought within seven years. 352 An act of
1789 provided that claims would be barred if not brought within two years (or within three years if the creditor was
not a North Carolina resident). This second act, however, had a tolling provision, providing that the statute of
limitations would not run if the creditor suffered from a disability. It also contained the clause: “That all laws and
parts o f laws, that co me within the meaning and p urview of this act, are hereby declared void, and o f no effect.” 353
Finally, in 1799 , the legislature enacted a statute provid ing that “that the act of 171 5 hath continued and sh all

the matter to the jury, since he treated constitutionality as a question for the court in Vanhorne. See Goebel, supra
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continue to b e in force.” 354 The issue in the case was whether the 1799 statute violated the North Carolina
constitution’s separation of powers clause by purporting to determine that the 1715 statute had at all times been good
law.
Although the facts of the case re ceive little attention in the rep ort of the opinion, it appears that Ogden was
a contracts suit between two estates that turned on whether the seven year statute of limitations period in the 1715 act
served as an upper limit on the tolling period for disabilities established under the 1789 act. The defendant-debtor
app ears to have taken the positio n that the 1 799 statute established that the 1715 statute had alwa ys rema ined in
effect. As a result, the statute of limitations had run on the plaintiff-creditor’s claim sometime before 1799 because,
despite the fact that the plaintiff-creditor was under a disability, more than seven years had elapsed from the accrual
of the cause of action. The defendant-creditor appears to have argued that, between 1789 and 1799, the statute of
limitations was tolled for those under disabilities and that the claim had not lapsed.355
The defendant-debtor’s position that the 1715 and 1789 statutes could be read together to establish a seven
year statute of limitations on claims brought by those under disabilities was one that appears to have had substantial
force. Not only did the 17 99 statute apparently reflect legislative acceptance of that position, but the re porter’s note
indicates that some state court judges “held the act o f 171 5 not to have been repealed b y that of 1789 .” 356 (The note
does not indicate whether the state court decision preceded or followed Ogden, and Ogden makes no mention of the
state decision.) Finally, before being appointed to the Supreme Court, Justice Iredell, in his 1791 compilation of
North Carolina laws, included the 1715 statute without declaring it to be “repealed or obsolete,” which suggests that
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he be lieved that it continued to be in force to som e extent.357 Nonetheless, both District Judge Potter and Chief
Justice Marshall ruled in favor of the plaintiff-creditor.
Potter’s opinion is brief, and it is conclusory on the issue of judicial review. He simply declared: “The act
of 1799, declaring the act of 1715 not to have been repealed, and to have continued in force, has not the effect of
making that ac t to have been in force after it was re pealed, till re-ena cted.” 358
Marshall found that the 1799 statute violated the state’s separation of powers clause, which provided “that
the legislative, executive, and supreme judicial powers of government ought to be separate and distinct from each
other.” 359 This provision had been vio lated b ecause “the m atter de cided by this act [the 17 99 statute], nam ely,
whether the act of 17 89 b e a rep eal of the 9th section of 1 715 , is a judicial matter, and not a legislative on e.” 360
Marshall thus seems to have been proceeding in the same way as many of the state court judges in this period: he
determined that a function traditionally engaged in by legislatures was judicial and, relying on open-ended
constitutional tex t, he invalid ated it.
Marshall also opined, apparently in dicta, that the 1799 statute “seems to be void for another reason”:361 it
violated the federa l contract clause. Observing that the contract clause barred state statutes impairing contracts,
Marshall asked: “[W]ill it not impair this obligation, if a contract which, at the time of passing the act of 1789, might
be recovered on by the creditor, shall by the operation of the act of 1799, be entirely deprived of his remedy?” 362
Except for the fact that he was reaching for a constitutional issue not presented, M arshall was not acting ag gressive ly
here. He was simply reading the contracts clause to mean that a state cannot enact legislation that operates
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See id. at 619. Chief Justice Marshall notes the argument that inclusion in Justice Iredell’s compilation
suggests that Ired ell believed that to be in force. Ma rshall did not co ntest the accura cy of this reading of Ired ell’s
position; rather, he simp ly explained why he tho ught that the 1789 statute had repealed the 1715 statute. See id.
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retroactively to bar valid contractual causes of action. 363
b. Review of Con gressional Statutes Affecting the Judicial Role: Hayb urn’s Case
Hayburn’s Case was a landmark in the history of judicial review and was recognized as such at the time. In
1800, when in Coope r v. Telfa ir, 364 the Sup reme Court was considering a challenge to a state statute on state
constitutional grounds, Justice Chase in the course of oral argument observed that “there is no adjudication of the
Suprem e Court itself upon the p oint [of whether a co ngressional statute could be held unconstitutional],” but also
noted : “It is . . . a general opinio n, it is expre ssly adm itted by all this bar, and som e of the J udge s have, individually,
in the Circuits, decided , that the Su prem e Co urt can declare an act of Congress to be unco nstitutional.” 365 He was
referring to Hayburn ’s Case, the first case in which Supreme Court Justice s conclude d that a congression al statute
was unconstitutional.
At issue in Hayburn’s Case was the Invalid Pensions Act, adopted in 1792.366 Under the act, applicants for
pensions were to appear before the Circuit Court. If the Circuit Court found an individual eligible, it would inform
the Secretary of War. The Secretary could then put the person on the pension list. But, if he decided that there was
”cause to suspect imposition or mistake,” he could decide not to put the person on the pension list and inform
Congress of that action. The statute had implications both for the judicial role and for judicial independence of
oversight by the po litical branches.
Before any claimant came forward, the Circuit Court for New York (Chief Justice Jay, Justice Cushing, and
Judge Duane) co ncluded that, if read literally, the statute was unconstitutional. “[N]either the Legislative nor the
executive branches,” they o bserv ed, “ca n constitutionally assign to the judicial any duties but such as are properly
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One final case in which the Circuit Court reviewed a state statute for constitutionality should be noted. In
Ware v. Hylton, the Circuit Court determined by a two to one vote that a Virginia confiscation statute was not
rendered invalid by the Supremacy Clause. The Supreme Court reversed. For discussion, see infra Part V.a.
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Act of March 23 , 1792, ch. 11, 1 Stat. 243 (1792). T he case is discussed at length and with great insight
in an important headnote in the Docum entary H istory of the Suprem e Cou rt, see 6 DHSC, supra note 311, at 33-45,
and in Maeva Marcus and R obe rt Teir, Hayburn ’s Case: A Misinterpretation of Precedent, 1988 Wisc. L. Rev. 527.
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judicial and to be perfo rmed in a judicial manner.” 367 The statute assigned to the judiciary such non-judicial duties
because it made their determinations subject to review by the Secretary of War and by Congress. “[B]y the
Constitution neither the Secretary at W ar nor any other executive officer no r even the Legislature are authorize d to
sit as a Court of Errors on the judicial acts or opinions of this Court[.]”368 The court, however, adopted a saving
construction. The judges concluded that they could sit, in their individual capacity, as Commissioners, rather than as
judges. 369 They pro ceed ed to consider p etitions in this capacity. 370
Shortly thereafter, the co nstitutionality of the statute came befo re the M iddle Circuit in an actual case.
W hen William Hayburn filed for a pension in this court, the Circuit Court for the District of Pennsylvania (Justices
W ilson and Blair and Judge Peters) decided not to consider that application. Although it did not issue an opinion,
the judges gave their opinion orally on April 11, 1792.371 The result promptly produced a debate on the floor of the
House. The G eneral Advertiser, a Philadelphia newspaper, reported: “This being the first instance in which a court
of justice had declared a law of Congress to be unconstitutional, the novelty of the opinion produced a variety of
opinions with respe ct to the m easures to be taken on the occa sion.” 372 Some mem bers of the House raised the
possibility of impeachment, but no motion to that effect was made.373 A House committee, which included James
Mad ison, was appointed to report on the matter,374 but its report was simply a brief statement of facts.375 In a private
letter to Virginia Governor Henry Lee, Madison wrote of the power of judicial review that “evidence of its existence
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gives inquietude to those who did not wish congress to be controuled or doubted whilst its proceedings correspond
with their views.” 376 While noting the talk of impeachment, Chancellor Pendleton wrote Madison that the decision
“seem [s] [to] give Gen’l plea sure.” 377
One week after deciding the case, Justices Wilson and Blair and Judge Peters wrote a letter to President
W ashington explaining the two grounds for their decision. They wrote:
1. Because the business directed by this Act is not of a judicial nature: it forms no part of the power vested,
by the Constitution, in the Courts of the United States: The Circuit Court must, consequently have
proceeded without constitutional au thority.
2. Bec ause, if, upon that business, the Co urt had pro ceeded, its judgments - for its opinions are its
judgments - might, under the same Act, have been revised an controuled by the Legislature and by an
Officer in the Executive Department. Such revision and controul we deemed radically inconsistent with the
Independence o f that judicial power, which is vested in the Courts, and, consequently, with that important
principle which is so strictly observe d by the Co nstitution of the United States. 378

To some extent, the reasoning echoes that in the New York Circuit’s letter to W ashington, but the two grounds - that
the act called on the Court to exercise non-judicial powers and that it impermissibly made the court’s ruling subject
to non-judicial oversight - were analytically linked in the New York Circuit letter, whereas here they are treated
separately. Mo re important, the reasoning in the second point echoes that in Case of the Judges and Kamper.
Opinions in those cases had stressed the need for judicial independence as the basis for the result. The same is true
here. “Indep endenc e of [the] judicial po wer, which is vested in the Courts [is an] . . . important principle which is so
strictly observed by the Constitution of the United States.” Thus, the three most extensive decisions invalidating
statutes implicating judicial matters all touch on the same theme.
Finally, the Circuit Court for North Carolina (Justice Iredell and Judge Sitgreaves) entered the debate. Like
the New Yo rk Circuit Court, the North Carolina Circuit acted before it had heard a case, sending a letter to President
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Letter from James Madison to Richard Henry Lee (April 15, 1792), reprinted in id. at 50.
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Letter fro m Edmu nd P endleton to James M adiso n (Ap ril 28, 1792 ), reprinted in id . at 58.
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Letter from James W ilson, John Blair and Richard Peters to George W ashington (April 18, 1792),
reprinted in id. at 53-54 (underscoring in original).
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W ashington that was, in effect, an advisory opinion.379 Like the Pennsylvania Circuit Court, the North Carolina
Circuit highlighted the importance of judicial independence as a basis for its decision. It began its analysis: “That
the Legislative, E xecutive, and Judicial Departm ents are each forme d in a separate and indep endent manner . . . .” 380
The Co urt strongly suggested that the statute violated the Co nstitution b ecause it purp orted to autho rize co urts to
exercise a “Power not in its nature Judicial.” 381 It decisively stated that, regardless “w hether the po wer in q uestion is
properly of a Judicial nature” the statute’s provision that the Court’s determinations concerning pensions could be
overturned by the Secretary of W ar or b y Congress was “unwarranted b y the Co nstitution.” 382 The Court left open
the possibility that it might eventually conclude that judges could, in their individual capacity, hear pensio n claims,
thus saving the statute. It was not, how ever, o ptimistic. “[W ]e confess we have great doubts on this he ad.” 383
Hayburn brought his case to the Supreme Court. Before the Court heard the case, five of the six Justices of
the Co urt had taken the position in the letters just q uoted that the statute was, on a plain read ing, unconstitutional.
Shortly thereafter, while riding Circuit, Thom as Johnson, the last Justice, refused to consider pension petitions
because “this Court cannot constitutionally take Cognixance” of them.384 Thus, all six Justices were of the view that
on a plain reading the statute was unconstitutional. They seem, however, to have been split evenly on whether a
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See Letter from James Iredell and John Sitgreaves to George Washington (June 8, 1792), reprinted in id.

at 284-88 .
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Id. at 286-8 7. The following yea r, however, Justice Ire dell decide d to he ar pension claims in his
individual cap acity. He stood by his initial determinatio n that jud ges acting as jud ges “cannot constitutionally
exercise the authority in question.” James Iredell’s “Reasons for acting as a Commissioner on the Invalid Act
(September 26, 1792), reprinted in id. at 288. Reading the statute as empowering judges to act in their individual
capacity was “not an obvious co nstructio n.” Id. It was warranted , howe ver, because the text could be read in this
way and because it should be assumed that Congress acted in a constitutionally permissible fashion. See id. at 29091.
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Extra ct from the M inutes of the United S tates Circuit Co urt for the District o f South Caro lina, reprinted in

id. at 70.
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saving construction, under which the judges could act in their individual capacity, was possible.385

It appears that,

rather than affirming by an equally divided bench the Pennsylvania circuit court’s invalidation of the statute, the
Court decided to delay to see if Congress would respond to the constitutional concerns that had been raised and
repeal the act.386 In 1793, Congress repealed the 179 2 act, rendering Hayburn ’s Case moo t and re mov ing the C ourt’s
dilemma.387

385

See id. at 39 (analyzing vote count). Cushing, Jay, and Iredell had heard petitions in their individual
capacity. W ilson, B lair, and Thoma s had not.
386

This theory is convincingly advanced in id. at 39. W hen the Court was first presented with Hayb urn’s
Case by Attorney General Randolph, it concluded by an equally divided vote, that he could not proceed without
explicit directio n from the President. For analysis, see Marcus and T eir, supra note 346.
387

6 DH SC, supra note 311, at 40-41. The Invalid Pensions Act of 1793 sought to address the concerns
raised by the C ircuit Co urts by provid ing that the district co urt judge (presum ably acting in his individual capacity)
or his designees were to gather evidence and send a list of claimants to the Secretary of War, who would forward a
statement of the cases to C ongress, who would m ake the final pension d eterminations. T he 179 3 act, however, also
required the Attorney General to seek a determination from the Supreme Court whether the decisions made by judges
acting as commissioners were valid. See id. at 40. This requirement led, in turn, to two cases that are sometimes
claime d to b e early judicial review ca ses: Ex Parte Chandler and United States v. Yale Todd. For the claim tha t Ex
Parte C han dler was a judicial review case, see Gordon E. Sherman, The Case of John Chandler v. The Secretary of
W ar, 14 Yale L.J. 431, 4 35 (a rguing that Chandler involve d the exercise of judicial review). For the claim that Yale
Todd was suc h a case, see W ilfrid J. Ritz, United States v. Yale Todd (U.S. 1794), 15 Wash. & Lee L. Rev. 220
(1958).
It seems clear, however, that Chandler did not involve judicial invalidation of a statute. Justice Iredell and
Judge Law, sitting as Commissioners, had approved John Chandler’s pension application, but the Secretary of War
had not authorized the pension. In Ex Parte Chandler, the veteran sought a mandamus directing the Secretary of
W ar to award him a pension. See 6 DH SC, supra note 311, at 41-42 (setting forth history). The Supreme Co urt
ruled against him, but the record does not reveal the reasoning. See Extract from the Minutes of the Supreme Co urt
(Feb . 14, 1 794 ), reprinted in id . at 295 . Thus, the reason for the decision is a matter of speculation. As the editors
of the Docum entary H istory of the Suprem e Cou rt point out, however, the fact that, the day after its decision in Ex
Parte Chandler, the Co urt heard a second test case - Yale Todd - suggests that Chandler’s claim was likely rejected
for reasons peculiar to his case (such as failure of proof of his injuries) rather than because the 1792 act was deemed
invalid. S ee id. at 42.
The question whether Yale Todd was one in which a statute was, in part, held unconstitutional is a tougher
one. Todd, unlike Chandler, had been awarded a pension under the 1792 act. Justices Jay and Cushing, sitting as
Commissioners, had d ecide d on his behalf, and the Sec retary of War had put him on the pension list. Yale Todd was
thus a suit brought by the United States to recover monies paid to the veteran. The Supreme Court ruled in favor of
the United States, but we have no record of its reasoning. See Extract from the Minutes of the Supreme Court (Feb.
17, 1794), reprinted in id. at 380. Thus, Professor Ritz has argued that the Court must have ruled against Todd on
the grounds that the 1792 act was invalid. See Ritz, supra. It may also have been the case, however, that the Court
ruled on the statutory grounds that the 1792 act did not empower Circuit Court judges to sit as commissioners. As
the Docum entary History editors note, after Yale Todd, Congress and the Attorney General acted to allow petitioners
whose claims had been authorized under the 1792 act by district court judges to receive pensions, but not petitioners
whose claims had been authorized by circuit court judges. See 6 DHSC, supra note 311, at 44-45. They conclude
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Hayburn’s Case is particularly important for two reasons. First, it shows that in 1792 every Supreme C ourt
Justice was ready to hold a congressional statute invalid. Second, the reasons why the Justices all thought the 1792
act unconstitutional were bro ad structural concerns - their c onception of the judicial role, their belief that their
actions could not be subject to review by the executive or Congress, their overarching concern with judicial
independence - rather than because of clearly expressed textual mandates. Despite the fact that the Justices’ view of
the statute was uniform, their view of the Constitution was very debatable. For example, while accepting the
existenc e of the p ower of jud icial review, M adiso n thought that the Justices “may b e wrong in their exertion of their
pow er.” 388 Professor Mark Tushnet has persuasively argued that, under modern case law, the statutory scheme set
forth in the 1792 act would p ass muster.389 In sum, in the very first case in which members of the Court grappled
with the question whether a congressional statute was unconstitutional, they did not limit themselves to whether the
statute was clearly unconstitutional, but considered the question in light of broad principles concerning the judicial
role and judicial ind ependence.
c. Conclusion: This se ction has analyzed the eight cases in which C ircuit courts found statutes unco nstitutional.
Mo st of these statutes involve state laws. This body of case law is one that has largely escaped the

from this that Yale Todd was decided on statutory grounds. See id. at 44. See also United States v. Ferreira, 54 U.S.
(13 Ho w.) 40, 53 (1851) (N ote of Chief Justice Taney, Inserted by Order of the Court) (Yale Todd involved statutory
construction). This is a possibility, but not a certainty. Before Yale Todd, the six Justices had uniformly concluded
that circuit judges, sitting as circuit judges, could not review pension claims. Allowing them to sit in their individual
capacity had been offered as a saving construction to prevent a holding that the statute was unconstitutional. The
decision in Yale Todd meant that the Court rejected the saving construction. Taken together, the various decisions
on the 1792 act and Yale Todd meant that the 1 792 act was unconstitutional as it applied to circuit jud ges. T he only
question is whether the Court in Yale Todd drew this connection - in which case it would have held the 1792 act
partially invalid - or refrained from discussing the larger question of constitutionality. Given the records that have
been disco vered , the answer to that questio n is unknown.
388

Letter from James Madison to Henry Lee (April 15, 1792), reprinted in 6 DHSC, supra note 311, at 50.

389
Mark T ushnet, Dual Office Holding and the Constitution: A View from Ha yburn’s Case in Origins of the
Federal Judiciary: Essays on the Judiciary Act of 1789 at 196 , 201 (M aeva Marcus ed., 1992 ). As T ushnet points
out, courts make factual determinations, the Secretary of War’s determination that an applicant was on list because of
“imposition or mistake” would not have involved a revision of a determination made by the Circuit Court, and
subsequent Supreme Court case law involving the Court of Claims indicated that a largely theoretical ability by
Congress to deny payment would not defeat justiciability. For the case law, see Glidden Co. v. Zdanok, 370 U.S.
530, 570 (opinion of Harlan, J., announcing the judgment of the Court).
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attention of mo dern scholars studying the early concep tion of judicial review. O f the seven cases in which Circuit
Courts deemed state statutes unconstitutional only two have figured in an important way in the literature on the
original understanding of the scope of judicial review. The relatively high number of state statutes that were
invalidated (seven) and the fact that, in six of these cases, the court had available to it a plausible way to save the
statute suggests a fairly active scrutiny of state statutes that previo us scho lars have failed to see.

At issue in

Hayburn ’s Case, the final case surveyed here, was the constitutionality of the 1792 Invalid Pensioners Act. The
case shows tha t, by 1792, all the mem bers o f the Sup reme Court were ready to pro nounce a congressional statute
unconstitutional, that one Circuit Court actually reached that result, and that members of the Court were employing
the same broad appro ach that we have previously seen state courts employ when reviewing legislation affecting
judicial matters.
V. Supreme Court case law
This section looks at the early Supreme Court cases in which at least one judge (either in a Supreme
Court decision or at the Circuit Court level) concluded a statute was unconstitutional. While the body of opinions
is small, the cases reflect the same basic pattern revealed by the Circuit Court decisions. (Admittedly, this is not
surprising, since the Supreme Court Justices rode circuit, and so the circuit decisions are in large part decisions
written by Supreme Court Justices.) The Court upheld the one substantive congressional statute that it examined,
and it did so even though there was a very strong argum ent that the statute ran afoul of constitutio nal text.
Arguably, in three cases, the Court determined that, in the wake of the Eleventh Amendment, part of the
jurisdictional grant of the Judiciary Act of 1789 was unconstitutional, although there was a plausible argument that
the statute was co nstitutional as app lied to the cases before the C ourt. Finally, the Court struck do wn a state
statute that implicated national policy, even though there were plausible arguments in its favor.
a. Nation al gove rnment pow ers:
Hylton v. United States390 was, as legal historian Julius Goebel observed, “the first clear-cut challenge of
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3 U .S. (3 D all.) 171 (1796 ).
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the constitutionality of an Act of Congress to come before the C ourt.” 391 It was also the only case from the period
covered by this article in which the Court decided whether a substantive congressional statute (as opposed to a
congressional statute concerned with jurisdiction) ran afoul of the Constitution. At issue was whether a tax on
individual carriages imposed by an act of Congress was constitutional. The immediate significance of the case was
great because, as legal historian William Casto has noted, “the government’s practical ability to raise revenue was
at issue.” 392. Attorney General Bradford wrote Alexander Ham ilton that the constitutional issue presented by the
case w as “the greatest one that ever came b efore that Co urt.” 393 While there was a tension between the statute and
the relevant constitutional text, the Court upheld the statute. In reaching that result, the Justices placed primary
weight on considerations of policy and structure, rather than on the words of the constitution, and the decisions
reflect deference to congressional will and a nationalist vision of the Constitution.
The legal question was whether a congressional statute imposing a tax on individual carriages violated
the constitutional requirements that “direct T axes shall be appo rtioned amo ng the several S tates . . . acco rding to
their respective N umbers” 394 and that “[n]o Capitation, or other direct, Tax shall be laid, unless in Propo rtion to the
Census or enume ration . . . directed to be taken.” 395 Because it was not apportioned by state but simply on each
carriage, if the carriage tax was a “direct” tax, the statute would be unco nstitutional.
The case did not adm it of an easy answer. “Direct” tax - the critical term at issue in Hylton - did not have
a clearly defined m eaning. At the constitutional convention, a perp lexed Rufus King “asked what was the prec ise
meaning of direct taxation?”396 Madiso n, in his notes, inform s us, “No one answ[ere]d .” 397 When the carriage tax
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statute was debated in Congress, Madison contended that it was unconstitutional398; Ham ilton - who argued in
support of the statute before the Supreme Court - thought it passed constitutional muster. 399 The Circuit Court
divided on the issue, with Justice W ilson, riding Circ uit, voting in favor o f the statute’s constitutionality, while
District Judge Griffin thought it unconstitutional.400 The Supreme Court, however, unanimously upheld the statute,
with Justices Ired ell, Chase, and Paterson each issuing separate o pinions.
The attitude that the Justices took is reflected in the final paragraph of Chase’s opinion, where he
explicitly reserves the question whether the Supreme Court can invalidate congressional statutes, and he announces
that, if a con gressio nal statute is to invalid ated, it can only b e “in a very clear case.” 401 Chase’s reservation of the
issue of judicial review should not be overemphasized - no other Supreme C ourt Justice in the years before
Marbury voice d similar concerns and, as previously no ted, during the 179 2 litigation involving the Invalid
Pensioners Act all six Justices then on the Court ac ted as if they had the power to review the constitutionality of a
congressional statute. But his embrace of a position of deference merits highlighting.

This is the first time the

“very clear case” formulation appears in a Supreme Court opinion, 402 and this is a case in which the Co urt’s
opinions can fairly be described as strongly deferential. As David Currie has written, “In Hylton, the Justices
relied mostly on unverified tradition and their own conception of sound policy, paying little attention to the
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Chase wrote:

As I do not think the tax on carriages is a direc t tax, it is unnecessary, at this time, for m e to determine, whether this
court, constitutionally possesses the power to declare an act of Congress void, on the ground of its being made
contrary to, an d in violation of, the Co nstitution; but if the cou rt have such p ower, I am free to declare, that I will
never exercise it, but in a very clear case.
3 U .S. at 17 5.
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Constitution’s words.” 403 My p oint here is not that Hylton was wrongly decided; arguments can certainly be made
justifying the result. 404 The opinions, however, reflect result orientation, rather than careful reasoning. The
Justices were motivated b y a desire to protect a broad scope of congressional authority in the realm of taxatio n.
The Justices’ commitment to a nationalist vision of the Constitution - a vision that is asserted, rather than defended
as a matter of law - leads them to uphold the statute.
Justice Chase opened his opinion by highlighting the centrality of structural concerns to judicial review of
congressional legislation and stressing deference to Congress: “The deliberate decision of the National Legislature,
(who did no t consid er a tax on carriages a direc t tax, but tho ught it was within the d escription of a duty) wo uld
determine m e, if the case was doubtful, to receive the construction o f the Legislature. . . .” 405 Judicial review is
thus limited in scope and sensitive to constraints on the judicial role.
In stating his conclusion, Chase declared, “. . . I am inclined to think, that a tax on carriages is not a direct
tax, within the letter, or m eaning , of the Constitution.” 406 His rea soning reflected an overarching co ncern with
protecting the national taxing power. As he writes, “The great object of the Constitution was, to give C ongress a
pow er to lay taxes, ad equate to the exigencies of government.” 407 That larger end - the grant of the taxing power
adequate for the needs of the national government - then shapes the way in which Chase construes the term “direct
tax”:
The Co nstitution evidently contem plated no taxes as direct taxe s, but only such as Congress could lay in
proportion to the census. The rule of apportionment is only to be adopted in such cases where it can
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For a recent, sympathetic account of the opinions in Hylton, see Bruce Ackerman, Taxa tion and the
Constitution, 99 Colum. L. Rev. 20-25 (1999). Professor Ackerman approvingly discusses what he calls the “rule of
reason” approach that the Justices took to the question of what constitutes a “direct tax.” The editors of the
forthcoming volume of the DHSC also take a sympathe tic view o f the Co urt’s opinions. See 7 D HS C, sup ra note
311, at TAN 56-58.
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reasonably apply; and the subject taxed, must ever determine the application of the rule.

408

According to Chase, because direct taxes must be levied in proportion to the census, if it would cause “very great
inequality and injustice” 409 to tax some item in that fashion, then a tax on that item cannot be a direct tax. The
meaning of the term “direct tax” is established by the constitutional background, not by any independent meaning
possessed by the term.410.
Chase then argued that a carriage tax that required states to pay the national government a share
proportionate to the numbe r of their citizens, rather than proportionate to the numbe r of their carriage s, would
result in “very great inequality and injustice” because it meant that, in states where there were fewer carriages per
capita the individual owning a carriage would have to pay a m uch he avier tax than an individ ual in a state with
many carriages per capita but B.411 A carriage tax cann ot be a direc t tax because that conclusion wou ld lead to
inequitable results. “If it is proposed to tax any specific article by the rule of apportionment [among the states],
and it would evidently create great inequality and injustice, it is unreasonable to say, that the Constitution such tax
should be laid by that rule.” 412 In short because of a structural concern - the principle that citizens of different
states must be treated alike - a carriage tax canno t be a “direct tax” because classification of the carriage tax as a
direct tax would mean that citizens o f different states would be treated differently, and this conclusion led Chase to
upho ld the statute.
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Chase’s op inion assume s that, in view of the background principle that Co ngress has the genera l power to
tax, if a certain item cannot equitably be taxed in acc ordance with the constitutional mand ates governing d irect taxes,
then the logical conclusion is, no t that the item canno t be taxed, but that a tax on the item is not a direct tax. His
conception of the Constitution thus led him directly away from the states rights position embraced by those who
opposed the statute. They recognized that the apportionment rule led to practical problems; they therefore
concluded, however, not that rule had to be interpreted so that it was narrow in scope, but that it served as an
important limitation on the federal government’s taxing power. See Casto, supra note 22, at 104. Chase reached the
opposite conclusion and narrowly viewed the apportionment rule.
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3 U .S. at 17 4.

412

Id.
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Justice Iredell’s opinion resembled Chase’s in its focus on structural concerns, as well as in some of the
specific argum ents ma de. Like Chase’s, it is only convincing if one accepts the strong nationalist position that is
assumed to be co rrect.

Thus, like Chase, Iredell advances the unconvincing argument that a tax canno t be a d irect tax if
application o f the rule of apportionment - the rule that the Constitution mandates for direc t taxes - would cause
individuals from different states to be taxed differently.413 Similarly, Iredell’s nationalism leads him to contend
that there is a presump tion that a tax is not a direct tax. The fact tha t the “Co nstitution was particularly intended to
affect individuals, and not states” 414 establishes a default rule: Taxes are to be uniform “except in particular cases
specified.” 415

Justice Paterso n’s opinion, in contrast, to Iredell’s and Chase’s, emp loys textualist and originalist
argument. Indeed, examination of Paterson’s opinion highlights the striking absence of attention to text on the part
of Iredell and Chase, for Paterson, unlike his brethren, offers a textual argument to support his conclusion. At the
same time, even here, textual argument is of limited significance: policy and structural concerns ultimately guide
his analysis.

Like his brethren, for Paterson the starting point of analysis was the breadth of the congressional taxing
pow er. He wrote that it was “o bviously the intention of the framers of the C onstitution, that Congress should
possess full power over every species of taxable property, except exports. The term taxes, is generical, and was
mad e use o f to vest in C ongress plenary authority in all ca ses of taxation.” 416 Paterson then offered a series of
reasons why “the principle of uniformity” - the principle embodied in the carriage tax statute - was to be preferred
to “the p rinciple of apportionment” - the p rinciple argued for b y those challenging the statute - in those cases in

413

See 3 U.S. at 181-82. As previously noted, this argument proves too much. Any tax imposed subject to a
rule of apportionment will cause individuals from different states to be taxed differently. The approach employed by
Chase and Iredell suggests that no tax should be classified as a direct tax, yet the Constitution clearly contemplates
direct taxes assessed subject to the ru le of ap portionment.
414

3 U.S. at 182.

415

Id.

416

Id. at 176.
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which constitutional meaning was unclear.417 First, speaking from his personal experience as a framer, he said that
the direct tax clause had been included in the Co nstitution because the So uthern states wanted to b ar Congress
from taxing slaves or land. Rather than standing for a sensible principle, the direct tax clause was a “work of
compromise”418 and Paterson attacked its coherence and moral legitimacy: “[I]t is radically wrong; it cannot be
supported by any solid reasoning. Why should slaves, who are a species of property, be represented more than any
other property? The rule, therefore, ought not to b e extended by construction.” 419 Second, a taxation scheme
requiring states to make payments on the basis of their pop ulation was a po or way of taxing wea lth because
”num bers d o not afford a just estim ate or rule of wealth.” 420 He noted that a system that imposed a tax on states on
the basis of their population and then required assessment of individuals in the state was “scarcely practicable” for
administrative reasons. 421 In contrast, Paterson highlighted the practical virtue of his conclusion that, where
possible, the Constitution should be read to permit uniform taxation: “Uniformity is an instant operation on
individuals, without the intervention of assessments, or any regard to states, and is at once easy, certain, and
efficacio us.” 422

He then offered a definition of “indirect taxes” under which the carriage tax is an indirect tax (and
therefo re constitutionally imposed). P aterson wrote, “All taxes on ex pences or consump tion are indirect taxes,” 423
and he en ded the o pinion by quoting a passag e from Adam S mith’s Wealth of Nations which conceives of indirect
taxes in this way. 424 But this evidence of usage is far from the heart of the opinion. Paterson’s central concern is
with reading the Constitution so that Congress’ power to tax can be effective.
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Id. at 177.
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Id. at 178.
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Id. at 180.
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Id.
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Id.
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Id.
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Id.
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Id. at 180-81.
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Clearly, the membe rs of the C ourt were wo rking ha rd to sa ve bo th the statute and, m ore b road ly,
Congress’ ability to raise revenues for the national government. The nationalism of the Federalists who served on
the Supreme Court 425 underlies their an alysis. It is impo rtant to recognize that Hylton is only on e case.
Nonetheless, it is significant evidence concerning the original understanding of judicial review that, in the one
early case before the Court involving a challenge to a substantive congressional statute, the Justices una nimously
voted in favor of the statute, desp ite the difficulty involved in squaring the statute w ith the Co nstitution’s tex t.
Hylton is evidence of a strong degree of deference to Cong ress.
b. Jud icial Role: In 1793, in Chisholm v. Georgia,426 the Sup reme Court read the Jud iciary Act of 17 89 to perm it a
citizen o f one state to sue another. Ad opted in the w ake o f Chisholm , the Eleventh Amendment provides: “The
Judicial power of the United States shall not be construed to extend to any suit in law or equity, commenced or
prosecuted against one of the United States by Citizens of another State, or by Citizens or Subjects of any Foreign
State.” 427 When the Eleventh Amendment was adopted in 1798,428 the Supreme Court had on its docket three cases
in which states were sued by citizen s of ano ther state: Bra ilsford v. Geo rgia; Ho llingsw orth v. Virgin ia 429;
Mo ultrie v. G eorg ia. 430 Attorneys for Hollingsworth and Moultrie (and, although the record is less clear,
app arently for Brailsford, as well) argued that their suits should go forward beca use the E leventh Amendment did
not operate retroactively. 431 The C ourt, however, dismissed all three cases.

425

For discussion of the strong Federalist convictions of the members of the Court in the 1790's, see Gordon
S. W ood , Rad icalism o f the Am erican Revolution 324 (1991).
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2 U.S. (2 Dall.) 419 (179 3).
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U.S. Const. amend. XI.

428

On the time of the adoption of the Eleventh Amendm ent, see 5 DHSC , supra 311, at 604 n.35 (observing
that as a technical matter the Eleventh Amendment might have been adopted in 1795, when North Carolina ratified
it, but that it was contemporaneously understood as having been ratified in 1798, when President Adams informed
Congress of ratification).
429

3 U .S. (3 D all.) 378 (1798 ).

430

See 5 DHS C, sup ra note 311, at 60 4 & n.36 (discussing Suprem e Co urt docket at time of Eleventh
Amendm ent’s adoption).
431

See id. at 289 (Ho llingsw orth), 511 (all three c ases), 6 04 (all three cases).
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The only published opinion o f the three is Ho llingsw orth. W ithout offering any reasoning, the Court
there simply declared that “there could not be exercised any jurisdiction, in any case, past or future, in which a
state was sued by the citizens of anothe r state, or by citizen s, or sub jects, of any foreign state.” 432 While it has
been suggested that the Court was basing its holding on its reading of the Judiciary Act, this seems unlikely since,
as a matter of statutory construction, the Court in Chisholm had read the same language to permit suability and
since the published re cord does not reflect statutory argum ents by either counsel or the Court. 433 It appears more
likely that the Court in Hollingsworth was reading the Eleventh A mendme nt retroactively to invalidate the
Judiciary Act, to the extent that the Act permitted suits against a state by ano ther state’s citizens.434

The minutes from Mo ultrie are even clearer. In dismissing that suit, the Court stated: “[O]n
Consideration o f the Am endment of the Constitution respecting suits against States it has no jurisdiction of this
cause.” 435 Thus, clearly, the result in Moultrie was based on the proposition that the Eleventh Amendment
rendered an aspect of the Judiciary Act of 1787 invalid. Presumably, the same was true in Brailsford.

It app ears, then, that in all three cases the Co urt exercised the po wer of judicial review - since a statute
was being invalidated because it was inconsistent with the Constitution. It has previously been suggested that
Hollingsworth was a judicial review case.436 It appears that no on e has p reviously sugge sted that Moultrie and
Brailsford were such ca ses. 437 These cases are, admittedly, not classic judicial review cases. Because the
constitutional amendme nt followed enactment o f the relevant statute and since the amendme nt was so closely

432

3 U.S. at 382.
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See Currie, supra note 23, at 22 (analyzing Ho llingsw orth).

434

See id. at 23 (suggesting that Hollingsworth was the first case in which the Supreme Court held a
congressio nal statute unconstitutional).
435

Minutes of the Sup reme Court, Feb ruary 14, 17 98, reprinted in 1 D HS C, sup ra note 311, at 30 3; Drafts
relating to Court Proceedings in id. at 482. S ee also 5 id. at 5 11 (discussing the case).
436

See Currie, supra note 23, at 22-23.

437
For example, a lexis search found no articles in which one of these cases was mentioned within 100
words of “judicial review.” The editors of the Documentary History of the Supreme Court also do not treat any of
these three cases as involving the exercise of judicial review. For the relevant head notes, see 5 D HS C, sup ra note
311, at 274-90 (Ho llingsw orth); id. at 496-514 (Mo ultrie); id. at 597-604 (Eleventh Amendment).
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focused on the same manner, the amendment is, on one view, almost like a superceding statute. At the same time,
the Supreme Court was deciding that it was its prerogative to not enforce the statute in light of the Constitution,
rather than leaving the matter to Congress for determination through repeal or revision of the statute.

Thus, the available evidence indicates that there were three cases before Marbury in which the Supreme
Court exercised the power of judicial review over a congressional statute. It should be emphasized that in none of
these cases did the Court acknowledge that it was exercising this power. At the same time, the fact that the Court
behaved in this fashion without anyone apparently commenting on it suggests that, by 1798, judicial exercise of
pow er over statutes was no t a matter that excited clo se scrutiny.

Mo reover, there was certainly a plausible argument that the suits could have been allowed to go forward
without violating the Constitution. They were permissible under Chisholm and were before the Court at the time
the Eleventh Amendment was ratified. The text of the Eleventh Amendment does not clearly speak to whether the
Amendment applies to suits alre ady instituted, and , as attorneys in at least two of the cases argued, there was a fair
question as to its retroactive application. Nonetheless, the Court ruled in a way that indicates that it applied the
Amendment retroactively to prevent suits that the Judiciary Act would have permitted. The record thus indicates
that, once again, in a case implicating judicial power, judicial review was applied in a situation

in which there was a plausible argum ent that the statute co uld co nstitutionally be ap plied.
c. Review of State Statutes: Ware v. Hylton 438

In Ware , the administrator of the estate of a British subject sued two Virginia citizens to recover on a
bond they had entered into before the Revolutionary W ar. In 1780, one of the defendants had paid the amount
owed the British subject into Virginia’s loan office. Under a Virginia statute of 1777, payment into the loan
office by a Virginia debtor “shall disc harge him from so much of the said debt owed ” a B ritish subject. 439 Thus,
the defendants claimed that the 1777 statute excused them of their original obligation. The plaintiff challenged the
validity of that statute when enacted and argued that, even if it were initially valid, the 1783 Treaty of Paris had

438

3 U .S. (3 D all.) 199 (1796 ).

439

Id. at 200.
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revived the obligation, because Article IV of the Treaty provided “that creditors on either side shall meet with no
lawful imp edim ent to the recovery of full value, in sterling mo ney, of all bona fide de bts heretofore contracted.” 440
The plaintiff further argued that - even if the Treaty had not initially revived the debt - it now had that effect
because o f the Co nstitution’s Supremacy Clause.

The defendants prevailed before a divided Circuit Court. Justice Iredell and Judge Griffin gave effect to
the 1777 Virginia statute, while Justice Jay dissented.441 The Supreme Court then reversed. Justices Chase,
Paterson, W ilson, and Cushing d elivered sep arate o pinions, each favoring the administrator. W hile Justice Ired ell
did not vote, since he had particip ated in the decision b elow, he made clear that he disagreed with the C ourt’s
result: he read his Circuit Court opinion and observ ed that he still considered that opinion correct. 442

Justice Cushing’s op inion is brief. He did no t challenge Virginia’s right to enact the statute in the first
instance , but co ncluded that the Treaty “entirely . . . remove[d] this bar.” 443 Cushing ignored the question whether
the treaty had invalidated the statute during the C onfed eracy, 444 focusing instead on the effect of the treaty after
ratification of the C onstitution. He treated the bind ing effect o f the treaty under the Constitution as a simp le
matter. Without elaboration, he invoked the supremacy clause as the basis for his holding that a treaty invalidated
an inconsistent statute: “[T]he treaty . . . [is] sanctioned as the supreme law, by the constitution of the United
States, which no bod y pretends to deny to be param ount and co ntrolling to all state laws, and even state
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Treaty of Peace, Sept. 3, 1783, United States-Great Britain, art. IV, 8 Stat. 80, 82, T.S. No. 104, quoted
in Ware , 3 U.S. at 213.
441

On the result below, see 7 DHSC, supra note 311, at TAN 50.
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See 3 U.S. at 257 n.6. Chief Justice Jay resigned from the Supreme Court before it heard Ware .
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3 U.S. at 28 2 (Cushing, J.). He justified his reading of the treaty, in pa rt, on plain meaning grounds.
“[T]he plain and obvious meaning of [the treaty] goes to nullify, ab initio, all laws, or the impediments of any law, as
far as they have b een d esigned to impair, or impe de, the creditor’s right, or reme dy aga inst his initial debtor.” Id.
He justified his reading of the treaty, as well, by an appeal to backgro und princip les and presumed intent: T he “sense
of all Europe [is] that such debts cannot be touched by States without a breach of public faith: And for that, and other
reasons, no doubt, this provision was insisted upon, in full latitude, by the British negotiators.” Id.
444
According to C urrie, ho wever, Cushing too k the position that “Co ngress had had au thority in 1783 to
rescind the state confiscation.” Currie, supra note 23, at 38. I do not believe this is correct. The section of the
opinion on which Currie relies sp eaks o f the treaty as supreme, an d it seem s to be referring back to Cushing’s early
invocation o f the suprema cy clause.
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constitutions, whereso ever they interfere or d isagree .” 445 “[H]e re is a treaty, the supreme law, which overrules all
State law s upo n the sub ject, to all intents and purp oses . . .” 446 Without any discussion of whether the Court had
the power to exercise judicial review over a state statute, Cushing voted to invalidate the statute.

Justice Wilson’s opinion is even briefer than Cushing’s. First, he found the statute without legal effect
because, under the law o f nations, o nly a “natio n” can confiscate property. Be cause Congress - “which clearly
possessed the right of confiscation, as an incid ent of the pow ers of war and peac e” - had not authorize d V irginia to
confiscate property, the state had lacked the power to do so.447

Second, he stated that, even if the statute were

initially valid, “the treaty annuls the co nfiscation.” 448 The treaty then trumped the statute because the treaty was
the pro duct of the will of the nation: “The State mad e the law; the State was a p arty to the making of the treaty; a
law do es nothing more tha n express the w ill of a nation; and a treaty does the same.” 449

W ilson made clear that his holding was not based on interpretation of the federal constitution, although he
suggested that the statute might have been invalid under the contract clause (as well as the two grounds on which
he relied).450 At the same time, W ilson’s first gro und reflects an expa nsive no tion of judicial review. H is position is
that the Court should deny the statute legal effect because it is at odds with the limited role that the law of nations
assigns sub-national gov ernment entities.

Justice Chase’s op inion was the m ost complete and the lengthiest of the opinions favoring the creditors.
Chase began by finding that the Virginia statute had been valid when enacted, and his holding here embodied a
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Id. at 284. See also id. at 282 (“the treaty having been sanctioned, in all its parts, by the Constitution of
the United S tates, as the supreme law of the land.”).
446

Id. at 282.
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Id. at 281 (W ilson, J.)
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Id. Like Cushing, Wilson thought the inconsistency between the treaty and the statute was clear: “The
fourth article is . . . extended to debts heretofore contracted. It is impossible by any glossary, or argument, to make
the words more perspicuous, more conclusive, than by a bare recital.” Id.
449

Id.

450

Id. (“Independent, therefore, of the Constitution of the United States, (which authoritatively inculcates the
obligations of contracts) the treaty is sufficient to remove every impediment founded on the law of Virginia.”).
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strong stateme nt of commitment to pop ular sovereignty 451

No netheless, Chase determined that the statute d id

not shield defendants from suit because the treaty “nullifie[d]” the statute.452 This determination rested, in part, on
his conclusion that the treaty and statute were at odds. Unlike the other Justices who ruled in favor of the
creditors, Chase did not simply treat the contrary view advanced by the debtors as without substance. He indicated
that the debtors’ read ing of A rticle IV of the trea ty - under which the plaintiffs in the case were not creditors w ithin
the meaning o f the Treaty bec ause the unde rlying debts had b een extinguished by the Virginia statute - made sense
if the article’s words were parsed literally, but he found that that reading must be rejected in view of the larger
purpose of the provision and the treaty. He wrote: “This adhering to the letter, is to destroy the plain meaning of
the pro vision . . .” 453 Chase argu ed that, under defendants’ read ing, Article IV achieved “no thing” since, eve n in
the absence of a treaty, the law of nations would have pro tected all existing debts. Thus, the only creditors who se
rights wo uld have be en protected by A rticle IV were those - like the defendants - whose rights to collect on de bts
had previously been extinguished by statute.454 Interestingly, Chase’s opinion contrasted “plain meaning” and
literal meaning (“adher[ence] to the letter”), and he embraced the former.

Not only did Chase discuss why he believed that the treaty and the statute were at odds, he explained
why the tre aty trump ed the statute, and his reaso ning reflected strongly nationalistic views: he reasoned that,
because Congress had the power to make treaties, in the exercise of that power it could “annul the laws of any of
the States.” 455

451

He wrote: “The legislative p ower of every nation can only be re strained by its own constitution: and it is
the duty of its courts of justice not to question the validity of any law made in pursuance of the Constitution.” Id. at
223 (Chase, J.) Like Justice Wilson, Chase found that the statute was inconsistent with the law of nations. See id. at
223-24 & 229. But, while Wilson had found the statute was therefore invalid, Chase’s commitment to popular
sovereignty led him to declare that a properly enacted statute was judicially enforceable, even if it violated
international law: “It is admitted that Virginia could not confiscate private debts without a violation of the modern
law of nations, yet if in fact, she has don e so, the law is ob ligatory o n all the citizens of V irginia, and on her Courts
of Justice; and, in my op inion, on all the C ourts o f the United S tates.” Id. at 229 (Chase also obse rved that courts
would enfo rce a congressional statute that violated the law o f nations. Id . at 224 .)
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Id. at 235.
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Id. at 243.
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See id. at 243.
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Id. at 237.
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W hile the Constitution did not play a necessary role in Chase’s conclusion that the Treaty trumped the
state statute, it provided further support. “If doubts existed before the establishment of the present national
gove rnment, they must be entirely removed by the [supre macy clause].” 456 “It is the declared will of the people of
the United States that every treaty made, by the authority of the United States, shall be superior to the Constitution
and laws of any individ ual States; and their will alone is to d ecide .” 457 The text of the supremacy clause made
clear that it is “Retro spective,” as well as pro spective, in its app lication, and so the treaty should be “co nsidered in
the sam e light as if the C onstitution had been established before the making of the treaty of 178 3.” 458

Chase’s opinion embodies strikingly different attitudes toward the judicial review of state and federal
legislation. He is not deferential with respe ct to the state legislature’s dec ision. U nder his analysis, the Virginia
statute was consistent with a literal reading of the Treaty of Paris. Nonetheless, rather than seeking to save the
statute by embracing that reading, he adopts a reading of the treaty that invalidates the statute. Admittedly, the
reading of the treaty he advances is the one that he asserts is the natural one. Nonetheless, the critical point is that
he had availab le a plausible re ading of the trea ty that would have saved the statute and he elected no t to ado pt it.

In contrast, he takes an expansive view of national power. His determination that the power to make
treaties carried with it ancillary powers that Congress otherwise did not have is a striking one. David Currie has
compared it to the expansive view of the treaty-making power in Missouri v. Holland.459 Consistent with this
interpretation of the treaty-making power under the Articles, Chase said that he would vote to invalidate treaties
only in a “very clear case,” and he sugg ested that judicial review of treaties might be imp ermissible.

460
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Id. at 236.
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Id. at 237.
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Id. Chase did not develop this textual argument. Rather, he treated it as so obvious as not to need
explanation beyond the underscoring of the word “made” in his quotation of the clause. See id. at 236 (“T hat all
treaties made, or which shall be made, under the authority of the United States, shall be the supreme law of the land;
and the Judges in every States shall be bound thereby, any thing in the Constitution, or laws, of any State to the
contrary notwithstanding.”) (emphasis in original).
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Currie, supra note 23, at 39, n. 58. See M issouri v. Holland, 252 U .S. 416, 432-35 (19 20).
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The final opinion for the majority was Justice Paterso n’s, which was limited in scope . He did not discuss
either the federal constitution or judicial review. He explicitly reserved the question whether the Continental
Congress alone had the power to confiscate property and thus Virginia lacked authority to enact the statute. Id. at
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Justice Irede ll disagreed with the other four mem bers o f the Co urt as far as the appropriate outco me. H is
analysis proceeded from the conclusion that Virginia’s confiscation act was valid when first passed. His reasoning
on this point was similar to Chase’s. The statute was consistent with the state constitution,461 and that was the only
relevant issue for a court determining the statute’s initial validity. Ired ell thought the statute likely consistent with
the law of nations, 462 but, if the statute had violated the law o f nations, it wa s “not for that reason vo id.” 463 Since
there was no constitutional bar, the decision whether to transgress international law was one for the legislature. “It
is a discretion no more controllable (as I conceive) by a Court of Justice, than a judicial determination is by them,
neither department having any right to encroach on the exclusive province of the other, in order to rectify an error
in principle, which it may su ppo se the other has com mitted.” 464 At the same time, Iredell dismissed the contention
that the Supreme C ourt’s review should be less rigoro us than that of a state court reviewing the state’s constitution.
“I have no conception that this court is in the nature of a foreign jurisdiction. The thing itself would be as
imprope r as it would be odio us, in case s where acts of the State have a co ncurrent jurisd iction with it.” 465

Iredell dep arted from C hase with respe ct to the consequences o f the treaty. Iredell co ntended that Article
IV of the treaty had originally been only recommendatory in nature. (He based this conclusion on the “high
authority” of British practice under which treaties were not self-executing and a n 178 7 letter from Co ngress. 466)
The supremacy clause of the Constitution, however, “by the vigor of its own authority [caused the treaty] to be
executed in fact.” 467 W hile the supremacy clause was adopted after the treaty, “the provision extends to subsisting

246 (Paterson, J.). He thus concluded that the treaty “repeals the legislative act of Virginia.” Id. at 256 . On his
reaso ning, the tre aty trump s the statute beca use it was subsequently ado pted.
461

See 3 U.S. at 265 (Iredell, J.).
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Id. at 263.
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Id. at 266.
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Id.
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Id.
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Id. at 276.
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Id. at 277.
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as well as to future tre aties.” 468

Thus, because of the supremacy clause, the precise reach of article IV of the Treaty of Paris became
critical. H ere, Iredell accepted the argum ent that C hase had dismissed : Bec ause the defendants had comp lied with
the seq uestratio n statute, they were not the debtors of the p laintiffs at the time of the T reaty, and thus the treaty did
not revive the plaintiffs’ rights against them.469 He ackno wledged that the language of Article IV was am biguo us.
He argued, however, that if Congress had sought to impose under the treaty a legal obligation on people such as
the defendants that req uired them to pay their deb t twice (once into the loan office and once to the creditor) it
would have done so with language “clearly co mprehending such cases.” 470

Three points ab out Ware merit highlighting. First, while this is the first case in which the Supreme Co urt
invalidated a state statute and possibly the first case in which it invalidated a statute of any kind, the power of
judicial review was largely assumed. The repo rt of counsel’s argument suggest that they did not raise the issue. (It
is worth noting that one of defendants’ two counsel was John M arshall.) Of the Justices, only Cha se and Irede ll
dealt with the issue, and both treated it as unproblematic. As David Currie aptly observes: “The most important
constitutional holding of Ware v. Hylton was that the federal courts had the power to determine the
constitutionality of state laws. T his crucial point . . . passed almost unnoticed.” 471

Second, the opinions reflect different position on judicial review. Wilson would have invalidated the
statute because it was inconsistent with the law of nations. Iredell and Chase did not think the Supreme Co urt
could invalidate o n that gro und. C hase’s o pinion sugge sts that he was mo re deferential to federal than to state
legislation (and that he co nsidered the propriety of judicial review of federal treaties an op en question). Iredell
rejected the idea that federal courts should be mo re deferential to state legislation than state courts.

468

Id. While Iredell treated the issue off-handedly, this conclusion has a solid textual base, since, as
previously noted in the discussion of Justice Chase’s opinion, the text of the supremacy clause supports the view that
the clause extended to treaties previously adopted, as well as those adopted after the ratification of the Constitution.
See supra TAN 456.
469

Id. at 278.
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Id. at 280.
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Currie, supra note , at 39.
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Finally, while Iredell did not suggest that he was trying to avoid a finding of unconstitutionality, he
upheld the statute because he embraced the same argument that Chase rejected. In a recent article, Professor
Eskridge has argued that the reasoning of the Court in Ware was strained.472 W hile this may be too strong,
Iredell’s reading of the Treaty is plausible, it would have preserved the statute, and yet no other Justice embraced
it, which sug gests a lac k of de ference to state legislatures.

VI. Implications of the Case Law

In this section, the case law is placed in context in two different ways. First, it shows how the preMa rbury case law illuminates Marbury because C hief Justice M arshall’s decision reflected prevailing practice.
Second, it suggests that the approach to judicial review reflected in the case law manifested a prevailing
conception of legislative power as subject to limitations established by the spheres of power of other governmental
entities.

a. Ma rbury

Ma rbury is classically thought of as having established judicial review. As Professor William Van
Alstyne begins his influential article, A Critical Guide to Marbury v. Madison, “The concept of judicial review of
the constitutionality of state and federal statutes b y the Sup reme Court is gene rally rested upon the ep ic decision in
Marbury v. Madison.” 473 As noted at the outset of this article,474 the mo st famous statem ent of this approach is
contained in The Most Dangerous Branch, Bickel declared, “[I]f any legal doctrine can be said to have been
created in a moment, judicial review is that doctrine and Ma rbury is the mo ment.” 475

It is not novel to counter this point of view by observing that, before Ma rbury, judicial review had gained
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W illiam N. Eskridge, Jr., All About Word s: Early Understandings of the “Judicial Power” in Statutory
Interpretation, 117-1801 101 Co lum. L. Rev. 990, 1071 (20 01).
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William Van Alstyne, A Critical Guide to Marbury v. Madison, 196 9 D uke L.J. 1, 1(196 9).
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See supra TAN 13.
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Bickel, supra note 2, at 1.
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wide supp ort. 476 This Article, however, moves the debate about Ma rbury’s significance forward by showing how
relatively common the exercise of judicial review was before Ma rbury. The fact that judicial review was exercised
much more frequently than previously recognized in the years before Ma rbury helps explain why M arshall’s
assertion of the power to exercise judicial review in the case elicited so little comment and also highlights the
consistency between Ma rbury and the prior body of case law.

Of course, judicial review had won not universal acceptance by 1803, and in the years after Ma rbury,
there were certainly some opposition to the doctrine. In particular, assertions of the power to invalidate statutes
provoke d controversy in the fro ntier states o f Ohio and K entuck y in the early decades o f the nineteenth century, 477
and, in the 18 25 case of Eakin v. Raub,478 Chief Justice Gibson in dissent wrote one of the classic critiques of the
doctrine.479 But the isolated nature of these instances serve only to highlight how remarkably quickly judicial
review won acceptance. Of the cases surveyed here from the early republic, none of the judges announced
opp osition to judicial review, and Justice Chase w as notable for even treating it as an open question. Thus,
Marshall was building on a firmly established foundation. Indeed, from a personal level, he must have
experienced judicial review as long-established, since he cam e from Virginia, the state in which it was particularly
well-estab lished b y the case law and in which it was rep eated ly endo rsed d uring the debate over the constitution.
Moreover, George Wythe, who issued a strong statement in favor of judicial review in the Case o f the Prisone rs,
taught M arshall law, and there is so me evidence that M arshall was present in the cou rtroom when the d ecision in
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Case o f the Prisone rs was announced in 1782.480 Thus, for Marshall in Ma rbury - and for the nation as a whole judicial review had become an established part of the legal culture before Ma rbury.

The case law surveyed here also helps us understand Marshall’s reasoning in the case. Marshall has been
repeatedly criticized for holding that Article III did not allow Congress in the Judiciary Act to confer original
jurisdiction on the Court in a case like Ma rbury. 481 Marbury was brought as case of original jurisdiction . Article
III gives the Court original jurisdiction in “Cases affecting Ambassadors, other public Ministers and Consuls, and
those in which a State shall be a Party” 482 - and the mand amus action brought by Marbury clearly d id not fall into
any of these categories. Article III further states that in all other cases the Court shall have “appellate Jurisdiction,
both as to La w and Fact, with such E xcep tions . . . as the C ongress shall m ake.” 483 Thus, the question before the
Court was whether the “Excep tions” p rovisio n allowed C ongress to confer original jurisdiction on the Co urt to
hear a mand amus action brought by a pub lic officer. M arshall held that it did not: “If Congress remains at liberty
to give this court appellate jurisdiction, where the constitution has declared their jurisdiction shall be original; and
original jurisdiction where the constitution has declared it shall be appellate; the distribution, made in the
constitution, is form without substance.” 484

It has repeated ly been argued that Marshall did not have to reach this result, that the “Exceptions” clause
permitted Congress to create an “[E]xception” to appellate jurisdiction by providing for original jurisdiction.485 If
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Marbury is understood as set against a backdrop in which only “clearly unconstitutional” statutes were invalidated,
this critique has forc e, for it makes it look like M arshall was going out of his way to find the statute
unco nstitutional. But the case law surve yed he re shows courts repeated ly striking do wn similar statutes in order to
protect their autonomy from legislative interference. If Congress could expand the Court’s original jurisdiction
under the “Exceptions” clause, it would have the ability to overwhelm the Court’s docket with trials. As
discussed, sim ilar concerns about overburd ening b y the legislature had , for example, animated the Virginia courts
in Cases of the Jud ges o f the Court of Ap pea ls and Kamper v. Hawkins and the Circuit Courts in Hayburn’s Case.

In making this point, I am not negating the larger p olitical co ntext shaping the decisio n, but it is critical to
recognize that M arshall - both in asserting the pow er of judicial review an d in rea ding the Constitution to
invalidate a statute that affected the judiciary and was not “clearly unconstitutional” - was acting in accordance
with common practice.

b. Understanding the Scope of Judicial Review

The case law described in this article reflects a general pattern: courts exercised the power of judicial
review to keep legislatures and Congress from overstepping their bounds with respect to the power of other
governmental entities. Statutes that affected the judiciary and juries were struck down, even when they were not
clearly unconstitutional. Fede ral courts struck dow n state statutes, even when they were not clearly
unconstitutional, in situations implicating national power. Judicial review thus was not about protecting individual
rights or about protecting minorities from majoritarian abuse. Rather, it was about policing the boundaries
between go vernm ental entities, and courts viewed their role here expansively.

This part makes an initial attempt at und erstand ing why this p attern is reflected in the case law. T his
effort is very preliminary and speculative. As noted in Section I, there is relatively little explicit commentary from
this period of the proper scope of judicial review. The case law reveals the results and the larger pattern, but there
is little self conscious discussion of the scope of judicial review. So, the question is: Is there some larger
jurisprudential concept that implicitly underlay the case law?
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The path-breaking work of John Phillip Reid concerning the structure of eighteenth century constitutional
thought and the legal arguments for the Revolution suggests an answer. Reid has convincingly contended that, by
the time of the American Revolution, British and American constitutional thought had moved in sharply different
directions. B reaking with trad itional views, British constitutionalist tho ught - reflected most prominently in
Blackstone - had come to embrace parliamentary supremacy and saw in parliamentary supremacy the safeguard for
liberty. 486 American thought, in contrast, reflected “the old constitutionalism of custom, prescription and
contract.” 487 As they moved toward revolution, Americans saw in British assertions of parliamentary supremacy
“the ascendancy of what [the old] constitutionalism has taught . . . Americans to fear most - arbitrary power - and
the demise of what that constitutionalism had taught them most to cherish - liberty founded on restraints to power
and protected by the rule of law.” 488 The critical precondition for the preservation of American liberty was
parliamentary respect for the vested rights of colonies. While Parliament might enact statutes that transgressed
these b ound aries, such statutes were no t, to use the termino logy em ployed by A mericans, “law.” 489 Parliamentary
disregard of the sphere of colonial power was unacceptable and illegitimate because, if Parliamentary power was
not subject to limitation by competing power, it would threaten freedom.

The mind set underlying A merican arguments at the time of the R evolution ca n be se en in the approach to
judicial review reflected in the later case law discussed here. In the revolutionary era and the early republic, courts
were acting to protect from legislative intrusion the scope of authority of government actors who were not part of
the legislative process- juries, the courts, and, with respect to state legislation, the national government. They were
seeking to restrain power by protecting boundaries, much as American revolutionaries had been.

It should be recognized that, at another level, judicial review existed to ensure that legislatures honored
the limits to their power established when the people adop ted the constitution. This is, of course, an essential point
in Iredell and Hamilton’s arguments (and Marshall’s, as well). But the case law suggests that not all limits were
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enforced with the same vigor. While there was no theoretical limit to what types of cases could be the occasion for
an exe rcise of judicial review, in practice, courts, in exercising that authority, were concerned almost exclusively
with ensuring that leg islatures d id not overstep the boundaries at the expense of other governmental compo nents.
The underlying concern with promoting the rule of law and liberty by protecting spheres of power echoed the
animating concern of the Am erican revolutionaries in the 1770 s.

This Article has been co ncerned with looking at the cases in which at lea st one judge found a statute
unco nstitutional, and o ne co nsequence of this foc us has b een to highlight the limits imposed on state governments
by Federalist judges. 490 But it should be noted that Republicans, with their pro-state orientation, were taking an
approach to judicial review that was, with respect to federalism, the mirror image of the case law and reflected
their belief that the threat to liberty was when Congress, rather than state legislatures, overstepped its bounds. The
arguments made by plaintiff in Ware v. Hylton are one example. Similarly, Republicans in Congress urged
judicial invalidation o f the 1791 B ank B ill and the Alien and Sedition Acts b ecause Co ngress lacked the po wer to
enact the statutes. 491 Defendants in criminal prosecutions under the Alien and Sedition Acts repeatedly (and
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unsuccessfully) p ressed their claim s that the co ngressional statutes were unco nstitutional.492

Thus, both the Federalists who dom inated the judiciary and the Republicans in opposition seem to have
shared a common approach to judicial review as most critically concerned with boundary protection. They
disagreed on which boundaries most needed protection, but they seem to have shared an underlying approach that
reflects the old constitutionalism d escribed by Reid .

To re-cap, judicial review protected from legislative interference the spheres of power of the judiciary
and the jury. In addition, for the Federalists, it ensured that state legislatures did not overstep their bounds in a
ways that implicated national power, while Republicans invoked it to limit congressional power. Reid’s work
suggests that, at a deep level, underlying this approach was the view that liberty was preserved through the
existence of multiple and competing repositories of power. During the struggle for independence, this philosophy
led to a challenge to imperial assertions of authority. In the revolutionary era and the early republic, the scope of
judicial review reflected the same underlying philosophy. Although there was little self conscious discussion of
larger principle, the pattern of the case law suggests that judicial review, by keeping legislative power from
overstepp ing its bounds with respect to other and comp eting institutional actors, had the goal of pro tecting against
arbitrary government.

Conclusion

In an effort to illuminate the original understanding of judicial review was in practice, this Article has
exam ined the dec isions from the re volutionary era and the early repub lic in which at least on e judge voted to
invalidate a statute or in which the opinions significantly illuminate the early understanding of the legitimacy and
scop e of jud icial review.

Previous scholars studying the early case law have had different views on what interpretive approaches
the case law manifest. Under the dominant school of thought, the exercise of judicial review was rare and limited
to cases of clear unconstitutionality. It has also been argued, however, that it was commonly thought that statutes
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could be invalidated for inconsistency with general principles of natural law. Modern Supreme Court case law
reflects the view that under the original und erstand ing courts, in exercising judicial review, did not defer to
legislatures at all. The examination of the case law here leads to conclusions that are inconsistent with all of these
app roaches.

This study has shown that the exercise of judicial review was dramatically more comm on than recent
scholarship has indicated. There are more than five times as many cases in which as statute was invalidated as
indicated in Professor Snowiss’s account, the leading modern study. As a result, judicial review was much better
established in the years imme diately after ado ption of the C onstitution than has been previously recognized and it
was far from rare.

In addition to showing the relative frequency of assertions of judicial review, the Article has also shown
that, beginning in the revolutionary era, judicial invalidation of statutes fell into certain patterns.

In fifteen cases

involving statutes that affected the right to a jury trial or that implicated judicial concerns (by, for example,
altering jurisdiction or resolving private disputes), state courts struck down the statute, even though in thirteen of
these cases there was a plausible argument for the constitutionality of the statute. On the other hand, the case law
suggests that state courts were deferential when confronting a statute that did not fall into these categories. Indeed,
with the exception of two state cases involving the contracts clause, I have not found any state case before
Ma rbury in which a statute that did not involve the right to a jury trial or some judicial matter was struck down.

Similar patterns emerge from exa minatio n of the federal cases, tho ugh the bod y of decisiona l law here is
more limited. In Hayburn ’s Case, which involved a congressional statute that affected judicial activities, five
Supreme Co urt Justices and three district court judges relied on broad structural concerns in determining that the
statute was invalid, although there was a plausible argument in favor of the statute. In three cases, the Supreme
Court refused to consider claims that the Judiciary Act would have allowed it to consider because it gave the
Eleventh Amendme nt retroactive effect, even though the E leventh Amendment does not clearly op erate
retroactively. In Hylton, where the Court reviewed a substantive congressional statute and did so in a context that
had significant implications for the scope of the congressional taxing power, the Court upheld the statute in the
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face of a strong textual argume nt that it was unconstitutional. Thus, there is ev idenc e in the fed eral case law, as in
the state case law, of general deference to a co-equal legislature’s substantive constitutional decisionmaking, but
close scrutiny of that body’s decisionm aking where it affected the judiciary.

The federal case law, however, also involved a category of cases for which there was no state court
analo gue: fed eral co urts had repeated o ccasio n to review the constitutionality of the acts of a subordinate
legislature (i.e., the state legislatures). While the state and federal case law reveals a pattern of deference to the
decisions of co-equal legislatures, federal courts reviewing state statutes were notably aggressive. There are seven
Circuit Court cases in which state statutes were invalidated, and in six of these there was a colorable argument for
the statute’s validity. Similarly, in Ware , where the Court denied effect to a Virginia statute, only Iredell in dissent
embraced a plausible reading of the Treaty of Paris that would have preserved the statute. Overall, the body of
federal case law involving the review of state statutes suggests another type of policing of boundaries: federal
courts took c are to constrain the activities of state governments.

The case law surveyed here illuminates Ma rbury: it shows that judicial review was much better
established at the time o f Marbury than previously recognized and that Marshall’s often-criticized constitutional
construction was co nsistent with com mon practice of invalidating statutes that affected the judiciary.

More fundamentally, the case law also indicates a structural approach to judicial review in which the level
of scrutiny was linke d to the type of statute involved, and in which the courts, in determining when to invalid ate
statutes were concerned with policing boundaries, rather than with the modern concerns of protecting individual
liberties or protecting minorities from majoritarian overreaching.

This approach is consistent with the

constitutional theory earlier reflected in American revolutionary’s legal claims - under which protection of spheres
of governm ental authority was critical to the rule o f law and the pro tection of individual liberty - which suggests
that constitutional theory may have shaped early approaches to the scope of judicial review.
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